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Abstract: This article is the first in a trilogy that deals with corpus-driven Bantu lexicography,
which is illustrated for Lusoga. The focus here is on the building of a so-called 'organic corpus'
from scratch, while the next two instalments will deal with the use of that corpus on the macrostructural and microstructural levels, respectively. Not many detailed descriptions of corpusbuilding efforts exist for Bantu languages, so each and every step is discussed in detail, paying
particular attention to the parameters that have to be taken into account, while not losing sight of
the need to log the metadata either.
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Obufunze: Omutengeso gw'eitu ogukozesebwa mu namawanika w'ennimi

dha Bantu. Ekitundu 1: Okuzimba namukyukilo w'eitu ly'Olusoga. Olupapula
luno n'olusooka ku isatu edhinaayogela ku musomo gw'omutengeso gw'eitu ogukozesebwa mu
namawanika w'ennimi dha Bantu nga gulaga omulimu ogw'akolebwa ku Lusoga. Mu lupapula luno,
eisila lili ku nzimba ya itu namukyukilo okuva ku ntandiiko. Ebitundu ebinaaba mu lupapula
olw'okubili n'olw'okusatu biidha kugema ku nkozesa ya itu lino ku isa ly'omutindiigo
ogw'ebizimbibwa mu mutegeko n'eisa elilaga eitu lino mu mwoleko ogw'azimbibwa mu mutindiigo
n'engeli omusingi ogulimu bwe gulagibwa mu iwanika. Mu nnimi dha Bantu, emilimu egilaga
omusingi guno tigitela kuwandiikibwaku mu butongole okusobola okumanhisa abo abayinza okuba
nga bagasibwa. Kale buli kitundu ekiteesebwaku mu nnambika eli mu mpapula eisatu dhino kitoolayo
buli kanhomelo ka bukodyo n'emitendela egy'agobelebwa ela gy'akozesebwa mu kusenvula omulimu
gw'okuzimba omutimbo gw'ekyebungo ky'olulimi Olusoga gwonagwona.

Ebigambo ebikulu:

BANTU, LUSOGA, OKUZIMBA EITU, EITU NAMUKYUKILO,
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Goal of the present study

In this article we wish to show how an electronic corpus for a Bantu language,
especially an under-resourced Bantu language, may be assembled from scratch.
We have lexicographic applications in mind, but such corpora may also be
used (and have successfully been used) for Bantu corpus linguistics studies
more generally. While Bantu corpora have been built for about two decades
now, explicit descriptions of their composition are rare in the literature. For
instance, in his MA dissertation de Schryver (1999: 103-117) devotes about 14
pages to the design, structure, contents and text collection of a 300 000-word
Cilubà corpus, but to this date that study remains unpublished. When it comes
to the descriptions of the corpora that have been assembled for the South
African Bantu languages, these are typically less than a page long (de Schryver
and Prinsloo 2000). On the other hand, corpus stability tests have been carried
out for the South African Bantu languages (Prinsloo and de Schryver 2001,
Prinsloo 2015), as well as attempts at multilingual corpus building and multilingual data extraction (de Schryver 2002, Prinsloo and de Schryver 2005).
Scientific articles on the Zimbabwean corpora built under the umbrella of
ALLEX/ALRI tend to focus on specific topics, such as tagging issues for a
Shona corpus (Chabata 2000) or the sociolinguistic, political and economic considerations that influence the contents of a corpus of Zimbabwean Ndebele
(Hadebe 2002). Even the latest version of the widely-used Helsinki Corpus of
Swahili is not accompanied by a proper description (Hurskainen 2016).
The only exceptions to this pattern seem to be the corpora built to carry out
corpus linguistics studies at BantUGent (i.e., the UGent Centre for Bantu Studies)
where, for instance, the PhDs of Mberamihigo (2014), Nshemezimana (2016) and
Misago (2018) describe the various Kirundi corpora built, or where the PhD of
Kawalya (2017) describes the Luganda corpus that he used for his study. The
building of a Lingála corpus may be found in the PhD of Sene-Mongaba (2013),
reworked and expanded as Sene-Mongaba (2015). Our effort (Nabirye 2016), on
which the Lusoga case study presented below is based, is also the result of PhD
research undertaken at BantUGent.
With regard to corpus-building efforts for Lusoga, only one exploratory
study has appeared so far (Nabirye and de Schryver 2011). In that study, the
main focus was on the writing problems that the corpus builder encounters
during the transcription of oral material and the implications for the corpus
lexicographer when data is extracted from such a corpus. In contrast, of particular interest in the present study will be the parameters/axes that can be
used to characterise the composition of a Bantu-language corpus, these being,
in addition to oral vs. written, also the distribution of the sources, the periods,
the genres and the topics. Orthographic issues will only briefly be recapped
here. Furthermore, the value of detailed corpus documentation will be exemplified; this will be done by means of the inclusion of and reference to a comprehensive addendum. Corpus-query software will be mentioned in passing.
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2.

The Lusoga language and publications in Lusoga

Lusoga is a largely undocumented Great Lakes Bantu language classified as
JE16 (Guthrie 1948, Maho 2009). According to the Uganda Bureau of Statistics,
2 062 920 people identified themselves as Basoga in 2002 (UBOS 2006: 12), a figure
that grew by nearly half to a respectable 2 960 890 by 2014 (UBOS 2016: 71).
While immediately acknowledging that not all people who claim to be Basoga
also necessarily speak 'Lusoga', however defined, 1 one should still realise that
several million people currently speak Lusoga, of which about two million are
monolingual. While it might surprise that a language with up to three million
speakers may be largely undocumented, it is fitting to recall that there are even
endangered languages with millions of speakers (Adelaar 2014).
Lusoga was first reduced to writing near the end of the 19th century, as
pointed out by Condon a century ago:
The Basoga Batamba had no written characters. Nor do any writings on rocks or
pictorial characters exist. According to native report — and I mean natives of a
ripe old age — there never was, as far as they remember, any means whatever of
placing down their verbal utterances. All messages from one chief to another
were committed to a trustworthy man, who learned the communication by heart,
and so delivered the message by word of mouth. It is only within the last 15
years that the language of this people has been put in book form.

(Condon 1911: 368)

The very first language data for Lusoga may be found in the 'vocabularies' included in Johnston (1902: 980-991) as well as in Condon (1911). However, we
have found no evidence to suggest that Lusoga was documented in earnest
prior to the 1960s. The earliest reference uncovered so far with an exclusive
focus on Lusoga is the orthography of Byandala (1963). That booklet was followed by the documentation of Lusoga proverbs and riddles in LyavalaLwanga (1967, 1969). There is no record of Lusoga materials produced during
the 1970s or the 1980s. Writing on and in Lusoga was again picked up in the
1990s. The first Lusoga publication in this period was the second version of the
Lusoga orthography: Kajolya (1990). It was followed by two attempts at
publishing a newspaper, which faltered shortly after: Kodh'eyo (1997–98) and
Ndimugezi (1998–99). From the late 1990s and early 2000s onwards, the main
output in Lusoga has come from the Cultural Research Centre (CRC), a religious
body based in Jinja (e.g., CRC 1998a, 1999a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, 2000a, b, 2002,
2005a, Kaluuba et al. 2010, CRC 2011).2 Also, one very prolific writer is Gulere
who, amongst others, self-published ten children's story books, which he
placed online in various locations at various times and in various formats
(Gulere 2011a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j). Gulere moreover self-published two translations, one of Antigone, a tragedy by the ancient Greek playwright Sophocles
from 441 BC (Gulere 2007a), another of The Bride, a play in English by the
Ugandan Austin L. Bukenya from 1987 (Gulere 2007b).3 Lastly, a first novel has
now been published in Lusoga, written by Kuunya (2011a).
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3.

Building a corpus for Lusoga

3.1

Towards an organic (but structured), general-language, synchronic
Lusoga corpus

The basics of corpus building for the Bantu languages have been described by
de Schryver and Prinsloo (2000). The two important concepts that also applied
to the building of our Lusoga corpus are that of an 'organic corpus' and that of
a 'structured corpus'. An 'organic corpus' has been defined by Atkins, Clear
and Ostler as follows:
[...] a corpus may be thought of as organic, and must be allowed to grow and live
if it is to reflect a growing, living language. [...] In order to approach a 'balanced'
corpus, it is practical to adopt a method of successive approximations. First, the
corpus builder attempts to create a representative corpus. Then this corpus is
used and analysed and its strengths and weaknesses identified and reported. In
the light of this experience and feedback the corpus is enhanced by the addition
or deletion of material and the cycle is repeated continually. [...] In our ten years'
experience of analysing corpus material for lexicographical purposes, we have
found any corpus — however 'unbalanced' — to be a source of information and
indeed inspiration. Knowing that your corpus is unbalanced is what counts.

(Atkins et al. 1992: 1, 4, 6)

De Schryver and Prinsloo link this to what they call a 'structured corpus' as
follows:
Formulated differently, it is any corpus compiler's task to attempt to assemble a
representative corpus for his/her specific need(s). Subsequent additions and
deletions of sections should be seen as a balancing activity to rectify initial weaknesses, but more importantly, also to take account of and track a growing, living
language. As such, there is no such thing as 'the' corpus of a certain language
(variety). Rather, at any point in time one selects a certain number of texts from
the range of available electronic texts (which might or might not be grouped
together into sub-corpora), and uses 'a' corpus for the specific research one
wishes to pursue. The minimum requirement for any organic corpus is thus that
the corpus compiler(s) will have attempted to put some structure in assembling
the range of electronic texts. Within this framework, any first attempt at compiling an organic corpus will at least result in a structured corpus.

(de Schryver and Prinsloo 2000: 92)

Our Lusoga corpus is both structured and organic. On the whole, the organicity
means that the overall size has increased and decreased over the years.
Corpus building for the Bantu languages is always slightly opportunistic,
in that one adds the little existing written material one can get hold of, except
when a serious imbalance results. In other words, to get going, one often makes
do with an 'imperfect corpus', which is then modified later on, when 'better'
data becomes available. Over and above this balancing act, the corpus used
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should always attempt to be representative of the population that is the subject
of the planned description or research. For a general-language corpus, the goal
is consequently to acquire as many different genres as possible, that deal with
as wide a topic range as possible. Existing written material for all but a few
Bantu languages is unfortunately biased in this respect. Most are the result of
(modern) missionary activities, so the genre Biblical documents tends to be overrepresented in many Bantu corpora. Conversely, for Bantu languages with a
varied, vibrant and ongoing online media presence, the genre Journalism may
be overrepresented, and within that, topics such as Sports and Politics. Of
course, when the aim is to describe features of biblical works or journalistic
texts, then such types of corpora may indeed be 'representative', and when
multiple sources have been equally sampled, these corpora may also be 'balanced'. But if the goal is to describe the general language, then an effort needs
to be made to achieve both representativeness and balance in another way. It is
here that the material found in the oral component of a corpus may bring a
solution, as it did for our Lusoga corpus (cf. infra, §3.5.1).
Another important point concerns the time period covered by a Bantu
corpus. In all but a few cases, this will be 'the present', with that present
optionally stretching back to a number of decades, maximum half a century.
Although attempts are being made to build Bantu corpora with time-depths of
at least half a century down to a century — such as for Zulu (de Schryver and
Gauton 2002), Kirundi (Mberamihigo et al. 2016) and Luganda (Kawalya et al.
2018) — the only Bantu corpus containing substantial amounts of diachronic
data that has been built (and used)4 is the set of corpora for the Kikongo Language Cluster, where some parts are up to four centuries old, while others go
back to around 250 years ago (Bostoen and de Schryver 2015). For Lusoga, the
aim has always been to build a synchronic corpus covering the general language. Material older than a few decades is in any case extremely rare for
Lusoga (cf. supra, §2). When available, it was nonetheless included in an
attempt to widen the genre/topic range.
3.2

The 0.5m Lusoga corpus

A first Lusoga corpus, of about half a million words, was built as part of the
research leading to an MA dissertation. Its composition is as shown in Table 1
(adapted from Nabirye (2008: 70)).
Table 1:

Genre distribution in the 0.5m Lusoga corpus

Genre
Journalism (Kodh'eyo, Ndimugezi)
Biblical documents (New Testament and others)
Short stories and idioms (Kintu, Ababita Ababiri, etc.)
SUM

Tokens
187 393
199 853
150 560
537 806

%
34.84%
37.16%
28.00%
100.00%
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The 0.9m Lusoga corpus

For a corpus-based study of the Lusoga noun (de Schryver and Nabirye 2010)
the Lusoga 'MA corpus' was supplemented with the full text of the Eiwanika
ly'Olusoga (Nabirye 2009), being a monolingual Lusoga dictionary compiled
without the use of a corpus. The reasoning at the time was that because the
example sentences from that dictionary were the result of original fieldwork,
they could as well form part of a Lusoga corpus. A number of reports written
in Lusoga (from the Busoga clan leaders, the private sector, academia, etc.)
were also added, as was the initial impetus for a true oral part of the Lusoga
corpus (i.e., the first few transcriptions of conversations, interviews and songs).
The make-up of this Lusoga 'noun corpus' is as shown in Table 2 (taken from
de Schryver and Nabirye (2010: 100)).
Table 2:

Genre distribution in the 0.9m Lusoga corpus

Genre
Reference work (Eiwanika ly'Olusoga)
Journalism (Kodh'eyo, Ndimugezi)
Biblical documents (New Testament and others)
Reports (from the Busoga clan leaders, private sector,
academia, etc.)
Short stories and idioms (Kintu, Ababita Ababiri, etc.)
Transcriptions of conversations, interviews and songs
SUM

Tokens
305 660
187 393
199 853
24 166

%
35.00%
21.46%
22.88%
2.77%

150 560
5 716
873 348

17.24%
0.65%
100.00%

This version of the Lusoga corpus contained about 870 000 running words
(tokens), and about 150 000 orthographically different words (types). Not only
the transcriptions of conversations, interviews and songs but also the dictionary examples (together close to a third of the total) could be considered reductions of spoken data to text; the other genres being written texts from the start.
From Table 3 (also taken from de Schryver and Nabirye (2010: 100)) one may
further deduce that most sources are recent to very recent, with over 98% produced during the past two decades.
Table 3:
Period
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s
2000s
SUM

Period distribution in the 0.9m Lusoga corpus
Tokens
16 822
—
—
457 978
398 548
873 348

%
1.93%
—
—
52.44%
45.63%
100.00%
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3.4

The 1.1m Lusoga corpus

Following the Lusoga noun study, and with the acquisition of more data to
compensate for it, the dictionary data was again dropped from the Lusoga corpus. Although based on natural language production, the dictionary examples
lacked the original context, and had in any case been 'selected' for their pedagogical value. As such, they did not have their place in a proper text corpus,
that is, one that consists of large sections of free-flowing, running text. Instead,
the symbolic oral section of about 6 000 tokens in the Lusoga 'noun corpus' was
enlarged to well over 400 000 tokens. Furthermore, various texts translated
from English, as well as digital-born Lusoga material, were also added, to obtain
the corpus that was used for the study of the writing problems in a Lusoga
corpus (Nabirye and de Schryver 2011). The composition of that new corpus is
as shown in Table 4 (adapted from Nabirye and de Schryver (2011: 123)).
Table 4:

Genre distribution in the 1.1m Lusoga corpus

Genre
Journalism (Kodh'eyo, Ndimugezi)
Biblical documents (New Testament and others)
Reports (from the Busoga clan leaders, private sector,
academia, etc.)
Short stories and idioms (Kintu, Ababita Ababiri, etc.)
Transcriptions of conversations, interviews and
songs, as well as traditional ceremonies, speeches,
sermons, radio broadcasts, etc.
Translations from English (PEAP (Poverty Eradication
Action Plan), ICEE (International Centre for Eye Education), FIDA/PLAN (inheritance laws), etc.)
Electronic texts (e-mails, mailing lists, Facebook, etc.)
SUM

Tokens
187 393
199 853
24 166

%
17.07%
18.20%
2.20%

150 560
413 827

13.71%
37.69%

19 814

1.80%

102 365
1 097 978

9.32%
100.00%

This 1.1m Lusoga 'writing-problems corpus' — just as the earlier 0.9m Lusoga
'noun corpus' and the even earlier 0.5m Lusoga 'MA corpus' — was not annotated for any linguistic features. As such, these corpora were not tagged for
parts of speech, nor lemmatised. They are known as 'raw corpora'.
3.5

The 1.7m Lusoga corpus

The latest iteration of the Lusoga corpus stands at over 1 700 000 tokens and
about 200 000 types. The various text files of the 1.1m Lusoga 'writing-problems corpus' were cleaned up, re-assembled and renamed. New material was
added for each genre except Journalism. For the latter, however, all the newspa-
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per clippings were reprocessed with better software (cf. infra, §3.5.2). It is this
version of the Lusoga corpus that we will now study in more detail.
3.5.1 Oral vs. written distribution
In contrast to the 0.5m Lusoga corpus, which had no transcribed text, and the
0.9m one with just 5 716 such tokens, a major effort in building the 1.7m Lusoga
corpus went to expanding the oral component even further compared to the
1.1m Lusoga corpus. While the model of all modern corpora, the 100m British
National Corpus (BNC 1994–2018), has set the standard for general-language
corpora to contain 10% spoken material vs. 90% written material (Rundell and
Stock 1992: 46), we managed to triple this conventional allocation of the spoken
part in the total. In all, 216 audio files were transcribed, amounting to well over
half a million tokens, as may be seen from Table 5, which corresponds to 31%
of the total corpus, illustrated graphically in Figure 1.
Table 5:
Medium
Oral
Written
SUM

Figure 1:

Statistics for the oral vs. written distribution in the 1.7m Lusoga
corpus
No. of files
216
175
391

%
55.24%
44.76%
100.00%

Tokens
541 129
1 182 562
1 723 691

%
31.39%
68.61%
100.00%

Pie chart showing the oral vs. written distribution in the 1.7m
Lusoga corpus

There is nothing magic about attaining over half a million words of spoken
data,5 nor about reaching a division of a third for oral vs. two-thirds for written
data, but for a language which to this date is chiefly an oral language, it simply
looked like a necessity in order to ensure that any explanations drawn from
this corpus would also reflect real language usage. The oral component is sizeable enough so as to feature in every screenful of concordance lines, where oral
and written material is instantly juxtaposed and may be cross-compared to
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make sure there are no differences between oral vs. written language use that
would need to be reported.
What is true is that there is an addictive aspect to corpus building, so a
goal was set to reach about '100 hours of audio'. Indeed, the 541 129 tokens of
transcribed material correspond to exactly 98 hours, 42 minutes, and 38 seconds of audio files. Transcribing half an hour of audio took on average two
hours, which means that 400 hours were required for all the transcriptions (not
counting the fieldwork and hours spent recording in the first place, nor the
many hours to collect and log all the metadata and consent forms). The types of
audio recorded and transcribed are varied, and include modern and traditional
songs, radio talk shows, traditional ceremonies (as currently being performed),
business meetings, interviews and dialogues.
3.5.2 Source distribution
The bulk of the written part of the 1.7m Lusoga corpus was assembled through
the digitization of more or less every work, down to every snippet, ever written
and published in Lusoga, whether commercially or produced as grey literature.
A total of 85 sources were scanned in high resolution, after which the optical
character recognition (OCR) tool of OmniPage (1995–2018) was utilised to turn
the images into machine-readable texts.6 These 85 sources were good for about
670 000 tokens. OCR was also used to re-digitise large parts of the two shortlived Lusoga newspapers: Kodh'eyo: Busoga etebenkere (Kodh'eyo 1997–98) and
Ndimugezi n'omukobere: The factfinder (Ndimugezi 1998–99). Due to the poor
quality of the printing of these newspapers, the OCR output required substantial clean-up. The result was about 200 000 tokens of newspaper articles. A
further 62 files were obtained electronically. These included self-published
works found on the Internet, unpublished material from friends, private e-mail
and mailing list communications, translations into Lusoga taken from government, NGO and commercial websites, as well as some religious material found
online. All these texts together came to about 260 000 tokens. The translations
we ourselves had made over the years, 15 of them, were also added, which
contributed a further 25 000 tokens, as well as some of our own writings, six
texts with just 2 500 tokens. The remainder consisted of low-resolution images
of texts found online, as well as a single hand-written document, which were
all retyped, adding another 25 000 tokens.
An overview of these various sources may be seen in Table 6. For a mostly
undocumented and oral language like Lusoga, we must admit that we never
expected to be able to reach nearly 1.2m tokens of material that had been written in one way or another. Extending the corpus building effort beyond the
more obvious transcriptions and OCR, as seen in the last five bullets of Table 6,
clearly helped in this regard (and in effect resulted in about a quarter of the
written data).
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Statistics for the source distribution in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

Source
ORAL
 Transcriptions of
audio
WRITTEN
 OCR (optical character recognition)
 OCR + Retyping
 Electronic transfers
 Translations
 Own writings
 Retyping of images
 Retyping of handwritten document
SUM

No. of files

%

Tokens

%

216

55.24%

541 129

31.39%

85

21.74%

669 320

38.83%

2
62
15
6
4
1

0.51%
15.86%
3.84%
1.53%
1.02%
0.26%

201 664
258 990
25 365
2 568
24 436
219

11.70%
15.03%
1.47%
0.15%
1.42%
0.01%

391

100.00%

1 723 691

100.00%

3.5.3 Period distribution
As may be seen from the data presented in Table 7 and the bar chart shown in
Figure 2, the 1.7m Lusoga corpus is essentially a synchronic corpus with a timedepth of just over 20 years.
Table 7:

Statistics for the period distribution in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

Period
1940s
1950s
1960s
1970s
1980s
1990s
2000s
2010s (to 2013)
SUM

No. of files
1
—
2
—
1
44
139
204
391

%
0.26%
—
0.51%
—
0.26%
11.25%
35.55%
52.17%
100.00%

Tokens
1 325
—
36 065
—
16 657
417 837
398 153
853 654
1 723 691

%
0.08%
—
2.09%
—
0.97%
24.24%
23.10%
49.52%
100.00%

Only four files represent the 1940s, 1960s and 1980s. 7 The 1990s and 2000s are
equally represented, with about 400 000 tokens each, while the 2010s (and only
up to August 2013 at that) is represented by as many as 850 000 tokens. While
each of the past two periods and the present one cover both oral and written
material, up to 70% of the transcriptions concern spoken data from the 2010s,
which is the main reason why the 2010s contain more material than any other
period. Another is the flurry of primers that were produced in the 2010s, in the
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wake of the recognition of Lusoga as a medium of instruction in 2005 (NCDC
2006: 5).

Figure 2:

Bar chart showing the period distribution in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

3.5.4 Genre distribution
The 391 files of the 1.7m Lusoga corpus were also grouped into 12 broadlydefined genres, as summarised in Table 8 and shown graphically in Figure 3.
Three genres dominate, making up more than half the corpus: Biblical documents (23% of the tokens),8 Literature (16%) and Radio talk shows (15%). Also sizable
are Journalism (12%) and E-mails (9%). Each of the next five genres contains
about a twentieth (5%) of the total corpus: Policy documents, Interviews, Songs,
Celebrations, and Academic documents. Newsletters and Advertisements each represent less than 1% of the total.
Table 8:

Statistics for the genre distribution in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

Genre
Biblical documents
Literature
Radio talk shows
Journalism
E-mails
Policy documents
Interviews
Songs
Celebrations
Academic documents
Newsletters
Advertisements
SUM

No. of files
44
64
41
2
18
19
11
155
10
19
6
2
391

%
11.25%
16.37%
10.49%
0.51%
4.60%
4.86%
2.81%
39.64%
2.56%
4.86%
1.53%
0.51%
100.00%

Tokens
388 026
271 701
265 726
201 664
153 563
101 029
94 693
86 028
82 138
68 662
10 027
434
1 723 691

%
22.51%
15.76%
15.42%
11.70%
8.91%
5.86%
5.49%
4.99%
4.77%
3.98%
0.58%
0.03%
100.00%
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Pie chart showing the genre distribution in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

3.5.5 Topic distribution
The different files in the Lusoga corpus were also grouped into 18 broadlydefined topics. To do so, related subjects were brought together, such as:
Health:
 Health planning
 Ill-health & death
 Rural health management
 Traditional healing
 AIDS scourge
 Eye-care education ...
Inspirational:
 Self-appreciation
 Jubilation
 Honouring activity
 Hope message
 Graduation ceremony ...
Even though a strict division between genre and topic is not always possible,
and even though some files actually deal with various topics, the data shown in
Table 9 may be considered to be a good approximation of the actual topics covered in the corpus.
While a quarter of the Lusoga corpus deals with Religion, the inverse also
means that three-quarters does not, which is fine given the usual bias in Bantulanguage corpora. The topic Networking actually covers such varied items as
newspaper texts, mailing-list messages, songs about networking, and even
advertisements. The other topic labels are self-explanatory. The data is shown
graphically in Figure 4.
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Table 9:

Statistics for the topic distribution in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

Topic
Religion
Networking
Health
Language9
Sensitization
Politics
Fables
Marriage
Life
History
Proverbs
Inspirational
Science
Riddles
Relationships
Rehabilitation
Money
Gratitude
SUM

No. of files
55
22
41
26
35
16
41
36
19
12
5
13
5
3
31
13
13
5
391

%
14.07%
5.63%
10.49%
6.65%
8.95%
4.09%
10.49%
9.21%
4.86%
3.07%
1.28%
3.32%
1.28%
0.77%
7.93%
3.32%
3.32%
1.28%
100.00%

Tokens
439 915
355 761
153 588
126 449
102 061
97 785
92 470
79 839
75 237
59 739
45 556
31 443
19 784
15 694
12 203
7 400
6 469
2 298
1 723 691

%
25.52%
20.64%
8.91%
7.34%
5.92%
5.67%
5.36%
4.63%
4.36%
3.47%
2.64%
1.82%
1.15%
0.91%
0.71%
0.43%
0.38%
0.13%
100.00%

While the percentages for each of the broadly-defined topics as seen in Figure 4
may or may not reflect the actual allocation to each of these topics in the way
Lusoga is used by millions of speakers on a daily basis in Busoga, what is relatively certain is that the coverage of the range and variation is rather wide in
the 1.7m Lusoga corpus.

Figure 4:

Pie chart showing the topic distribution in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus
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3.5.6 The orthography in the corpus
Important to observe at this point is that the various orthographies as seen in
the original written sources were left intact. Bar a few exceptions, there are no
tone markings in the corpus.
This implies that the stated number of types (i.e. the orthographically
unique words) is always slightly inflated compared to a corpus in which the
spelling would have been homogenised. Working with a corpus that contains
various spellings for some of the same words is not an insurmountable hurdle;
it only means that one is dealing with some (evenly spread) noise as far as the
type counts are concerned; the token counts, however, are (mostly) correct.
Although a number of Lusoga orthography guides exist, one must conclude that they did not have much impact on helping the different authors
streamline their writing in Lusoga. But then, the majority of the texts which are
now in the corpus were not necessarily meant for formal usage, so their authors
did not adhere to a strict application of any orthographic rules. For example,
biblical prayer books are in-house documents that are only employed for the
purposes of religious teaching. The different short stories and the novel in
Lusoga have all been produced informally and are written in a style that the
authors feel is most appropriate at the time of writing. E-mails and website
texts in Lusoga display a severely unregulated use of written Lusoga. Also, the
type of written Lusoga found in this category of sources is often mixed with
English. In addition, Lusoga is borrowing sounds from neighbouring languages, such as the palatal nasal [ɲ] which is not an indigenous Lusoga sound.
One also notices a switch between the voiced labio-velar approximant [w] and
the velar fricative [Ɣ]; and the fact that the Lusoga dental sounds are being
relegated to neighbouring alveolar sounds (which are easier to pronounce for
non-native speakers). Most prominent is an ongoing discussion on whether
Lusoga really has a trill [r], only a flap [ſ], or neither of the two — which results
in inconsistent uses of /r/ and /l/ in the orthography. 10
Instances of orthography-based problems in writing Lusoga are shown in
examples (1) & (2). (For the abbreviations in the glosses, see the explanations at
the end.)
(1)

enhyandhula
instead of ennhandhula
'introduction'
okuhwunga
instead of okuwunga
'to catch an object mid-air'
cyatulirwa
instead of kyatulilwa
'it is pronounced/spoken'
[File ID: KiyinKbi | W • Literature • Language • 1969]

(2) a. Me Enterprise development oyinza okufuna bakakensa [...]
me
...
o-yinza
oku-fun-a
ba-kakensa
CON
...
SM2SG-can
15-get-FV
2-expert
But for Enterprise development you can get experts [...]
[File ID: Mail1306 | W • E-mails • Networking • 2013]
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b.

What did I ng'omuntu do?
...
nga
o-mu-ntu
...
...
adv
AUG-1-person
...
What did I as a person do?
[File ID: Mail1306 | W • E-mails • Networking • 2013]

In the examples in (1) the author decided to write the dental nasal as /nhy/,
the voiced labio-velar approximant as /hw/, and the voiceless palatal plosive
as /c/, as well as making distinctions in writing the trill after /i, e/ and the
lateral flap after /u/ and /a/. The orthographic problems seen in examples of
this nature seem to arise out of a need to use a phonetic-inspired orthography.
Such orthographic interpretations may simply be idiosyncratic improvisations
made in the absence of a proper (and popular) phonetic description of the
sounds of Lusoga.
On the other hand, the examples in (2) reflect a user who is continuously
code switching, and missing out on a few basic grammatical forms in the writing system. This is probably due to ignorance or the lack of a proper grounding
in writing Lusoga.
The type of issues seen in the two examples can be generalised as occurring rather often in the informal written texts included in the corpus. While the
spelling of the original texts was left intact, recognition errors might have been
introduced during the OCR process, with some of the letters being machine
unreadable and interpreted differently, even though we did our utmost to read
through the OCRed material.
It is also probable that some 'errors' were introduced during the transcription process: while we tried to steer away from it, there was a tendency to
'over-correct' misspoken sections and hesitations, as the goal of our corpusbuilding efforts is not to use the material for, say, sociolinguistic studies of
detailed turn-taking, but to use the material to uncover language as it was
meant to be (Hanks 2012: 416).11
We do trust that these 'inconsistencies' and 'errors' have not obscured the
proper usages of Lusoga.
3.5.7 Querying the corpus
The 391 files of the 1.7m Lusoga corpus are stored as plain text files, and as such
this 1.7m Lusoga corpus is also a 'raw corpus'. Raw corpora may successfully
be searched using off-the-shelf corpus-query software like WordSmith Tools
(Scott 1996–2018). WST was indeed used in this way to present the various corpus counts above, and will also be used for the macrostructural and microstructural illustrations in the next two parts of this set of three articles.
However, and as we will explain in Part 2, the 1.7m Lusoga corpus was
also part-of-speech tagged and lemmatised for lexicographic purposes. Either
or even both of these levels (i.e., the part-of-speech labels and/or the lemmas of
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each orthographic word) may also be added as tags to all (or part of the) 1.7m
tokens of the Lusoga corpus. Software such as WST is able to handle such
marked-up text files as well.
3.5.8 Corpus file IDs, corpus filename bibliography and corpus metadata
database
As could be seen in examples (1) and (2), for material excerpted from the corpus,
it is good practice to mention the source from which it was taken. In (1) this
information was presented following all the examples, and in (2) this was done
on the line following the interlinear glossing and translation. In all cases, the
corpus details are presented between square brackets.
In actual fact, for all material that is quoted from a corpus, whether for
lexicographic purposes or more generally in corpus linguistics, three distinct
levels of supplementary information may be provided for each source. At the
quoted material itself a File ID may be provided, together with 'minimal information', here on whether the treated example is either taken from the written
or the oral section of the corpus, and further information on the genre and
topic, as well as the year or period, in the following format:
at examples
[File ID: Filename | W(ritten) or O(ral) • Genre • Topic • Year or Period]
The Filename also serves as the entry point to Addendum 1, where further
details on each source may be found. The author (or for audio, performer) as
well as the title of the work (either as published or as given by us), the number
of types and tokens for the work, the source of the work, the place of publication and publisher, as well as the number of pages of the work (or for audio,
length of the recording) are all provided in that addendum. The format used
for the twelve slots of information in Addendum 1 is always as follows:
in Addendum 1
Filename Author or Performer Year or Period (Title) ● Genre / Topic ●

Tokens / Types ● W(ritten) or O(ral) ~ Source ● Place: Publisher ●
Pages or Length of recording
For instance, the Filename for (1) above reveals the following in Addendum 1:
KiyinKbi

Lyavala-Lwanga, E.J. 1969 (Kiyini Kibi) ● Literature / Language ●
19,256 / 7,737 ● W ~ Retyping of image ● Kampala: Milton Obote
Foundation ● 123 pp.
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This type of information includes what one would find in a traditional bibliography (before the first bullet, after the penultimate and last bullets), but adds
corpus-specific information to that (all the rest in-between).
in the corpus metadata database
Addendum 1 is an extract from a larger database, which, for the written
sources and when relevant, also includes the translator and date of translation,
as well as the edition number and year of original publication. For the oral
material, that database additionally includes the date of the recording, and the
names of the recorders and transcribers. Lastly, for each source the standardised type-token ratio (with a base of 1 000) and the standard deviation thereof
are also given.12
A notes field is used for any additional information that needs to be mentioned. This corpus metadata database, which brings together all the metadata of
the corpus in a structured format, is available electronically and may be consulted at BantUGent together with the corpus itself.
3.5.9 Original data database
While it is feasible to store all of the 391 files in one single folder, much more
intelligent is to arrange the files into various folders and sub-folders, for instance reflecting the different genres (12 sub-folders) or topics (18 sub-folders).
How this is organised for a particular corpus depends on the use that will be
made of that corpus. Another division could be oral vs. written, or the use of
sub-folders that reflect the different time periods in the corpus, or even combinations of all of the above using tiered sub-folders. What has furthermore
proven to be very useful is to keep several copies of the corpus at hand: in each,
one finds the same data, but structured differently.
What is of paramount importance, however, is to keep a parallel version
of one of these corpus structures in a different (off-site) location, where all the
original files are kept. There the original audio (.wav, .mp3, ...) and at times even
videos (.mp4, .webm, ...) are stored, as well as the original web pages (.htm,
.html, ...), documents (.doc, .pdf, ...) and images (.jpeg, .png, ...). Temporary
files such as those used to turn scanned material ('image pdfs') with OCR software (e.g., .opd) into machine-readable images ('searchable pdfs') should also
be kept there. This parallel version of the corpus, or original data database, not
only functions as a backup from which the corpus files could be regenerated
whenever this would prove to be necessary, but it is also the first place to go to
whenever in doubt about a certain transcription (audio) or the orthography in
an automatically-recognised (written) work. Published texts, with their formatting, and multimedia files furthermore contain more information than the
text (.txt) versions in the corpus, which may at times and for certain purposes
be useful to consult.
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Discussion

In this article we have given a detailed description of the building of a generallanguage corpus for Lusoga, an under-resourced Bantu language. We showed
that it is indeed possible to reach a substantial size, in this case 1.7 million
tokens, a third of which consists of oral data, even though the building of this
corpus has basically been a one- to two-person effort. This stands in sharp contrast to for instance the ALLEX/ALRI corpora, for which scores of students
were sent into the field and as many were enlisted to transcribe the recordings.
Our corpus is an 'organic corpus', as material has not only been added
over the years, but some of it has also been taken away, while still other parts
were replaced after being reworked. Merely having more data does not necessarily mean one has better data, as one should keep an eye on balance as well.
In the overview presented in the present article, the 1.7m Lusoga corpus is a
'raw corpus', in that it has not been annotated; but it was pointed out that with
the results from Part 2, part-of-speech tags and/or lemma tags could enrich
this corpus linguistically.
We also illustrated the importance of knowing one's corpus, not only in
terms of the oral vs. written distribution, but similarly with regard to the distribution of the sources, periods, genres, and topics. Variations on our presentation are of course possible, and indeed in the PhDs of Mberamihigo (2014),
Nshemezimana (2016) and Misago (2018) for Kirundi, as well as the PhD of
Kawalya (2017) for Luganda, three-dimensional graphs are shown in addition,
the third dimension representing the diachronic aspects of their corpora. The
point, however, is that a detailed description of a corpus is needed if one is to
make intelligent use of it.
As the details in the addendum indicate, we further place particular
importance on the metadata of a corpus. Metadata may evidently be put to
good use when actually using a corpus: for lexicographic ends, but also far
beyond in the wider discipline of linguistics. There are no doubt differences
between the spoken and the written forms of a language, and certain phenomena may be realised slightly differently depending on the genre or topic, just as
word use differs with register. Likewise, for differences in word use depending
on the author or performer, or even the publishing house of a certain work
(each with their own style guide and own approach to copy-editing), and so on.
Sub-corpora may indeed be assembled along such lines.
Reformulated, depending on how one intends to use a corpus, all the
categorisations given so far may play an important role. But they do not inform
each study in the same way. Within the field of lexicography, the first two and
main uses of a corpus have to do with the creation of the macrostructure of a
dictionary on the one hand, and the compilation of the articles in the microstructure on the other. These two topics will now be looked into, and illustrated
for Lusoga, in two follow-up studies.
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Abbreviations
#
ADV
AUG
cl.
CON

noun class number
adverb
augment
class
connective

FV
SG
SMx

final vowel
singular
subject marker (of cl. or
person x)
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Endnotes
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

In our work Lusoga, as in all subsequent mentions of 'Lusoga corpus', narrowly refers to the
Lutenga variety only (Nabirye et al. 2016).
At the CRC library in Jinja, a substantial amount of grey literature may also be found, either
written by the CRC staff itself, or facilitated by them. These works are mostly for internal use,
of a religious nature and typically do not have a stated publisher, but may be 'assigned' to the
CRC (e.g., CRC 1998b, Kasozi 2000, CRC 2003a, b, c, 2005b, 2008, Wabugoyera et al. 2008,
CRC 2010, 2012a, b, c, d, e, f, g). Other religious works often do not have publication years,
such as Mwesigwa (s.d.), except for those published by The Bible Society of Uganda, for which,
see Endnote 8. Lately, the CRC has begun rejacketing earlier works, including CRC (2009)
and Kaluuba and Korse (2010). The CRC also played a pioneering role in producing the first
grammars for Lusoga (Korse 1999, CRC 2004, Wambi et al. 2005, Kuunya 2011b), the first bilingual Lusoga–English dictionaries (Korse 2000, Gonza 2007), new orthographies (LULANDA
and CRC 2001, 2004), as well as readers (e.g., Gulere and Wambi 2011).
Gulere also compiled a bilingual Lusoga–English dictionary (Gulere 2009).
At BantUGent a diachronic corpus for Swahili with a time-depth of up to two centuries is
under construction. Research articles have not yet been published, however, although preliminary results have been presented at conferences (Devos and de Schryver 2013, 2016).
While not magic, Rundell and Stock (1992: 46) refer to this part of a corpus as the 'Holy Grail':
'Truly spontaneous speech, however — the everyday conversation of ordinary members of
the public — has so far been available only in very small quantities and for lexicographers
this remains the "Holy Grail".'
In earlier descriptions of corpus building for the Bantu languages, some attention was paid to
the type of OCR errors one needs to attend to (de Schryver 1999: 116). Today's OCR software
is however so performant that all one needs to remember is that the letter combination read
as 'rn' should often be corrected to the single letter 'm'.
Observe that material for the 1980s was found after all, in an academic publication (Cohen
1986), following a memorable search (Nabirye 2016: 25-27). Although eventually published in
1986, this edited material is based on recordings made two decades earlier, in 1966–1967.
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10.
11.

12.
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A late entrant — in the sense that it came too late to be added to the 1.7m Lusoga corpus
(apart from the fact that it may not have been desirable for reasons of representativeness and
balance) — is the full Bible in Lusoga, which became available in 2014 (BSU 2014). As is
normally the case with biblical works, the full Bible (BSU 2014) incorporates the New
Testament (BSU 1998) — published earlier and included in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus. The New
Testament itself incorporated the even earlier Gospel of Mark (BSU 1996), which in turn
incorporated the still earlier Chapters 4 and 5 of the same gospel (BSU 1994). After the New
Testament was released, at least one other edition appeared, with the addition of the Psalms
from the Old Testament (BSU 2011).
The topic Language mainly includes material about teaching the language of Lusoga and
instructional material for Lusoga (written in Lusoga), as well as website texts and journal
abstracts on Lusoga (written in Lusoga).
See Nabirye et al. (2016) for more on these phonetic issues.
Or, as Kennedy (1998: 82) writes: 'A transcription is an imperfect written approximation of a
speech event which exists initially as a dance of air molecules. The level of delicacy or
amount of detail in a transcription is [...] related to the use to which the transcription will be
put'.
As defined by Scott (1996–2018) 'the standardised type/token ratio (STTR) is computed every n
words as Wordlist goes through each text file. By default, n = 1,000. In other words the ratio
is calculated for the first 1,000 running words, then calculated afresh for the next 1,000, and
so on to the end of your text or corpus. A running average is computed, which means that
you get an average type/token ratio based on consecutive 1,000-word chunks of text. (Texts with
less than 1,000 words (or whatever n is set to) will get a standardised type/token ratio of 0.)'.
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Corpus filename bibliography for the 391 sources in
the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

Author or Performer Year or Period (Title) ● Genre / Topic ● Tokens / Types ●
W(ritten) or O(ral) ~ Source ● Place: Publisher ● Pages or Length of recording

1Bakyaba

Ambassador Institute 2012 (Eiterekero: Eriya ku lusozi kalameri) ● Biblical
documents / Religion ● 741 / 380 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet: Ambassador
Institute ● 2 pp.

Ababala

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Ababala Emilimu) ● Songs - Traditional / Sensitization ●
660 / 434 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:08

AbabitAb

Ssajabi, Sophronius 1999 (Ababita Ababiri) ● Literature / Fables ● 5,063 / 1,825 ● W
~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 38 pp.

Abadhel

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Abadhelega Emilimu) ● Songs - Traditional / Sensitization
● 551 / 364 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:34

Abalamu

Baisi 2010s (Abalamu Tusaanila Tukole) ● Songs - Traditional / Sensitization ● 633 /
308 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:49

ABamBamu

Mata, Nassani & Isiko 1990s (Bamusabire) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 441 / 153
● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:13:00

ABamEita

Mata, Nassani & Isiko 1990s (Eitaka) ● Songs - Traditional / Rehabilitation ● 252 /
140 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:07:15

ABamKate

Mata, Nassani & Isiko 1990s (Katengeke) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 331 /
161 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:10:14

Abantub

Mugwisa 2000s (Abantu Beebisa Bulala) ● Songs - Traditional / Rehabilitation ● 609 /
359 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:57

Abasikaw

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Abasikawutu) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,885 / 851 ● W ~ OCR
● Internet: Google books ● 19 pp.

Abasoga

Salimu 2010 (Abasoga) ● Songs - Modern / Sensitization ● 793 / 238 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:05:51

Abatool

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Abatoolamu Embuto) ● Songs - Traditional / Health ●
697 / 391 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:46

Abatwes

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Abatwesimbamu) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ●
377 / 262 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:35

Abeelad

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Abeeladha ku Nsolo) ● Songs - Traditional / Rehabilitation
● 724 / 375 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:11

AEGY1

Various 2010 (Aids Education Group for Youths 1) ● Radio talk shows / Health ●
3,668 / 1,380 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:45:16

AEGY2

Various 2010 (Aids Education Group for Youths 2) ● Radio talk shows / Health ●
4,979 / 1,679 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:59:26

AEGY3

Various 2010 (Aids Education Group for Youths 3) ● Radio talk shows / Health ●
6,126 / 2,152 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:31:15

AEGY4

Various 2010 (Aids Education Group for Youths 4) ● Radio talk shows / Health ●
1,679 / 801 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:13:52
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AgakbOmu

Kuunya, Christopher 2012 (Agakuba Omughafu) ● Literature - Novels / Life ●
47,964 / 12,828 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Marianum Publishing Company ● 310 pp.

Akabend

Mugwisa 2000s (Akabendhe) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 590 / 320 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:09:07

Akalango

Orange 2009 (Akalango ka Orange) ● Advertisements / Networking ● 347 / 193 ●
W ~ Translation ● Kampala: Orange mobile phone network in Uganda ● 1 p.

Akaleed

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Akaleediyo) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 746 / 469 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:07

Akaleky

Anon. 2010s (Akalelelo ka Kiyingi) ● Songs - Modern / Politics ● 501 / 96 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:05:13

akalelel

Anon. 2010s (Leeta Akalelelo) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 677 / 116 ● O ~
Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 0:07:40

AkatAkas

Ssajabi, Sophronius 1999 (Akatabo Akasooka ak'Enfumo edh'Abasoga) ● Literature /
Fables ● 5,831 / 2,107 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 38 pp.

akatiko

Geo Bless 2010s (Akatiko) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 322 / 196 ● O ~
Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 0:03:59

Akatook

Anon. 2010s (Akatooke k'Endala) ● Songs - Traditional / Politics ● 1,075 / 143 ● O
~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:25

Akeeyo

Bamulumba, Yasiini 2012 (Akeeyo) ● Songs - Modern / Rehabilitation ● 642 / 317 ●
O ~ Transcription ● internet: Intangible Culture Heritage Conservation Project ●
0:08:46

ALwaLwak

Kabugu, Jessica & Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Lwaki Tosulanga y'Ogunhwa) ●
Songs - Traditional / Rehabilitation ● 1,076 / 565 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali
Mukembo and Sons ● 0:11:21

ALwaOmwe

Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Omwenge Taabbu) ● Songs - Traditional /
Rehabilitation ● 717 / 258 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo and Sons ●
0:09:05

ALwaSili

Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Siliimu) ● Songs - Traditional / Health ● 549 / 309 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo and Sons ● 0:08:21

Amaadhi

Anon. 2010s (Amaadhi) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 515 / 274 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:05:14

AmagelM

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Amagelo mu Nsiko) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,185 / 653 ●
W ~ e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 20 pp.

Amagelom

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Amagelo mu Nsiko) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,084 / 607 ●
W ~ OCR ● Internet: Google books ● 18 pp.

AMagEnfu

Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Enfuna y'Esente) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 503 /
265 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:08:26

AMagInha

Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Inhazaala Ghange) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ●
426 / 248 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:10:56

AMagObuf

Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Obufumbo) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 1,196 /
551 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:11:46
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AmagTigm

Kyakulaga, Zion 1999 (Amagezi Tigamalwayo) ● Literature / Fables ● 4,198 / 1,735
● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 38 pp.

Amateeka

Justice Law and Order Sector (JLOS) 2008 (Amateeka Agagema ku Kusiba Abantu
mu Byalo) ● Policy documents - Government / Sensitization ● 89 / 61 ● W ~
Translation ● Kampala: JLOS ● 0.5 pp.

Archbis

Orombi, Henry Luke 2009 (Speech of the Archbishop of Uganda during his Visit to
the Diocese of Jinja) ● Celebrations / Religion ● 4,574 / 1,786 ● O ~ Transcription ●
Jinja: Church of Uganda ● 1:25:33

Artbase

Artbase 2010s (Artbase Anthem) ● Songs - Modern / Inspirational ● 322 / 132 ● O
~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:05:46

Asaanak

Ntende, Monika 2010 (Asaana Kwebaza) ● Songs - Gospel / Religion ● 404 / 169 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:05:47

Ateoba

Kigenyi, Amos 2010 (Ate oba Wankyawa) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 57 /
29 ● O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:04:15

ATirEkya

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Ekyanguza Empale) ● Songs - Traditional / Inspirational ● 192 /
128 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:05:57

ATirKawo

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Kawoiwolo) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 368 / 222
● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:05:28

ATirMump

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Munpe Omwana) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 343 / 180
● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:07:08

ATirOmwo

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Omwoyo Fiitina) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 171 /
102 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:02:15

ATirSula

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Sulaayi) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 436 / 307 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:06:09

ATirTiil

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Tiilime) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 249 / 144 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:04:50

AVATVAT

Kirimungu, Siragi 2000s (VAT) ● Songs - Traditional / Sensitization ● 553 / 251 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:08:30

AVATVAT2

Kirimungu, Siragi 2000s (VAT Vol. 2) ● Songs - Traditional / Sensitization ● 278 /
184 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:05:45

Babalan

Baisi 2010s (Babalanda) ● Songs - Traditional / Inspirational ● 870 / 296 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:39

Bakalakt

Gulere, Cornelius 2006 (Bakalakatana) ● Literature / Fables ● 3,902 / 1,770 ● W ~
OCR ● Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 32 pp.

Bakulim

Magoola, Racheal 2010 (Bakulimba) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 173 / 93 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:05:00

Bakyali

Musooko 2010s (Bakyali) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 701 / 396 ● O ~
Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 0:06:43

Balocle

Bujagaali's daughters 2006 (Ennhemba dh'Abalongo) ● Interviews / Health ● 310 /
185 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: - ● 0:09:20
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Balodis

Bujagaali's client 2006 (Balongo Discussion) ● Interviews / Marriage ● 1,757 / 719 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: - ● 0:33:24

Bascath

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Basoga Catholics in and Around Kampala) ●
Biblical documents / Networking ● 426 / 203 ● W ~ OCR ● Nsambya: Diocese of
Jinja ● 16 pp.

Bbaabba

Kigenyi, Amos 2010 (Bbaabba Toyombesa Maama) ● Songs - Modern / Marriage ●
311 / 114 ● O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:04:28

BBamAkat

Mata, Nassani & Isiko 1990s (Akatooke) ● Songs - Traditional / Rehabilitation ● 427 /
208 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:12:06

BBamBali

Mata, Nassani & Isiko 1990s (Balizanila) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 306 /
141 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:10:15

BBamEndo

Mata, Nassani & Isiko 1990s (Endoola) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 346 / 195 ● O
~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:08:45

BEL09-Q2

Bujagali Hydropower Project (BHPP) 2009 (Bujagali Project Newsletter Q2 - July,
2009) ● Newsletters / Sensitization ● 1,645 / 784 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet:
Bujagali Energy Ltd ● 5 pp.

BEL09-Q3

Bujagali Hydropower Project (BHPP) 2009 (Bujagali Project Newsletter Q3 - 30th
September, 2009) ● Newsletters / Sensitization ● 1,532 / 717 ● W ~ e-Transfer ●
Internet: Bujagali Energy Ltd ● 4 pp.

BEL09-Q4

Bujagali Hydropower Project (BHPP) 2009 (Bujagali Project Newsletter Q4 December, 2009) ● Newsletters / Sensitization ● 1,796 / 804 ● W ~ e-Transfer ●
Internet: Bujagali Energy Ltd ● 5 pp.

BEL10-Q4

Bujagali Hydropower Project (BHPP) 2010 (Bujagali Project Newsletter Q4 - 31st
December, 2010) ● Newsletters / Sensitization ● 1,991 / 749 ● W ~ e-Transfer ●
Internet: Bujagali Energy Ltd ● 5 pp.

BEL11-Q1

Bujagali Hydropower Project (BHPP) 2011 (Bujagali Project Newsletter Q1 - 31st
March, 2011) ● Newsletters / Sensitization ● 1,692 / 737 ● W ~ e-Transfer ●
Internet: Bujagali Energy Ltd ● 5 pp.

BEL11-Q3

Bujagali Hydropower Project (BHPP) 2011 (Bujagali Project Newsletter Q3 - 30th
September, 2011) ● Newsletters / Sensitization ● 1,371 / 585 ● W ~ e-Transfer ●
Internet: Bujagali Energy Ltd ● 4 pp.

Betty

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Betty) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 563 / 373 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:05:56

BibChEas

Hughes, Edward 2013 (Embaga ey'Amazuukira Eyasooka) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 1,030 / 561 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet: Bible for Children ● 25 pp.

BibChGod

Hughes, Edward 2013 (Katonda nga Bweyatonda Buli Kintu) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 921 / 446 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet: Bible for Children ● 26 pp.

BibChHea

Hughes, Edward 2013 (Eigulu, Amaka ga Katonda Agaboneka Obulungi Einho) ●
Biblical documents / Religion ● 928 / 496 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet: Bible for
Children ● 22 pp.
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BibChJes

Hughes, Edward 2013 (Okuzaalibwa kwa Yesu) ● Biblical documents / Religion ●
815 / 449 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet: Bible for Children ● 29 pp.

BibChNoa

Hughes, Edward 2013 (Ebigema ku Noah n'Omwidhuzo ogw'Amaadhi
Omukologho) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 730 / 413 ● W ~ e-Transfer ●
Internet: Bible for Children ● 25 pp.

BibChSad

Hughes, Edward 2013 (Amainhama ag'Okunakughala okw'Omuntu) ● Biblical
documents / Religion ● 744 / 427 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet: Bible for Children ●
25 pp.

Biblest2

Various 2010 (Bible Story 2) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 6,344 / 1,917 ● O ~
Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:44:48

Biblest3

Various 2010 (Bible Story 3) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 2,785 / 1,034 ● O ~
Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:28:09

Birugrd

Various 2011 (Graduation Ceremony in Buwaabe) ● Celebrations / Inspirational ●
5,858 / 2,114 ● O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 1:04:38

BLwaBana

Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Banamwandu ni Bamulekwa) ● Songs - Traditional /
Marriage ● 774 / 434 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo and Sons ● 0:09:25

BLwaNgol

Kabugu, Jessica 1990s (Ngoli Namala Naidha Luvanhuma) ● Songs - Traditional /
Marriage ● 854 / 421 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo and Sons ● 0:10:27

BLwaOmun

Kabugu, Jessica 1990s (Omuntu gh'Ensi Muzibu) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 691 /
354 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo and Sons ● 0:08:04

BMagEbiz

Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Ebizibu eby'Ensi) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 488 /
259 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:10:09

BMagOmul

Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Omulamu Asaalilwa) ● Songs - Traditional /
Relationships ● 445 / 234 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:09:30

BMagRose

Kabugu, Milton Peter 1990s (Rose Mary) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 480 /
250 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Sanyu Music Studios ● 0:20:13

BTirBand

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Bando Asiliile) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 196 / 131
● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:02:12

BTirIdha

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Idha Ompelekeleku) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ●
264 / 116 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:04:35

BTirNang

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Nangobi) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 448 / 329 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:05:37

BTirNinz

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Ni Nze Mbeese) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 388 / 236 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:05:23

BTirObug

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Obugumba) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 234 / 124 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:05:15

BTirOmuk

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Omukazi Omwenzi) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 251 / 179
● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:03:06

BTirWabu

Mata, Nassani 1990s (Wabukala Bando) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 244 / 131
● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:06:11
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BucakaML

Various 2013 (Bucaka Mails) ● E-mails / Networking ● 5,535 / 2,201 ● W ~ eTransfer ● Internet: Bucaka ● 57 pp.

Bujagal1

Bujagaali & First wife 2006 (Bujagaali Interview 1) ● Interviews / Health ● 917 / 431
● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: - ● 0:32:30

Bujagal2

Bujagaali & First wife 2006 (Bujagaali Interview 2) ● Celebrations / Health ● 2,280 /
1,056 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: - ● 0:43:40

Bultg10

Various 2010 (Busoga-Bulleting 1) ● E-mails / Networking ● 4,567 / 2,045 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Internet: Yahoo! ● 27 pp.

Bultg11.6

Various 2011 (Busoga-Bulleting 2) ● E-mails / Networking ● 6,842 / 2,716 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Internet: Yahoo! ● 32 pp.

Bultg11.7

Various 2011 (Busoga-Bulleting 3) ● E-mails / Networking ● 537 / 261 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Internet: Yahoo! ● 4 pp.

Bultg12

Various 2012 (Busoga-Bulleting 4) ● E-mails / Networking ● 3,854 / 1,691 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Internet: Yahoo! ● 17 pp.

BusogaCh

The Cross-Cultural Foundation of Uganda (CCFU) 2012 (The Uganda Clan Leaders'
Charters) ● Policy documents - Busoga Kingdom / Sensitization ● 1,339 / 787 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Kampala: The Cross-Cultural Foundation of Uganda ● 86 pp.

Buwaabe

Nabirye, Minah 2009 (Buwaabe Sunday Church Service) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 8,788 / 2,936 ● O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 1:44:26

BuwaabGr

Nabirye, Minah 2010 (Buwaabe Graduation Ceremony) ● Celebrations /
Inspirational ● 16,370 / 4,605 ● O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 3:51:17

BVATObuf

Kirimungu, Siragi 2000s (Obufumbo Buzibu) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 349 /
182 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:14:26

BVATOmwo

Kirimungu, Siragi 2000s (Omwoyo Fiitina) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ●
1,153 / 513 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: Ali Mukembo Studio ● 0:14:05

Bwoteef

Mugwisa 2000s (Bw'oteefaaku) ● Songs - Traditional / Sensitization ● 428 / 219 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:48

Bwozaal

Mugwisa 2000s (Bw'ozaala n'Abaawo) ● Songs - Traditional / Inspirational ● 562 /
308 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:09:06

Byaif09

Various 2009 (Busogayaife 1) ● E-mails / Networking ● 2,020 / 947 ● W ~ e-Transfer
● Internet: Yahoo! ● 21 pp.

Byaif10

Various 2010 (Busogayaife 2) ● E-mails / Networking ● 29,743 / 9,845 ● W ~ e-Transfer
● Internet: Yahoo! ● 142 pp.

Byaif11.6

Various 2011 (Busogayaife 3) ● E-mails / Networking ● 24,805 / 8,320 ● W ~ e-Transfer
● Internet: Yahoo! ● 98 pp.

Byaif11.7

Various 2011 (Busogayaife 4) ● E-mails / Networking ● 5,289 / 2,440 ● W ~ e-Transfer
● Internet: Yahoo! ● 25 pp.

Byaif12

Various 2012 (Busogayaife 5) ● E-mails / Networking ● 41,983 / 13,218 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Internet: Yahoo! ● 169 pp.

ByaKfaKl

Gulere, Cornelius 2010 (Bya Kufa Kuleka 5) ● Literature / Fables ● 16,109 / 5,449 ●
W ~ OCR ● Busembatya: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 72 pp.
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ChildAct

Uganda Legal Information Institute (ULII) 2012 (Children's Act in Lusoga) ● Policy
documents - Government / Sensitization ● 16,211 / 2,354 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet:
Government of Uganda Parliamentary Act on Human Rights ● 68 pp.

Cohen86

Cohen, David 1986 (Towards a Reconstructed Past: Historical texts from Busoga,
Uganda) ● Academic documents / History ● 16,657 / 5,742 ● W ~ OCR ● London:
Oxford University Press ● 54 pp.

Communit

Various 2009 (Community Development) ● Radio talk shows / Inspirational ● 5,164 /
1,955 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:32:17

Diocesan

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2003 (Diocesan Family Day) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 4,201 / 1,486 ● W ~ OCR ● Iganga: Diocesan Printery ● 48 pp.

Ebibiin

Kirimungu, Siragi 2000s (Ebibiina Biyamba) ● Songs - Traditional / Networking ●
484 / 208 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:48

Ebigkbal

Bujagaali's client 2006 (Ebigema ku Balongo) ● Interviews / Marriage ● 1,954 / 815 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: - ● 0:14:24

Ebikemo

Soyinka, Wole 2010 (Ebikemo by'Owoluganda Yero) ● Literature - Plays / Life ●
7,092 / 2,725 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 39 pp.

Ebikete

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Ebikete bya Busoga) ● Literature / Fables ● 2,572 / 1,430 ●
W ~ OCR ● Internet: Google books ● 40 pp.

EbikoikE

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2002 (Ebikoiko eby'Abasoga) ● Literature / Riddles
● 6,963 / 2,818 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 126 pp.

Ebikoiko

Gulere, Cornelius 2008 (Ebikoiko mu Lusoga) ● Literature / Riddles ● 7,797 / 2,796
● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 35 pp.

Ebikolwa

Wabugoyera; Kasubi, J.B.; Kaluuba, John Patrick; Mukama; Maganda, Matia &
Maganda, Matayo 2010 (Ebikolwa bya Sapuli) ● Biblical documents / Religion ●
17,887 / 6,001 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Our Lady of Fatima Parish Church ● 49 pp.

EbikolwE

Uganda Gazette 2008 (Ebikolwa Eby'ongelwaaku) ● Policy documents Government / Politics ● 19,064 / 2,728 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Ministry of Education
● 159 pp.

EbikolWK

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Ebikolwa bya Wankembo) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,087 /
588 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 19 pp.

Ebilung

Mugwisa 2000s (Ebilungi Tibikoma) ● Songs - Traditional / Sensitization ● 535 / 322
● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:09:11

EbindKuI

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2005 (Ebindi kw'Idembe ery'Obw'omuntu mu Nsi
Yoonayoona) ● Policy documents - Human rights / Sensitization ● 26,520 / 4,891 ●
W ~ OCR ● Kisubi: Marianum Publishing Company ● 119 pp.

Ebintub

Malagala, Stephen 2010s (Ebintu Bisingagana) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 815 /
447 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: - ● 0:09:23

Ebizibu

Mugwisa 2000s (Ebizibu mu Duniya) ● Songs - Traditional / Health ● 576 / 349 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:09:07

Ebyensi

Crado 2010s (Eby'ensi) ● Songs - Modern / Rehabilitation ● 474 / 251 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:00
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Egyamw

Crado 2010s (Egya Mwete) ● Songs - Modern / Health ● 314 / 181 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:05:03

Eidemban

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2010 (Eidembe ly'Abantu) ● Songs - Modern /
Sensitization ● 3,360 / 1,224 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:31:17

Eidembbw

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2010 (Eidembe ly'Obw'obuntu) ● Songs - Modern /
Sensitization ● 2,744 / 1,034 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:29:04

Eidembun

Anon. 2010 (Eidembe ly'Obuntu) ● Songs - Modern / Sensitization ● 946 / 240 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:07:23

Eifumbi

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Eifumbilo) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 537 / 374 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:32

Eighali

Gulere, Cornelius 1998 (Eighali Lirikwisa) ● Literature / Fables ● 988 / 630 ● W ~
OCR ● Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 7 pp.

Eisomoly

International Centre for Eye Education (ICEE) 2008 (Eisomo ly'Okugezesa
Obwangu bw'Enkyukakyuka mu Kubona) ● Policy documents - NGOs / Health ●
576 / 289 ● W ~ Translation ● Kampala: International Centre for Eye Education ●
0.5 pp.

Eisuubi

Gulere, Cornelius 2013 (Eisuubi Okusaaka Obusomi) ● Celebrations / Politics ●
955 / 541 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Tarehe sita ● 9 pp.

Ekibila

Kabugu, Milton Peter 2010 (Ekibila) ● Songs - Modern / Sensitization ● 784 / 130 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:06:13

Ekidhuub

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Ekidhuubo) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,829 / 1,027 ● W ~ OCR
● Internet: Google books ● 22 pp.

Ekikwek

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Ekikwekabya) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 748 / 470
● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:36

Ekimlik

Wabugoyera; Kasubi, J.B.; Kaluuba, John Patrick; Mukama; Maganda, Matia &
Maganda, Matayo 2008 (Ekimuliikirira, August-October 2008) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 18,452 / 4,839 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Diocese of Jinja ● 54 pp.

Ekinait

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Ekinaita Embwa) ● Songs - Traditional / Health ● 657 /
378 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:52

Ekirangi

Abakulu b'ebika bya Busoga 2009 (Ekirangiriro eri Obusoga n'Ensi Yoonayoona) ●
Policy documents - Busoga Kingdom / History ● 2,710 / 980 ● W ~ Translation ●
Jinja: Katukiro w'olukiiko lw'abakulu b'ebika bya Busoga ● 14 pp.

Ekiwandi

International Centre for Eye Education (ICEE) 2010 (Ekiwandiiko Ekilaga
Ennambuula y'Amaka) ● Policy documents - NGOs / Health ● 1,612 / 525 ● W ~
Translation ● Kampala: International Centre for Eye Education ● 5 pp.

EliinaEl

International Centre for Eye Education (ICEE) 2010 (Eliina Elisooka) ● Policy
documents - NGOs / Health ● 195 / 109 ● W ~ Translation ● Kampala:
International Centre for Eye Education ● 1 p.

Embeeke

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Embeekela) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 634 /
381 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:08
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Empambo

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Empambo) ● Literature / Fables ● 2,335 / 1,391 ● W ~ eTransfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 43 pp.

EmpisaB

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Empisa n'Obuntubulamu) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,271 / 776
● W ~ e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 16 pp.

Endagaan

Bible Society Uganda (BSU) 1998 (Endagaano Empyaka) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 150,223 / 19,829 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: The Bible Society of Uganda ●
518 pp.

EndhesE2

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Endheso Ennhimpi) ● Literature / Proverbs ● 2,659 / 1,877 ●
W ~ OCR ● Busembatya: Lusoga Language Academic Board (LLAB) ● 34 pp.

EndhesoD

Lyavala-Lwanga, E.J. 1967 (Endheso dh'Abasoga) ● Literature / Proverbs ● 16,809 /
7,289 ● W ~ OCR ● Kampala: Milton Obote Foundation ● 97 pp.

Endhesoe

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Endheso Ennhimpi) ● Literature / Fables ● 2,723 / 1,900 ●
W ~ OCR ● Internet: Google books ● 40 pp.

Endhesul

Gulere, Cornelius 2012 (Endheso Ensuusulemu) ● Literature / Proverbs ● 2,125 /
1,066 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Anon. ● 31 pp.

Endhiiy1

Private Sector Uganda (PSU) 2009 (Endhiiya y'Obukodyo bw'Enkulankulana 1) ●
Policy documents - NGOs / Money ● 602 / 299 ● W ~ Translation ● Kampala:
Private Sector Uganda ● 5 pp.

Endhiiy2

Private Sector Uganda (PSU) 2009 (Endhiiya y'Obukodyo bw'Enkulankulana 2) ●
Policy documents - NGOs / Money ● 602 / 300 ● W ~ Translation ● Kampala:
Private Sector Uganda ● 4 pp.

EndyaBul

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Endya Bulamu) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,101 / 644 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 13 pp.

EnfumKay

Kisubi, Alfred James Igaga 2009 (Enfumitiriza Kayingo n'Entegeka luv'Okwaaya
y'Olukiiko lw'Abakulu b'Ebika) ● Policy documents - Busoga Kingdom / History ●
2,550 / 1,049 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: The Re-Unification of the Clans of Busoga ● 14 pp.

Engabo

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Engabo ya Busoga) ● Literature / Fables ● 765 / 431 ● W ~
OCR ● Internet: Google books ● 19 pp.

Engedh

Anon. 2010s (Engeli Dhaimwe) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 463 / 237 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:05:13

EnhemboM

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2008 (Enhembo mu Mikolo Emitukuvu) ● Biblical
documents / Religion ● 3,771 / 1,486 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 35 pp.

EnkEkifn

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2000 (Enkabi Ekifiini mu Busoga) ● Literature /
Proverbs ● 7,842 / 2,768 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 30 pp.

Ennakun

Mugwisa 2000s (Ennaku Namugalula) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 486 / 300 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:09:51

Ennhemba

Nabirye, Minah 2000 (Ennhemba dh'Olusoga) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships
● 653 / 284 ● O ~ e-Transfer ● Jinja: - ● (own writing from memory recollections)

Ennhonh

Mugwisa, Andy Cooke 2010 (Ennhonhi ku Lugyo) ● Songs - Traditional / Science ●
262 / 161 ● O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:04:00
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EnsambDh

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 1999 (Ensambo edh'Abasoga) ● Literature /
Proverbs ● 16,121 / 7,810 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 90 pp.

Ensiek

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Ensi Ekyuse) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 472 / 315 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:08

Ensieno

Baisi 2010s (Ensi eno Weetuuse) ● Songs - Traditional / Rehabilitation ● 676 / 347 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:55

Ensinzb

Salimu 2010 (Ensi Nzibu) ● Songs - Modern / Life ● 1,206 / 234 ● O ~ Transcription
● Jinja: CRC ● 0:06:31

Erikwain

Various 2009 (Erikwaine) ● Radio talk shows / Politics ● 5,885 / 2,077 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:56:23

Esaalmk1

Mbutu, Rose & Musooko, Paulo 2010 (Esaala ey'Amaka 1) ● Radio talk shows /
Religion ● 6,281 / 1,951 ● O ~ Transcription ● Bugembe: Holy Christ Family
Ministry ● 0:48:06

Esaalmk2

Mbutu, Rose & Musooko, Paulo 2010 (Esaala ey'Amaka 2) ● Radio talk shows /
Religion ● 6,624 / 2,260 ● O ~ Transcription ● Bugembe: Holy Christ Family
Ministry ● 0:54:08

Eyalyaom

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Eyalya Omuunhu) ● Literature / Fables ● 512 / 340 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 10 pp.

Eyeesig

Geo Bless 2010s (Eyeeesigibwa) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 245 / 133 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:16

Ezilamul

Kabugu, Milton Peter 2010 (Ezila Mulungi ku Nsi) ● Songs - Modern / Life ● 986 /
150 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:05:39

Ezirakkw

Gulere, Cornelius 2012 (Ezira Kyetaagisibwa Kwongeraku) ● Literature / Fables ●
352 / 211 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Tarehe sita ● 9 pp.

Facebook

Various 2009 (Posting) ● E-mails / Language ● 54 / 51 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet:
Facebook ● 1 p.

Fiida

Malagala, Fiida 2010s (Fiida) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 268 / 190 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:05:02

GulwOlAs

Dhizaala, John Stephen 2011 (Gulaama w'Olulimi Olusoga Asookerwaku) ●
Academic documents / Language ● 11,311 / 3,464 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 57 pp.

Gw'olile

Anon. 2010s (Gw'Olilekela Omwana) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 244 / 133 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 0:04:34

Gw'olkba

Kaluuba, John Patrick; Kivuunike, James; Dhizaala, John Stephen & Nabirye,
Christine 2010 (Gw'Olekera Abato: Okusoma kuleeta obusobozi) ● Literature /
Language ● 5,766 / 2,170 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC, Marianum Publishing Company
and LABE ● 55 pp.

HonKiyg

Various 2003 (Hon Kiyingi) ● Radio talk shows / Politics ● 1,068 / 550 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:11:45

HonKizge

Various 2009 (Hon Kizige) ● Radio talk shows / Politics ● 7,932 / 2,715 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 1:09:59
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Idembeb

Kabugu, Milton Peter 2010 (Eidembe ly'Abaana) ● Songs - Modern / Sensitization ●
599 / 142 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:06:06

IdhaTusm

Wambi, M.; Naigaga, R. & CRC 2005 (Idha Tusome) ● Academic documents /
Language ● 3,059 / 1,458 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Lusoga Language Authority (LULA) ●
80 pp.

Immunisa

Various 2009 (Immunization) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 6,544 / 2,353 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 1:07:21

ImweMwOk

Bible Society Uganda (BSU) 1994 (Imwe Mwagheebwa Okumanha) ● Biblical
documents / Religion ● 1,681 / 828 ● W ~ OCR ● Kampala: The Bible Society of
Uganda ● 8 pp.

InstallC

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2010 (Installation of Rt. Rev. Bishop Charles Martin
Wamika as Bishop of Diocese of Jinja) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 1,897 / 611 ●
W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Marianum Publishing Company ● 48 pp.

IntBilaa

Various 2008 (Introduction Ceremony 1) ● Celebrations / Marriage ● 11,716 / 3,555
● O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 4:35:34

IntHadij

Nabirye, Minah 2008 (Introduction Ceremony 2) ● Celebrations / Marriage ● 12,098 /
3,558 ● O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 3:33:41

Isabiry

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Isabirye ni Bbaabba We) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage
● 441 / 301 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:15

Isatifik

Foundation for Endangered Languages (FEL) 2012 (Isatifikeeti lya Bughanzi) ●
Celebrations / Inspirational ● 41 / 36 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Foundation for
Endangered Languages ● 1 p.

Isebantu

Kabugu, Milton Peter 2010 (Isebantu) ● Songs - Modern / History ● 920 / 127 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:06:18

Judicial

Various 2010 (Judicial Service Commission) ● Radio talk shows / Sensitization ●
7,721 / 2,461 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 1:00:41

Kabili

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Kabili Ndeese) ● Songs - Traditional / Sensitization ● 320 /
228 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:03

Kabindi1

Kabindi, Erukaana 2008 (Kabindi Interview 1) ● Interviews / Health ● 4,313 / 1,504
● O ~ Transcription ● Bugiri: - ● 0:40:05

Kabindi2

Kabindi, Erukaana 2009 (Kabindi Interview 2) ● Interviews / Health ● 2,549 / 1,026
● O ~ Transcription ● Bugiri: - ● 0:44:49

KadokInt

Kadooko, John 2012 (Interview on the Kyabazingaship and the Status of Lusoga) ●
Interviews / History ● 9,414 / 2,999 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: - ● 1:35:07

Kaibutag

Kai Butagaya women 2010 (Katonda n'Agaba) ● Songs - Traditional / Gratitude ●
366 / 110 ● O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:04:28

Kaleebi

Kaleebi, George 2010 (Kaleebi) ● E-mails / Networking ● 1,437 / 809 ● W ~ eTransfer ● Local: Self ● 7 pp.

Kalikub

Anon. 2010s (Kali Kubayiiga) ● Songs - Modern / Health ● 510 / 111 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:00
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KamuliTC

Various 2009 (Kamuli Town Council) ● Radio talk shows / Sensitization ● 5,369 /
1,774 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:55:05

KasreeOl

Various 2009 (Posting) ● E-mails / Language ● 71 / 63 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet:
Facebook ● 1 p.

Katondk

Baisi 2010s (Katonda ky'Akuwa Osiima) ● Songs - Traditional / Gratitude ● 539 /
255 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:25

Kawoiwol

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Kawoiwolo Ayenda Kubayiza) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,123 /
670 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 18 pp.

KayondOm

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Kayondo Omuyondho) ● Literature - Booklets /
Sensitization ● 709 / 315 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Busembatya: Mpolyabigere RC –
RICED Center ● 11 pp.

Kibbaaly

Various 2009 (Kibbaalya) ● Radio talk shows / Politics ● 9,707 / 3,059 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 1:21:06

Kibbumb

Anon. 2010 (Kibbumba) ● Songs - Traditional / Religion ● 675 / 142 ● O ~
Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:08:30

Kilikum

Anon. 2010s (Kili ku Mwino) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 306 / 141 ● O ~
Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 0:05:12

Kintu

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 1998 (Kintu) ● Literature - Plays / History ● 3,785 /
1,503 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 34 pp.

Kiriggwa

Kiriggwajjo 2007 (Akalango ka Kiriggwajjo) ● Advertisements / Networking ● 87 /
61 ● W ~ Translation ● Kampala: - ● 0.5 pp.

Kisaati

Various 2010 (Kisaati Kawooya Mugainho) ● Radio talk shows / Politics ● 5,155 /
2,041 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:44:45

KisambiA

Kisambira, Amurafeeri 2004 (Kisambira Amurafeeli) ● Academic documents /
Language ● 219 / 161 ● W ~ Retyping of hand-written document ● Kampala: - ● 2
pp.

Kisiki

Gulere, Cornelius 2006 (Kisiki) ● Literature / Fables ● 954 / 554 ● W ~ OCR ●
Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 7 pp.

KiyinKbi

Lyavala-Lwanga, E.J. 1969 (Kiyini Kibi) ● Literature / Language ● 19,256 / 7,737 ●
W ~ Retyping of image ● Kampala: Milton Obote Foundation ● 123 pp.

KKhst

Kirunda, Kivejinja 2012 (Interview on the History of Busoga and Lusoga) ●
Interviews / History ● 8,296 / 2,659 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kampala: - ● 1:25:07

KKspb

Kirunda, Kivejinja 2012 (Interview on the Sapoba Legacy) ● Interviews / History ●
5,801 / 2,239 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kampala: - ● 0:56:10

Kodh'eyo

Various 1997–1998 (1997) (Kodh'eyo: Busoga etebenkere) ● Journalism / Networking
● 185,843 / 45,945 ● W ~ OCR & Retyping ● Kampala: Kodh'eyo Publications ●
341 pp.

Kolatug

Anon. 2010s (Kola Tugyeyo) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 158 / 65 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:15

KufaLeka

Gulere, Cornelius 2006 (Kufa, Leka Kweghaana) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,091 / 653 ●
W ~ OCR ● Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 11 pp.
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Kuwagil

Kigenyi, Amos 2000s (Kuwagila Kaguta) ● Songs - Modern / Politics ● 161 / 100 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:50

Kyandib

Salimu 2000s (Kyandibaile Kilungi) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 683 / 360 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:12:35

Ky'oyend

Anon. 2010 (Ky'oyenda) ● Songs - Modern / Inspirational ● 357 / 173 ● O ~
Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:03:31

LandPoli

The Uganda National Land Policy 2010 (Ekighandiiko Ekigema ku Itaka) ● Policy
documents - NGOs / Sensitization ● 7,602 / 2,680 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Kampala: The
Uganda Land Alliance, supported by Concern Worldwide ● 40 pp.

Lexiko09

Nabirye, Minah 2009 (Eiwanika ly'Olusoga Elyasookela Ilala) ● Academic
documents / Language ● 323 / 187 ● W ~ Own writing ● Stellenbosch: WAT ●
0.5 pp.

Lexiko10

Nabirye, Minah 2010 (Eiwanika ly'Olusoga Lizuuseeku Omukozesa Ataali
Muluubilile) ● Academic documents / Language ● 332 / 203 ● W ~ Own writing ●
Stellenbosch: WAT ● 0.5 pp.

Lexiko11

Nabirye, Minah 2011 (Okulondoola Engeli Eitu ly'Olusoga bwe Linaatuusibwa mu
Iwanika: Omutindo ogulaga olulimi bwe luli, bwe luteekwa okuba oba bwe lube
lutwalibwe) ● Academic documents / Language ● 386 / 223 ● W ~ Own writing ●
Stellenbosch: WAT ● 0.5 pp.

Lexiko13

Nabirye, Minah 2013 (Okuta Eiwanika ly'Olusoga mu Mbeela y'Omutegekowaziso
Ogusomwa ku Kompyuta: Ebizibu n'ebiluubililwa) ● Academic documents /
Language ● 174 / 121 ● W ~ Own writing ● Stellenbosch: WAT ● 0.5 pp.

Lukabyo

Various 2012 (Lukabyo Eulogy) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 358 / 218 ● W ~
OCR ● Ibulanku: - ● 12 pp.

LusgOls2

Gulere, Cornelius 2012 (Olusoga Olusookelwaaku (Level 2)) ● Academic
documents / Language ● 4,570 / 2,022 ● W ~ OCR ● Busembatya: Lusoga Language
Academic Board (LLAB) ● 37 pp.

LusHyms

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Lusoga Hymns) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 477 / 299 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Diocese of Jinja ● 4 pp.

LusLdPr

Bible Society Uganda (BSU) 2012 (The Lord's Prayer in Lusoga) ● Biblical
documents / Religion ● 114 / 91 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Bible Society Uganda ● 1 p.

Lusmades

Kagoya, Michelle Johnson 2011 (Lusoga Made Simple) ● Academic documents /
Language ● 2,181 / 800 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 134 pp.

LusMath1

Gulere, Cornelius 2006 (Lusoga Mathematics Primer 1) ● Academic documents /
Science ● 5,081 / 259 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ●
105 pp.

Lusterm1

Jore, Nathan D. 2011 (Obutonde Okutuuka ku Kuva Ekiketezo 1) ● Biblical
documents / Religion ● 7,046 / 2,258 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Plymouth, MN:
Ambassador Institute ● 84 pp.
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Lusterm2

Jore, Nathan D. 2011 (Ensi Ensubize Okutuuka ku Banabbi Ekiketezo 2) ● Biblical
documents / Religion ● 9,937 / 3,094 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Plymouth, MN:
Ambassador Institute ● 84 pp.

Lusterm3

Jore, Nathan D. 2011 (Obulamu bwa Yesu Kiketezo 3) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 6,032 / 2,328 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Plymouth, MN: Ambassador Institute ●
75 pp.

Lusterm4

Jore, Nathan D. 2011 (Amagezi Ekiketezo 4) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 4,702 /
1,913 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Plymouth, MN: Ambassador Institute ● 69 pp.

Lusterm5

Jore, Nathan D. 2011 (Enono Ekiketezo 5) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 6,481 /
2,356 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Plymouth, MN: Ambassador Institute ● 89 pp.

Lusterm6

Jore, Nathan D. 2011 (Obuwereza Ekiketezo 6) ● Biblical documents / Religion ●
6,599 / 2,675 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Plymouth, MN: Ambassador Institute ● 96 pp.

Luthour

Lutheran Church Ministry 2010 (Lutheran Hour) ● Radio talk shows / Religion ●
7,604 / 2,441 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 0:59:14

LwakAbTb

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2000 (Lwaki Abakazi Tibabeeda Mulambo) ●
Literature / Fables ● 8,086 / 2,615 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 77 pp.

M&G-Mkwa

Various 2009 (Introduction Ceremony 3) ● Celebrations / Marriage ● 11,194 / 3,520 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Kampala: - ● 2:00:00

MAAppdx3

Nabirye, Minah 2008 (Test 1A Questionnaire) ● Academic documents / Language ●
657 / 343 ● W ~ Own writing ● Kampala: Makerere Institute of Languages ● 4 pp.

MAAppdx6

Nabirye, Minah 2008 (Okugezesa Eiwanika ly'Olusoga) ● Academic documents /
Language ● 696 / 363 ● W ~ Own writing ● Kampala: Makerere Institute of
Languages ● 4 pp.

MagezinK

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Magezi ni Kasilu) ● Literature / Fables ● 2,094 / 907 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 17 pp.

Mail13-5

Various 2013 (Lusoga Mails 1) ● E-mails / Networking ● 13,538 / 5,367 ● W ~ eTransfer ● Internet: Yahoo! ● 69 pp.

Mail13-6

Various 2013 (Lusoga Mails 2) ● E-mails / Networking ● 9,446 / 4,079 ● W ~ eTransfer ● Internet: Yahoo! ● 31 pp.

MaisoTig

Gulere, Cornelius 2006 (Maiso Tigalya Guba Mwoyo) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,377 /
855 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 10 pp.

MarikoA

Bible Society Uganda (BSU) 1996 (Mariko. Amawulire Amalungi mu Lusoga) ●
Biblical documents / Religion ● 12,416 / 3,743 ● W ~ OCR ● Kampala: The Bible
Society of Uganda ● 54 pp.

Mazima

Various 2010 (Mazima) ● Radio talk shows / Politics ● 7,423 / 2,375 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 1:11:16

MenhaW1

Nabirye, Minah 2008 (Website Information) ● Academic documents / Language ●
1,674 / 782 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet: Menha Publishers ● 2 pp.

MenhaW2

Nabirye, Minah 2010 (Engeli Kampuni bwe Yatandiika) ● Academic documents /
Language ● 1,140 / 575 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Internet: Menha Publishers ● 3 pp.
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Missa1

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Missa mu Lusoga Ebiseera eby'Omwaka
n'Enaku edh'Abatuukirivuu) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 31,122 / 4,019 ● W ~
OCR ● Jinja: Diocese of Jinja ● 195 pp.

Missa2

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Missa mu Lusoga Ebiseera eby'Amatuuka
n'Amazaalibwa) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 12,344 / 2,249 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja:
Diocese of Jinja ● 65 pp.

Missa3

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Missa mu Lusoga Ensengeka y'Emikolo gya
Wiiki Entukuvu) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 7,165 / 1,887 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja:
Diocese of Jinja ● 38 pp.

Missa4

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Missa mu Lusoga Ebiseera eby'Amazuukira)
● Biblical documents / Religion ● 10,593 / 1,489 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Diocese of Jinja
● 73 pp.

Missa5

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Missa mu Lusoga Ebiseera eby'Ekisiibo) ●
Biblical documents / Religion ● 7,979 / 1,639 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Diocese of Jinja ●
53 pp.

MpeeBulm

Ministry of Health 2010 (Mpeereza ya Bulamu) ● Policy documents - Government /
Health ● 9,773 / 2,305 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Ministry of Health ● 29 pp.

Mpuuta

Malagala, Stephen 2010s (Mpuuta na Mwogo) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ●
951 / 497 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: - ● 0:09:23

MuBigrBy

Mwesigwa, Roy 2000 (Mu Bigere Bye. Olugero lw'Abasoga ku kugoberera Yesu) ●
Biblical documents / Religion ● 25,870 / 5,519 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Church of Christ ●
111 pp.

Mukamug

Mukaabya, Willy 2010 (Muka Mugandawo Twala Butwale) ● Songs - Modern /
Marriage ● 521 / 252 ● O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:07:37

Mukazimk

Anon. 2010s (Omukazi Muka Beene) ● Songs - Modern / Rehabilitation ● 365 / 169
● O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 0:04:22

Muko

Mukaabya, Willy 2010 (Muko) ● Songs - Modern / Marriage ● 586 / 350 ● O ~
Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:08:23

Mulinaa

Mugwisa 2000s (Mulinaanwa) ● Songs - Traditional / Networking ● 476 / 179 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:09:17

Musoke

Various 2010 (Eby'omu Ndhu) ● Radio talk shows / Marriage ● 7,407 / 2,514 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 1:04:40

MutMalym

Bible Society Uganda (BSU) 2012 (Mutendwa Malyaamu) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 55 / 47 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Bible Society Uganda ● 1 p.

Muwuliil

Kigenyi, Amos 2010 (Muwuliile Bulungi) ● Songs - Modern / Gratitude ● 297 / 79 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:04:45

Mwebale

Mugwisa 2000s (Mwebale Ssaba) ● Songs - Traditional / Gratitude ● 560 / 341 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:43

Mwenewo

Geo Bless 2010s (Mwenewo) ● Songs - Modern / Marriage ● 288 / 202 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:39
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MwidhTgT

Kasozi, John 2000 (Mwidhe Tugye Tusenge) ● Literature / Religion ● 1,568 / 604 ●
W ~ Retyping of image ● Jinja: Diocese of Jinja ● 12 pp.

MwidTufm

Ssajabi, Sophronius 1999 (Mwidhe Tufume) ● Literature / Fables ● 5,867 / 2,087 ●
W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 62 pp.

Mwino

Various 2010 (Mwino Akuwa y'Owa) ● Radio talk shows / Politics ● 9,211 / 2,666 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 1:19:37

Mwinoak

Anon. 2000s (Mwino Akuwa y'Owa) ● Songs - Traditional / Networking ● 151 / 76
● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:20

NAAD113

Various 2009 (NAADS 1) ● Radio talk shows / Science ● 5,797 / 2,092 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:51:05

NAAD1130

Various 2009 (NAADS 2) ● Radio talk shows / Science ● 6,357 / 2,087 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:55:56

NabM10

Nabirye, Minah 2010 (Nabirye 1) ● E-mails / Networking ● 2,530 / 1,172 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Local: Self ● 8 pp.

NabM11.6

Nabirye, Minah 2011 (Nabirye 2) ● E-mails / Language ● 840 / 533 ● W ~ e-Transfer
● Local: Self ● 3 pp.

NabM11.7

Nabirye, Minah 2011 (Nabirye 3) ● E-mails / Language ● 472 / 287 ● W ~ e-Transfer
● Local: Self ● 2 pp.

Nakoowa

Crado 2010s (Nakoowa) ● Songs - Modern / Marriage ● 242 / 184 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:06

Nantaga

Mugwisa 2000s (Nantagalagilwa) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 434 / 223 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:48

Nantameg

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Nantamegwa) ● Literature - Plays / Life ● 9,702 / 3,522 ●
W ~ OCR ● Busembatya: Lusoga Language Academic Board (LLAB) ● 48 pp.

NantamuD

Nantamu, Dyogo Peter 2011 (Factors Associated With Male Involvement in
Maternal Health Care Services in Jinja District, Uganda) ● Academic documents /
Health ● 1,328 / 634 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Kampala: Makerere University School of
Public Health ● 108 pp.

Ndimbonk

Gulere, Cornelius 2006 (Ndimubonakuuli) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,192 / 714 ● W ~
OCR ● Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 11 pp.

Ndimugez

Various 1998–1999 (1998) (Ndimugezi n'Omukobere: The factfinder) ● Journalism /
Networking ● 15,821 / 7,159 ● W ~ OCR & Retyping ● Jinja: Ndimugezi
Publications ● 42 pp.

Ndinimuk

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Ndi ni Mukazi Wange) ● Literature / Riddles ● 934 / 509
● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Google books ● 12 pp.

Ngulina

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Lusoga: Nguli namanha) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,445 / 531
● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Google books ● 21 pp.

Nibwonv

Kigenyi, Amos 2010 (Ni bw'Onvuma Agaiso) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ●
393 / 107 ● O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:04:01

NkontaM

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Nkontamuti) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,082 / 585 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 20 pp.
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Nsangail

Magoola, Racheal 2010s (Nsangaile) ● Songs - Traditional / History ● 311 / 163 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 0:06:09

Nsobola

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Nsobola Nsobola) ● Literature / Fables ● 979 / 596 ● W ~
OCR ● Internet: Google books ● 16 pp.

Obbangai

Afrigo Band 2010 (Obbangaina) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 232 / 109 ● O ~
Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:04:07

Obufumbo

Gulere, Cornelius 2012 (Obufumbo) ● Literature - Booklets / Sensitization ● 1,306 /
669 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 8 pp.

Obughan

Baisi 2010s (Obughangwa Bwaife) ● Songs - Traditional / Sensitization ● 226 / 148 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:42

Obugumb

Anon. 2000s (Obugumba Buluma) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 297 / 154 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:43

Obukyay

Geo Bless 2010s (Obukyayi) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 340 / 185 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:37

Obululu

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Obululu) ● Songs - Traditional / Politics ● 678 / 426 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:51

Obwende

Malagala, Fiida 2010s (Obwende Mpisa) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 327 / 249
● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:05:51

Ogunguma

Babirye, Judith 2010 (Ogungumale Kibbumba) ● Songs - Gospel / Religion ● 357 / 77
● O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:03:16

Ogusolo

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Ogusolo n'Ekikaadho) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,030 / 594 ●
W ~ OCR ● Internet: Google books ● 15 pp.

Okozeewo

Crado 2010s (Okozeewo Ki) ● Songs - Modern / Gratitude ● 536 / 306 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:08

Okukonk

Mugwisa 2000s (Okukonkona Embaile) ● Songs - Traditional / Inspirational ● 464 /
280 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:59

Okukyal

Various 2011 (Okukyala kw'Abasiki e Buwaabe) ● Celebrations / Politics ● 17,052 /
4,973 ● O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 3:28:26

OkusanT1

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Okusanhusa Tikwesanhusa 1) ● Literature / Language ●
614 / 357 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 15 pp.

OkusanT2

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Okusanhusa Tikwesanhusa 2) ● Literature / Language ●
219 / 144 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Google books ● 15 pp.

OkusBkUg

Mbowa, Rose 2013 (Okusaaka kwa Bakazi ba Uganda) ● Policy documents Human rights / Sensitization ● 605 / 363 ● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Human Rights
Advocacy ● 5 pp.

Okuwasa

Geo Bless 2010s (Okuwasa) ● Songs - Modern / Money ● 408 / 276 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:53

OkwEniBz

Uganda Human Rights Commission (UHRC) 2008 (Okwanganga Ennimi
dh'Obuzaale) ● Policy documents - Endangered languages / Language ● 1,857 / 801
● W ~ OCR ● Internet: Anon. ● 11 pp.
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Olimund

Salimu 2010 (Oli mu Ndoolo) ● Songs - Modern / Sensitization ● 934 / 188 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:06:08

Olugelsk

Various 2010 (Bible Story 1) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 691 / 358 ● O ~
Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:08:48

Olukiiko

Wangoola, Paulo 2009 (Olukiiko Oluluubililia Okugaita Eitwale lya Busoga) ●
Policy documents - Busoga Kingdom / History ● 1,710 / 764 ● W ~ Translation ●
Kampala: Task Force on the Principled Cultural Unity - Busoga Kingdom ● 6 pp.

Olumbe

Malagala, Stephen 2000s (Olumbe) ● Songs - Traditional / Health ● 467 / 311 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:01

Olumbel

Anon. 2000s (Olumbe Lulaile) ● Songs - Traditional / Health ● 507 / 215 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:50

Olumbes

Anon. 2000s (Olumbe Siliimu) ● Songs - Traditional / Health ● 423 / 242 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:09:34

Olusoga1

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Olusoga Olusookelwaku (Level 1)) ● Literature / Language
● 2,800 / 1,380 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 33 pp.

Olusoga3

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Olusoga Olusookelwaku (Level 3)) ● Literature / Language
● 3,015 / 1,418 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 36 pp.

Omudaal

Salimu 2000s (Omudaala) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 702 / 358 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:11:37

Omugole

Bukenya, Austin 2007 (Omugole) ● Literature - Plays / Marriage ● 11,898 / 3,753 ●
W ~ OCR ● Busembatya: Lusoga Language Academic Board (LLAB) ● 45 pp.

Omukazi

Gulere, Cornelius 2010 (Omukazi) ● Literature / Fables ● 227 / 154 ● W ~ OCR ●
Internet: Anon. ● 1 p.

Omukonk

Geo Bless 2010s (Omukonkoonhia) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 272 / 162 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:38

Omulamu

Mugwisa 2000s (Omulamu Tiyeesigika) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 425 /
254 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:58

Omulilo

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Omulilo) ● Literature / Fables ● 629 / 398 ● W ~ e-Transfer
● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 20 pp.

Omulyam

Kirimungu, Siragi 2000s (Omulya Mmele) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 493 / 284 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:59

Omumbeed

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Omumbeedha Omutuufu) ● Literature / Fables ● 728 / 458
● W ~ e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 15 pp.

Omusaad

Anon. 2000s (Omusaadha Awalamula Egaali) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 135 /
55 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:06:47

OmusAkb

Luboga, Sam 2012 (Omusoga Akoba) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,839 / 1,216 ● W ~
OCR ● Busembatya: Lusoga Language Academic Board (LLAB) ● 15 pp.

Omutmuz

Salimu 2010 (Omuntu Muzibu) ● Songs - Modern / Life ● 683 / 264 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:05:07

OmuvangL

Kirimungu, Siragi 2000s (Omuvangano) ● Songs - Traditional / Rehabilitation ● 353 /
175 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:01
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OmuvngMB

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 1999 (Omuvangano mu Busoga) ● Biblical
documents / Religion ● 6,927 / 2,304 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 28 pp.

Omuzail

Mugwisa 2000s (Omuzaile Muwe Ekitiibwa) ● Songs - Traditional / Marriage ● 344 /
168 ● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:07:28

OmwanaK

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Omwana Kwania) ● Literature / Fables ● 253 / 190 ● W ~
e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 26 pp.

Omwenge

Salimu 2000s (Omwenge Seneta) ● Songs - Traditional / Rehabilitation ● 531 / 299 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:11:20

Omwenka

Kabugu, Milton Peter 2010 (Omwenkanonkano) ● Songs - Modern / Sensitization ●
884 / 167 ● O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: CRC ● 0:07:14

OrderoM1

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Order of Mass 1) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 1,846 / 903 ● W ~ OCR ● Namwendwa: Diocese of Jinja ● 15 pp.

OrderoM2

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Order of Mass 2) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 872 / 434 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Diocese of Jinja ● 16 pp.

Otabona

Mata, Nassani 2010 (Otabona Bukaile na Nvu) ● Songs - Traditional / Inspirational
● 574 / 179 ● O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:07:08

Otawuli

Kirimungu, Siragi 2000s (Otawulila Boogezi) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 813 / 409
● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:12:42

Otelaok

Gulere, Cornelius 2011 (Otela Okwila) ● Literature / Fables ● 315 / 229 ● W ~ OCR ●
Internet: Google books ● 14 pp.

Owayang

Baisi 2010s (Owayanga) ● Songs - Traditional / Health ● 358 / 219 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:14

PEAP

Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development 2005 (Poverty
Eradication Action Plan (PEAP)) ● Policy documents - Government / Sensitization
● 2,476 / 1,022 ● W ~ Translation ● Kampala: Makerere Institute of Languages ●
12 pp.

Petsg091

Various 2009 (Lusoga Songs Performed in Twin Ceremonies 1) ● Songs Traditional / Marriage ● 3,214 / 864 ● W ~ Translation ● Jinja: - ● 13 pp.

Petsg092

Various 2010 (Lusoga Songs Performed in Twin Ceremonies 2) ● Songs Traditional / Marriage ● 1,201 / 444 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Jinja: - ● 14 pp.

PFExtaud

Nabirye, Minah 2012 (Phonetics Fieldwork - Extra Audio files) ● Interviews /
Language ● 52,098 / 10,051 ● O ~ Transcription ● Busoga: - ● 8:55:38

PIbaale1

Pastor Ibaale 2010 (Pastor Ibaale 1) ● Radio talk shows / Religion ● 6,352 / 1,935 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 0:59:24

PIbaale2

Pastor Ibaale 2010 (Pastor Ibaale 2) ● Radio talk shows / Religion ● 5,728 / 1,955 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 1:01:23

PIbaale3

Pastor Ibaale 2010 (Pastor Ibaale 3) ● Radio talk shows / Religion ● 5,676 / 1,941 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 0:59:42

PIbaale4

Pastor Ibaale 2010 (Pastor Ibaale 4) ● Radio talk shows / Religion ● 6,472 / 2,051 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 1:00:29
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Pililya

Geo Bless 2010s (Pililiya) ● Songs - Modern / Inspirational ● 314 / 183 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:05:13

Pl101021

Various 2010 (Plan Water and Sanitation 1) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 9,534 /
2,843 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 1:29:37

Pl101215

Various 2010 (Plan Water and Sanitation 2) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 5,500 /
1,961 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:49:26

Pl101216

Various 2010 (Plan Water and Sanitation 3) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 5,900 /
1,990 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:50:48

PriestO1

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 1998 (Priestly Ordination of Rev. Richard Kayaga
Gonza, Rev. Silvester Makwali) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 517 / 252 ● W ~
OCR ● Bugembe: Diocese of Jinja ● 26 pp.

PriestO2

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2003 (The Priestly Ordination for Rev. Deacon
Mbaziira Henry Jude, Rev. Deacon Musana Paul) ● Biblical documents / Religion ●
2,071 / 794 ● W ~ OCR ● Bugembe: Diocesan Printery ● 34 pp.

PriestO3

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2003 (Priestly Ordination of Rev. Serapio Kasuura
Wamara Araali) ● Biblical documents / Religion ● 1,343 / 640 ● W ~ OCR ●
Bugembe: Diocese of Jinja ● 31 pp.

PriestO4

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2005 (Priestly Ordination of Deacon Mwangi
Simon Gitua, Deacon Mugabe Paschal Atwooki, Deacon Jenga Fred) ● Biblical
documents / Religion ● 1,446 / 575 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Little Sisters of St. Francis ●
20 pp.

Publiche

School of Public Health (SPH) 2009 (Baseline Survey on Institutional Deliveries 1) ●
Academic documents / Health ● 2,870 / 985 ● W ~ Translation ● Kampala: Makerere
University School of Public Health ● 28 pp.

Queenw

Crado 2010s (Queen Wange) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 210 / 101 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:26

SafedelQ

School of Public Health (SPH) 2010 (Baseline Survey on Institutional Deliveries 2) ●
Academic documents / Health ● 3,339 / 1,182 ● W ~ Translation ● Kampala:
Makerere University School of Public Health ● 28 pp.

Safedelv

Various 2010 (Safe Deliveries) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 8,453 / 2,661 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 1:11:05

Sente

Salimu 2000s (Sente) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 868 / 448 ● O ~ Transcription
● Anon.: - ● 0:13:32

Sentene

Kirimungu, Siragi 2000s (Sente n'Ekola) ● Songs - Traditional / Money ● 755 / 394
● O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:33

Soyabean

Anon. 2010 (Soya Bean in Lusoga) ● Literature - Booklets / Science ● 2,287 / 968 ●
W ~ Retyping of image ● Internet: - ● 32 pp.

StarEC1

Various 2010 (Star EC 1) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 6,997 / 2,224 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 0:52:46

StarEC2

Various 2010 (Star EC 2) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 7,364 / 2,208 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 0:58:01
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StarEC3

Various 2010 (Star EC 3) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 6,603 / 2,296 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 0:53:05

StarEC4

Various 2010 (Star EC 4) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 6,430 / 2,312 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 0:58:35

StarEC5

Various 2010 (Star EC 5) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 7,149 / 2,208 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 0:58:28

StarEC6

Various 2010 (Star EC 6) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 6,939 / 2,117 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 1:00:36

StarEC7

Various 2011 (Star EC 7) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 7,103 / 2,147 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 0:58:09

Strides1

Various 2010 (Strides 1) ● Radio talk shows / Sensitization ● 6,859 / 2,257 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:59:31

Strides2

Various 2010 (Strides 2) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 7,285 / 2,276 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 1:04:51

Sunpanel

Various 2011 (Sunday Panel) ● Radio talk shows / Politics ● 11,466 / 3,460 ● O ~
Transcription ● Jinja: NBS FM ● 1:28:50

ThanksGv

Cultural Research Centre (CRC) 2012 (Thanksgiving) ● Biblical documents /
Religion ● 659 / 353 ● W ~ OCR ● Jinja: Diocese of Jinja ● 32 pp.

Tubeepn

Geo Bless 2010s (Tubeepene) ● Songs - Modern / Politics ● 452 / 265 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:04:40

Tuboin1

Salimu 2000s (Tuboineboine 1) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 564 / 343 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:09:55

Tuboin2

Salimu 2000s (Tuboineboine 2) ● Songs - Traditional / Life ● 745 / 414 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:11:09

Tusanga

Anon. 2000s (Tusangaile) ● Songs - Traditional / Relationships ● 730 / 301 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:10:42

Twaghaya

Baisi 2010s (Twaghanga) ● Songs - Traditional / Rehabilitation ● 554 / 293 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:10:09

Twebaze

Salimu 2000s (Twebaze Katonda) ● Songs - Traditional / History ● 301 / 171 ● O ~
Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:08:20

Twekubi

Geo Bless 2010s (Twekubile Dance) ● Songs - Modern / Inspirational ● 355 / 179 ●
O ~ Transcription ● Anon.: - ● 0:03:59

TwireKBu

Ssajabi, Sophronius 1999 (Twire ku Butaka) ● Literature / Fables ● 5,108 / 1,838 ●
W ~ OCR ● Jinja: CRC ● 58 pp.

TwoLusFb

Gumbo, E. & Kafuho, E. 1946 (Two Lusoga Fables) ● Literature / Fables ● 1,325 /
791 ● W ~ Retyping of image ● Kampala: The Uganda Journal ● 16+24 pp.

Vooto

Anon. 2010s (Vooto) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 338 / 70 ● O ~
Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 0:05:06

Waalink

Magoola, Racheal 2010 (Waalinkobye) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 289 / 129
● O ~ Transcription ● Internet: YouTube ● 0:04:58
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Walgund

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Walugundhu) ● Literature / Fables ● 380 / 280 ● W ~ OCR ●
Internet: Mpolyabigere RC – RICED Center ● 9 pp.

WangoInt

Wangoola, Paulo 2012 (Interview on the Evolution of the Dialects of Busoga) ●
Interviews / History ● 7,284 / 2,312 ● O ~ Transcription ● Kampala: - ● 1:18:05

Wankoko

Gulere, Cornelius 2007 (Wankoko ni Wamusota) ● Literature / Fables ● 554 / 288 ●
W ~ e-Transfer ● Cape Town: CASAS (pre-publication) ● 15 pp.

Water1

Various 2009 (District Water 1) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 5,077 / 1,743 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:44:49

Water2

Various 2009 (District Water 2) ● Radio talk shows / Health ● 5,138 / 1,705 ● O ~
Transcription ● Kamuli: Kamuli Broadcasting Service ● 0:45: 31

Weebale

Kiirya, Maurice 2010s (Weebale Okundoga) ● Songs - Modern / Relationships ● 274 /
131 ● O ~ Transcription ● Iganga: - ● 0:04:18

WorCulLe

Federation of Female Lawyers (FIDA) and Plan Uganda 2010 (Enkolagana
y'Okutumbula Eidembe) ● Policy documents - NGOs / Marriage ● 4,936 / 1,562 ●
W ~ Translation ● Kampala: FIDA and PLAN Uganda ● 16 pp.

WSGextr

Nabirye, Minah 2009 (Ebikookelo mu Eiwanika ly'Olusoga) ● Academic documents /
Language ● 12,665 / 4,039 ● W ~ e-Transfer ● Kampala: Menha Publishers ● 79 pp.
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Abstract: This article is the second in a trilogy that deals with corpus-driven Bantu lexicography, which is illustrated for Lusoga. The focus here is on the macrostructure and in particular on
the building of a lemmatised frequency list directly within a dictionary-writing system. The programming code for the parts of the lemmatisation that may be automated is included as addenda.
A second focus is on the embedded part-of-speech and alphabetical rulers, for which it is shown
how these may be used to plan the actual compilation of the dictionary entries.

Keywords:

BANTU, LUSOGA, CORPUS LEXICOGRAPHY, LEMMATISATION, LEMMA–

TISED FREQUENCY LIST, PART-OF-SPEECH RULER, ALPHABETICAL RULER, MULTIDI–
MENSIONAL LEXICOGRAPHIC RULER, DICTIONARY PLANNING, DICTIONARY-WRITING
SYSTEM, TLEX, TSHWANELEX

Obufunze: Omutengeso gw'eitu ogukozesebwa mu namawanika w'ennimi

dha Bantu. Ekitundu 2: Okugelaagelania eigambowaziso n'enta dha namugelo
waalyo mu walifu w'Olusoga. Olupapula luno n'olwo'kubili mu nteeko y'okulaga omusomo
gw'omutengeso gw'eitu ogukozesebwa mu namawanika w'ennimi dha Bantu ogulaga omulimu
ogw'akolebwa ku Lusoga. Mu lupapula luno eisila liteebwa ku muteeko gw'omutindiigo okusingila
ilala ku kuzimba olukalala lwa namungi w'ebigambowazo mu muteeko ogukozesebwa okuwandiika
amawanika. Namugelo w'okutegekuza ebitundu by'okugambowaza ebisobola okuba mu mbeela ya
kaneetindiigo bilagibwa mu kikugilo. Eisila ely'okubili lili ku mbu dh'ebigambo edh'ennimbyo n'engeli
ye dhilagibwa mu nsengeka ya walifu ng'olupapula luno kwe lusinziila okuwa endowooza ekoba nti
ebintu bino ebibili bisobola okukozesebwa okutaawo omusingi gw'okwingiza ebigambo mu iwanika.

Ebigambo ebikulu:

BANTU, LUSOGA, EITU LY'ANAMAWAIKA, OKUGAMBOWAZA,
OLUKALALA LWA NAMUNGI W'EBIGAMBOWAZO, ENNEYOLEKA Y'EMBU, ENNEYOLE–
KA YA WALIFU, OMUTENGO GW'ENNEYOLEKA YA NAMAWANIKA, ENTEGEKA Y'EIWANIKA, ENGELI EDHIKOZESEBWA OKUWANDIIKA AMAWANIKA, TLEX, TSHWANELEX

Lexikos 28 (AFRILEX-reeks/series 28: 2018): 79-111
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1.

Goal of the present study

This article is concerned with the use of corpora to successfully kickstart Bantulanguage dictionary projects. Considering the traditional lexicographic distinction between the macrostructural and the microstructural level, this therefore
means that the present study will focus on the design of the macrostructure of
a Bantu-language dictionary, for which Lusoga will serve as an example. The
major reference for any corpus-based macrostructural issues in Bantu lexicography is de Schryver and Prinsloo (2000). A year later, de Schryver and Prinsloo (2001) looked at the difference between intuition-based and corpus-based
designs of various lemma-sign lists, as found in and for Northern Sotho dictionaries. While a single study on how to draw up a dictionary's macrostructure may suffice for a disjunctively-written Bantu language like Northern
Sotho, much more guidance is certainly needed for the conjunctively-written
ones.1 To date, there seems to be just one such published study, for Southern
Ndebele (de Schryver 2003). In our case study for Lusoga below, which is
based on Nabirye (2016), we will further develop the proposals from the 2003
study, and will in effect offer a hands-on method which may be performed
directly within a dictionary-writing system. The programming code needed for
the actual lumping of all the members of each single lemma, as well as for the
summations of the underlying corpus frequencies, and the calculation of the
frequency bands, will be presented as addenda.
As a supplementary objective, we will want to uncover the relationships
between lemmatised frequency lists of conjunctive Bantu languages, and their
unlemmatised counterparts. While lemmatised and unlemmatised frequency
lists may be near-identical for a disjunctive Bantu language like Northern Sotho
(Prinsloo and de Schryver 2007), this is certainly not the case for a conjunctive
one like Lusoga. This part of the study will inevitably also require a consideration of two types of rulers: 'part-of-speech rulers' and 'alphabetical rulers' (aka
'multidimensional lexicographic rulers') (de Schryver 2013). In order to put our
results in perspective, comparisons will furthermore be made with comparable
data freshly drawn from the Oxford Bilingual School Dictionary: Zulu and English
(de Schryver 2010a).
2.

Automated vs. manual, and semi-manual lemmatisation

How does one begin analysing a corpus with the aim of compiling a dictionary
of the language covered by that corpus? Modern dictionary-makers will want
to start from a lemmatised frequency list derived from that corpus, with which
they can set out to build the macrostructure of their dictionaries. A good entry
point for the concept of lemmatisation in the field of computational and corpus
linguistics remains Kilgarriff's:
By 'lemmatised', we mean two things. First, for verbal aim, the count will consider all instances of aim, aims, aiming, aimed; and second, it will exclude all non-
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verbal instances, so nominal aim and aims will not be counted. The count will be
of verbal instances only of any of the four forms.
(Kilgarriff 1997: 139)

In other words, the idea is to take a list of orthographic words, each with their
type frequency as counted in a corpus, and to turn that list into its lemmatised
counterpart, now with summed frequencies and a part of speech for each
lemma. The result is a so-called 'lemmatised frequency list'.
While automatic lemmatisers capable of processing raw corpus data may
be available for several of the world's major languages, no such software has of
course been written for Lusoga. Actually, for the Bantu languages as a whole,
only Swahili has been provided with working tools for this task, by
Hurskainen (1992, 2016) who uses a rule-driven approach, and by the AfLaT
team (De Pauw et al. 2006) who use a data-driven approach. The AfLaT team
also developed small data-driven part-of-speech taggers for Northern Sotho,
Zulu and Cilubà (De Pauw et al. 2012), while a team at the University of South
Africa (UNISA) built broad-coverage finite-state morphological analysers for
Xhosa, Swati and Southern Ndebele (Bosch et al. 2008) by adapting an existing
prototype morphological analyser for Zulu (Bosch and Pretorius 2003, 2004).
In his MA, de Schryver (1999: 118-129) proposed a low-key, fully manual
approach to the lemmatisation task of a Bantu language, which he successfully
applied to Cilubà for the compilation of a set of bilingual Cilubà-Dutch dictionaries (de Schryver and Kabuta 1997, 1998). His basic assumption was that there
is no need to lemmatise an entire corpus, as only the frequent orthographic
word forms are needed as lemma signs in a general-language dictionary.
Taking into account the Zipfian distribution of corpus frequencies (Zipf 1935,
Kilgarriff 1997: 136-137), it is indeed clear that the lemmatised forms of lowfrequency orthographic words and hapaxes hardly make a dent in what is frequent. De Schryver explained his approach as follows, after having used
WordSmith Tools (Scott 1996–2018) to calculate the frequency of all the orthographic words in a 300 000-word corpus of Cilubà:
[...] we simply went through the first 1,000 items of the [WordSmith Tools output, ranked in descending frequency order] and lemmatised 'by hand.' For nouns
this meant that, when we encountered a singular form, we added the frequency
of the plural form (or vice versa), where relevant. For verbs this meant that we
kept track of those verbs we had already encountered and added the frequency
of every single 'conjugated form' we encountered subsequently. Also, for very
frequent verbs we brought together the frequencies of the entire paradigm. In
addition to this 'true lemmatisation' we joined divergent orthographies — and
this for all possible parts of speech.
(de Schryver 1999: 125)

To move from a lemmatised frequency list to the actual macrostructure, de
Schryver (1999: 127-128) further stipulated that candidate lemma signs should
occur 'in a sufficient variety of sources' (Sinclair 1995: ix), or as put by Knowles:
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[...] a word must occur evenly in a large number of the stratified sub-samples
rather than excessively often in a small number of them, given that these two
very different cases could show identical 'total-corpus' frequencies.
(Knowles 1983: 188)

Finally, and in imitation of Kilgarriff (1997), de Schryver (1999: 150-152) also
marked the frequent lemma signs in his dictionary, using three frequency
bands which had been directly derived from the top ranks as seen in his lemmatised frequency list.
In de Schryver (2003) a suggestion was made to enlist the power of
spreadsheet software for the same task, where it was illustrated for Southern
Ndebele. In the latter article, a four-step methodology was introduced to go
from a raw corpus (i.e., a corpus without any linguistic annotations) to a lemmatised frequency list (i.e., the list of candidate dictionary citation forms together with summed frequencies, ordered from most to lesser frequent). The
steps themselves have been summarised as follows:
In Step 1 top-frequency words are extracted from a corpus of running text. This
step can be performed with versatile corpus query software such as WordSmith
Tools. In Step 2 the dictionary-citation forms are isolated from each of the topfrequency items; in Step 3 the dictionary-citation forms that are equal as well as
their corresponding frequencies are brought together; and in Step 4 frequency
bands are added to the lemma-sign list. Steps 2 to 4 can easily be performed with
spreadsheet software such as Microsoft Excel.
(de Schryver 2003: 22-23)

Observe that in this four-step methodology, parts of speech were not taken into
account, as they should have been. This 'error' 2 has been corrected in the
method to be explained now.
Over the subsequent years, the use of spreadsheet software morphed into
using the dictionary application TshwaneLex (TLex) (Joffe and de Schryver
2002–18) to undertake Steps 2 to 4. When using TLex to lemmatise corpus data,
orthographic words together with their frequencies and their spread across the
corpus texts constitute the input, while the output consists of the lemma signs,
with frequencies, parts of speech, ranks and frequency bands, and, optionally,
main meanings. In effect, the Bantu to English sides of the school dictionaries
for Northern Sotho, Zulu and Xhosa published by Oxford University Press
Southern Africa (OUPSA) (de Schryver 2007, 2010a, de Schryver and Reynolds
2014) have all used TLex to draw up the macrostructure along these lines. 3
Even though an in-depth analysis was undertaken of the compilation of
the OUPSA Zulu school dictionary, the creation of its macrostructure was not
discussed as part of that analysis: 'Detailing how the Zulu lemma list was created would need at least one other paper-length treatment' (de Schryver 2010b:
166). By explaining how Steps 2 to 4 may be performed within TLex in the present article (as will be done in §3 below), we will (finally) have begun dealing
with this issue in the scientific literature of our discipline.
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From corpus to lemmatised frequency list

As was seen in Part 1 of the present series of three articles, a Lusoga corpus of
1.7 million words (tokens) contains approximately 200 000 orthographically
different words (types), and it is the latter that need to be lemmatised. Two
hundred thousand words are still too many to look at manually, so, as a proxy,
the idea is again to work with the top-frequent orthographic words only, and
thus also to lemmatise only that top section. In practical terms one chooses a
cut-off frequency, and focuses on all the types with a frequency at and above
that threshold. We decided to work through about 10 000 types, which corresponded to a cut-off frequency of 12 in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus.
By lemmatising the top 10 000 orthographic words in a Lusoga corpus, all
the common 'words' of the language will be known: each will have been given
a part-of-speech tag, as well as a relative frequency (and in the approach that
will be suggested, also a brief meaning). The term word was placed between
quotes, as we are referring here to the component known to computational linguists as the lemma, to dictionary-makers as the dictionary citation form, to
metalexicographers as the lemma sign, and to Bantuists most likely as the stem.
The full 1.7m Lusoga corpus was loaded into WordSmith Tools, and with
its WordList tool a wordlist of all the orthographic words in the corpus, together
with their respective frequencies and the number of files each orthographic
word occurs in, was generated. This information was imported into TLex,
using its Import function. The approach from then onwards was to go down the
frequency list in TLex, down to frequency 12, and to add for each orthographic
word the following: the lemmatised form, the part of speech, and a brief
meaning — all in dedicated slots in the dictionary-writing system. Differences
in orthography were taken care of on the fly, as a uniform spelling was pursued in the slot for the lemma. See Figure 1 for a screenshot of the first step: the
orthographic form from the corpus is in dark blue at the beginning of each
entry; the lemmatised form follows in black and between square brackets; the
part of speech is in pink and italics; the brief meaning(s) of the lemma is/are in
green; the frequency of the orthographic form is in red and italics preceded by
'freq.'; the rank is in light blue and preceded by 'rank'; and the number of files
in which the orthographic form was found is in black preceded by a hashtag
and the word 'texts'.
As we proceeded down the frequency list,4 the fanouts tool of TLex
enabled us to preview those unlemmatised forms that would eventually be
brought together under a single lemma. In the DTD (i.e., Document Type Definition (Joffe and de Schryver 2005)) one may actually choose which field to use
for that, typically the field for the TEs (i.e., the translation equivalents), but at
times using the lemma field for fanouts is also handy. The latter is done in
Figure 2. Regardless of which one is used for fanouts, during actual lemmatisation the software will need to take the lemma in combination with the part of
speech into account.
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Figure 1:

Lemmatising the 1.7m Lusoga corpus in TLex: going down the
unlemmatised frequency list

In Figure 2 we went back to the infinitive form for the verb 'to come'. All other
entries where we added -idha as a lemma are automatically brought together
by the fanouts tool. They are all verbs, and they will indeed all be merged into
a single -idha, and their respective frequencies will all be summed.

Figure 2:

Lemmatising the 1.7m Lusoga corpus in TLex: the fanouts tool
brings all the entries with the same lemma together
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Contrast this with the material seen in Figure 3, where the orthographic forms
with -kazi as the lemma are brought together. Given that there are both nominal and adjectival forms, these two word classes will need to be kept separate
from one another when the material is eventually merged.

Figure 3:

Lemmatising the 1.7m Lusoga corpus in TLex: the combination
'lemma & part of speech' will eventually be used to bring related
forms together

Figure 2 illustrates that notes could additionally be attached to any entry; seen
in orange and between curly brackets. Figure 3 illustrates another aspect,
namely that for closed-class sets such as pronouns and adjectives, all the forms
were considered in which the respective stems occurred in the 1.7m Lusoga
corpus, and not only those with a frequency of at least 12. This could simply be
achieved by doing field-specific searches across the entire TLex database, given
that the full wordlist had been imported. This change in approach meant that
the frequencies of the resulting lemma signs of these closed-class items were
slightly raised. This was a trade-off, but with the advantage that the full picture
became available for each of these closed-class items.5
Implicit in Figure 3, given the raised homonym numbers, is the fact that
many entries had to be split up in two or more parts, typically because they
could be assigned to different parts of speech, and/or because they had unrelated translation equivalents. Such entries were duplicated, and their frequencies were redistributed based on a quick and rough corpus sample. 6 In Figure 3,
omukazi1 (not shown) is the noun 'woman; wife'.
This lemmatisation phase took us about one month. A total of 10 318 items
were eventually tagged,7 which corresponds to just over 5% of the types in the
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1.7m Lusoga corpus, but it also corresponds to well over 80% of the tokens.
Eighty percent of the word forms in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus were accordingly
seen by only looking at 5% of it.
Three Lua scripts were then written which run in TLex to actually perform
the lemmatisation: (i) to bring the 'lemma – part-of-speech' pairs together, see
Addendum 1; (ii) to sum the frequencies of all the members of each of these
pairs and to calculate the new ranks, see Addendum 2; and (iii) to use the latter
ranks to group the lemma signs into frequency bands, see Addendum 3. A
random section of the outcome, ranks 500 to 510, is summarised in Table 1.
Table 1:
Lemma
-lim-goloza
-ikiliza
nkani
ee
-lundi
-idhukil-taama
-teekwnguli
-wanika

Lemmatised frequency list for Lusoga, ranks 500-510, derived from
the top 10 000 types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus
Part of speech
verb
noun 5/6
noun 1/2
connective
ideophone
pl noun 3/4
verb
noun 9/10
verb, modal
connective
noun 5/6

Meaning
dig; farm
county
believer; saint
at least
wonder
instances
remember; recall
sheep
must
if
treasury; mortuary;
dictionary

Freq.
296
295
295
295
293
293
292
291
290
288
286

Rank Freq. band
500

501

502

503

504

505

506

507

508

509

510


Regarding these three Lua scripts, it is important to point out that they may be
re-run at any time, with changing data, even (also!) during actual dictionary
compilation, down to the very last day of preparing an actual dictionary. Specifically with regard to the third Lua script, the one which adds the frequency
bands, it is moreover trivial to change the values, which are set here to mark
the top 500 lemma signs with , the next 500 with , the third 500 with , and
no symbol for the remainder.
Table 1, which summarises data (al)ready in TLex, can also be seen as the
start-pack of a (bilingual) Lusoga dictionary. This, of course, is no coincidence.
To develop the potential of this material further, the next two sections (§4
and §5) are structured in the same way, based on the fact that the lemmatised
frequency list that was built directly with and into TLex embeds both part-ofspeech data as well as alphabetical information: first, a type of ruler is introduced theoretically; then, a practical one is built for Lusoga; followed by a
comparison with an equivalent Zulu ruler; ending with the use of such a ruler
in the planning of the actual compilation of a future (bilingual) Lusoga
dictionary.
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From lemmatised frequency list to part-of-speech distributions
Part-of-speech rulers

As shown by de Schryver (2013), the relative size of each word class does not
constitute a fixed percentage across corpora of the same language. Intuitively, it
is clear that a large general-language corpus will proportionally contain more
nouns and verbs than a smaller one (Hanks 2001). The trend, it turns out, is
asymptotic, and from a few thousand items onwards one gets a good idea of
the direction of the distribution of the various word classes. This may be illustrated with data taken from the unlemmatised version of the 100m British
National Corpus (BNC 1994–2018), as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4:

Part-of-speech distribution of the top 7 000+ types in the unlemmatised 100m British National Corpus [taken from de Schryver (2013:
1387)]

With regard to the data in Figure 4, de Schryver argues:
One may clearly deduce from this graph that function words and verbs dominate the top-frequent ranks in an English corpus. The percentage of nouns grows
steadily as one goes down the frequency list. At the 1,000+ mark the overall percentage of nouns already stands at 40 %, that of the verbs at 20 %, while the
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function words shrank to 16 % of the total (whereas these still represented
roughly two thirds at the 100 mark). [...] The allocation to the nouns at the 7,000+
mark [...] stands at 52 %, that to the verbs grew to 22 %, while the function words
shrank to a mere 4% of the total. These graphs can be extended down to any
rank, while the same type of calculations can of course also be performed on
lemmatized frequency lists, with similar results.
(de Schryver 2013: 1386-1388)

What is important to remember from this is that there are as many part-ofspeech rulers as there are numbers of lemma signs in a dictionary; each dictionary has a different distribution. Indeed, looking up from any rank in a
graph like Figure 4, one obtains a different part-of-speech ruler.
4.2

Towards a part-of-speech ruler for Lusoga

The distribution of the main parts of speech in the lemmatised frequency list
derived from the top section of the 1.7m Lusoga corpus is shown in Table 2 and
Figure 5.
Table 2:

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
SUM

Statistics for the distribution of the parts of speech in the lemmatised frequency list derived from the top 10 000 types in the 1.7m
Lusoga corpus
Part of speech
noun
verb
pronoun
quantifier
adjective
locative
connective
interjection
ideophone
adverb

Lemmatised
2 440
1 113
156
143
117
75
68
54
49
35
4 250

% = POS-ruler
57.41%
26.19%
3.67%
3.36%
2.75%
1.76%
1.60%
1.27%
1.15%
0.82%
100.00%

As can be seen, the main part of speech of Lusoga is the noun, which accounts
for 57% of all the lemma signs. The second most frequent part of speech is the
verb, covering 26%. Nouns and verbs make up a staggering 83% of all the
lemma signs in Lusoga. The third most frequent group are the various pronouns (4% of the total), followed by the quantifiers (3%), adjectives (3%) and locatives (2%). The remaining 5% is made up of connectives (2%), interjections (1%),
ideophones (1%) and adverbs (1%). A comparison with the values seen in
Figure 4 is tempting, but faces at least two problems.
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Pie chart showing the distribution of the parts of speech in the lemmatised frequency list derived from the top 10 000 types in the 1.7m
Lusoga corpus

The first challenge is that the distributions across languages that belong to two
very different language families are being compared. Even so, at the right-hand
side of the graph seen in Figure 4, nouns and verbs already make up 74% of the
total in English. The second challenge is that an unlemmatised distribution is
compared to a lemmatised one. Indeed, as may be seen from Table 3, the original unlemmatised top-frequent 10 318 orthographic word forms (which includes some lower-frequent word forms from the closed-class parts of speech),
as taken from the 1.7m Lusoga corpus, yielded a lemmatised frequency list of
just 4 250 items.
Table 3:

Statistics for the distribution of the parts of speech in the unlemmatised vs. lemmatised frequency lists derived from the top 10 000
types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

Part of speech
verb
noun
adjective
pronoun
quantifier
locative
adverb
connective
interjection
ideophone
SUM

Unlemmatised
4 444
3 622
1 105
460
231
187
98
68
54
49
10 318

%
43.07%
35.10%
10.71%
4.46%
2.24%
1.81%
0.95%
0.66%
0.52%
0.47%
100.00%

Lemmatised
1 113
2 440
117
156
143
75
35
68
54
49
4 250

%
26.19%
57.41%
2.75%
3.67%
3.36%
1.76%
0.82%
1.60%
1.27%
1.15%
100.00%

Expressed as a percentage of the total, three categories especially change their
allocation drastically after lemmatisation. While verbs make up 43% of all the
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top orthographic types in this Lusoga corpus, they only make up 26% after
lemmatisation. Nouns do the reverse: they make up 35% of all the top orthographic types, but reach a massive 57% after lemmatisation. Adjectives go from
nearly 11% down to about 3%. Unlemmatised and lemmatised part-of-speech
distributions are thus different, as shown graphically in Figures 6 vs. 7.8

Figure 6:

Part-of-speech ruler for the unlemmatised frequency list derived
from the top 10 000 types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

Figure 7:

Part-of-speech ruler for the lemmatised frequency list derived from
the top 10 000 types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

4.3

Contrasting part-of-speech rulers for Lusoga and Zulu

In order to judge whether the data seen in Table 2 and Figure 5 is plausible, it is
instructive to compare the part-of-speech distribution for the Lusoga lemma
signs with that for Zulu, as described in the corpus-based Zulu mini-grammar
included in the Oxford Bilingual School Dictionary: Zulu and English (de Schryver
2010a: S13-S26) and summarised in Figure 8. On the Zulu to English side, this
dictionary contains about 5 000 lemma signs (which were derived from the top
section of a 7.5m general + 1m textbook Zulu corpus). This order of magnitude
allows for comparisons with the 4 250 lemmatised forms which were obtained
for Lusoga. While there are differences in the lemmatisation approach between
the two languages, and even differences in categorising and naming the word
classes, the overall picture seen for Zulu may be compared with that for
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Lusoga. At that point one realises that the two distributions are indeed rather
similar, especially as regards nouns, with an allocation of 57% in Lusoga vs.
58% in Zulu. However, one does notice that there seems to be an exceptionally
high number of verbs in Lusoga (26%) as compared to verbs in Zulu (16%).

Figure 8:

Part-of-speech distribution of the lemma signs in a corpus-based
Zulu dictionary derived from the top types in a 7.5m general + 1m
textbook Zulu corpus [adapted from de Schryver (2010a: S15)]

In these distributions, there are about ten main parts of speech ('main', as there
are a number of sub-types as well) for both Lusoga and Zulu, but this could
have been very different. The monolingual Zulu dictionary completed by the
Zulu National Lexicography Unit (Mbatha 2006), for instance, uses just four
parts of speech, following notions expounded in the PhD of Nkabinde (1975).
Given the OUPSA Zulu school dictionary was meant to be as user-friendly as
possible, such a drastic reduction of word classes was not entertained. The
same holds for our decision regarding the word classes in Lusoga.
4.4

Using a part-of-speech ruler for Lusoga in dictionary planning

Using actual counts, Figures 6 and 7 can also be depicted as Figures 9 and 10
respectively. Of the two part-of-speech rulers, the lemmatised one is the most
useful to support dictionary-making, hence Figure 10. The choice to lemmatise
the top 10 000 orthographic words from the 1.7m Lusoga corpus was made in
an attempt to arrive at a list of between 4 000 and 5 000 candidate lemma signs;
we arrived at 4 250. If conceived in the way the OUPSA bilingual school dictionaries were conceived, then room must also be left for the inclusion of specialised vocabulary in the macrostructure, which is to be extracted from a
separate, purpose-built specialised corpus. For Zulu, see de Schryver (2010b: 169),
a concept based on the earlier de Schryver and Prinsloo (2003), where it was
exemplified for Afrikaans. Basically, the Lusoga part-of-speech ruler seen in
Figure 10 tells us that for a Lusoga dictionary of about 5 000 lemma signs, there
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should/will be 2 440 nouns, 1 113 verbs, etc. down to 49 ideophones and 35
adverbs taken from the general language.

Figure 9:

Counts per part of speech in the unlemmatised frequency list
derived from the top 10 000 types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

Figure 10: Counts per part of speech in the lemmatised frequency list derived
from the top 10 000 types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus
Knowing the (approximate) size of each word class in advance truly helps
planning the actual dictionary work: equivalent and comparable chunks of the
data may for instance be distributed to different team members, time extrapolations for the total work involved may be based on samples that were compiled for the different word classes, and dictionary-making itself may be
organised and proceed 'by word class'. The latter has turned out to be an
extremely important concept in Bantu lexicography, and may be spotted in the
literature from article titles that refer to 'the lemmatisation of'-formula
(de Schryver et al. 2004: 37). Taking Zulu as an example, the lemmatisation
of nouns (Mpungose 1998, Prinsloo 2011), verbs (Prinsloo 2011), adjectives (de
Schryver 2008b), pronouns (de Schryver 2008a, de Schryver and Wilkes 2008)
and ideophones (de Schryver 2009), have all received attention in dedicated
lexicographic studies, as have the treatment of terminological (Khumalo 2015)
and cultural (Prinsloo and Bosch 2012) vocabulary.
Many problems in Bantu lexicography are part-of-speech dependent and
need unique solutions that are different from one part of speech to the next.
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Working through batches of a single word class during actual dictionary compilation therefore has ample advantages. In a dictionary-writing system like
TLex, this is moreover fully supported: the part-of-speech tags that have been
attached to the candidate lemma signs following lemmatisation (cf. §3) may
first be used to isolate each word class as a group using the Filter tool, and that
subset of the data may then be combined with any other filter parameters to
allow for focused dictionary compilation.
5.

From lemmatised frequency list to alphabetical distributions

5.1

Alphabetical rulers (aka 'multidimensional lexicographic rulers')

Some printed dictionaries have a thumb index per alphabetical category, either
physically cut out in the pages or painted directly on the surface of the foreedge, showing the progression of the different alphabetical categories, often in
ladderised form. An alphabetical ruler is exactly that: an instrument which
represents the relative allocation to each stretch of the alphabet. As a metalexicographical concept, such rulers were first introduced for Afrikaans (Prinsloo
and de Schryver 2002a, 2003, de Schryver 2005, Prinsloo 2010, Taljard et al.
2017) and subsequently designed for all other official South African languages
(de Schryver 2003, Prinsloo 2004, Prinsloo and de Schryver 2005, 2007).9 Such
rulers may be built from dictionary data, corpus data, or both. They may also
be built to reflect the general language, or else a specific specialised domain of
the language. In contrast to a part-of-speech ruler, an alphabetical ruler does
not vary with corpus or dictionary sizes. The series of percentages per alphabetical stretch, for instance per alphabetical category, is very stable indeed, and
the only difference one observes is between its lemmatised and unlemmatised
versions.
Initially a 'measurement instrument', it quickly became clear that a ruler of
this sort is also an 'evaluation instrument', as well as a 'prediction instrument',
and ultimately even a 'management instrument' (de Schryver 2013). Given the
many ways in which it can be used, such rulers have also been termed 'multidimensional lexicographic rulers'. Of the various uses, the one that interests us
in the present contribution is as a prediction instrument, more specifically with
the aim of predicting features of the compilation of a new Lusoga dictionary.
5.2

Towards an alphabetical ruler for Lusoga

From all the types in the full 1.7m Lusoga corpus as well as the unlemmatised
and lemmatised frequency lists derived from the top 10 000 types (cf. §3), one
can straightforwardly derive the data presented in Table 4. The three series of
percentages represent general-language alphabetical rulers, and this in two
unlemmatised environments and one lemmatised environment respectively.
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Comparing the three distributions with one another, it is clear that there is a
good correlation between the two unlemmatised ones, but no correlation
between either of the unlemmatised distributions and the lemmatised one. 10
Table 4:

Section
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z
SUM

Statistics for the distribution of the alphabetical categories in the
1.7m Lusoga corpus as well as the unlemmatised and lemmatised
frequency lists derived from the top 10 000 types
Unlemmatised
all
%
corpus
types
20 569
10.55%
25 030
12.83%
1 150
0.59%
3 089
1.58%
19 569
10.03%
643
0.33%
6 699
3.43%
830
0.43%
1 959
1.00%
309
0.16%
20 110
10.31%
4 462
2.29%
13 373
6.86%
14 425
7.40%
27 210
13.95%
1 126
0.58%
36
0.02%
756
0.39%
2 032
1.04%
16 685
8.56%
415
0.21%
306
0.16%
4 028
2.07%
16
0.01%
9 978
5.12%
227
0.12%
195 032
100.00%

Unlemmatised
top
%
corpus
types
1 152
11.16%
1 265
12.26%
5
0.05%
106
1.03%
1 354
13.12%
18
0.17%
260
2.52%
28
0.27%
187
1.81%
6
0.06%
1 116
10.82%
267
2.59%
933
9.04%
664
6.44%
1 720
16.67%
39
0.38%
0
0.00%
3
0.03%
86
0.83%
453
4.39%
13
0.13%
10
0.10%
211
2.04%
0
0.00%
411
3.98%
11
0.11%
10 318
100.00%

Lemmatised
lemma
%
signs
= ABCfrom top
ruler
147
3.46%
368
8.66%
5
0.12%
83
1.95%
233
5.48%
78
1.84%
297
6.99%
24
0.56%
198
4.66%
5
0.12%
529
12.45%
338
7.95%
257
6.05%
277
6.52%
82
1.93%
84
1.98%
0
0.00%
3
0.07%
374
8.80%
298
7.01%
14
0.33%
55
1.29%
202
4.75%
0
0.00%
200
4.71%
99
2.33%
4 250
100.00%

The only alphabetical ruler that is relevant to lexicographic work for a Bantu
language is obviously the lemmatised one, except, perhaps, for those rare cases
where full orthographic words are presented as lemma signs, including for all
the verbs, as has been done for an experimental online Swahili dictionary
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(Hillewaert and de Schryver 2004). Therefore, 'the' alphabetical ruler for
Lusoga is as shown in Figure 11.11

Figure 11: General-language alphabetical ruler based on the lemmatised frequency list derived from the top 10 000 types in the 1.7m Lusoga
corpus
5.3

Contrasting alphabetical rulers for Lusoga and Zulu

The alphabetical ruler for Lusoga may be compared to the alphabetical ruler for
Zulu that was used for the OUPSA Zulu school dictionary (de Schryver 2010a),
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: Alphabetical distribution of the lemma signs in a corpus-based Zulu
dictionary derived from the top types in a 7.5m general corpus + 1m
textbook Zulu corpus
As one may see, the two alphabetical rulers look very different indeed. This is
because a decision was made in the Zulu dictionary to present full words for all
parts of speech except verbs, on that account breaking with the stem tradition
for this language. As a result of Zulu's pre-prefixes especially at nouns, the
alphabetical categories A, I and U are massive, as is the alphabetical category E
which contains the many locativised nouns for which the 'e-/o-...-ini locativisation strategy' was used (de Schryver and Gauton 2002).
Atypical alphabetical distributions such as the one seen in Figure 12
should remind every prospective compiler of a Bantu-language dictionary that
careful thought should be put into who the envisaged target user group is. Reasoning back from the target user group, this then leads to a decision on pres-
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entation. Given that the Zulu dictionary was meant for school-going pupils, the
goal was to present the material in as user-friendly a manner as possible, hence
the decision to present words rather than stems for most parts of speech. Reasoning further back, from presentation to the actual lemmatisation required to
achieve that presentation, one realises that there is always a direct link between
target user group and lemmatisation approach, and vice versa. Relating this to
the candidate Lusoga lemma-sign list means that the target user group envisaged is one that will be able to handle the lookup of word stems.
5.4

Using an alphabetical ruler for Lusoga in dictionary planning

Although the backbone of an alphabetical ruler is merely a single list of percentages totalling one hundred, it is a powerful instrument. From §5.2 it follows that the distribution of the number of (general-language) lemma signs per
alphabetical category in Lusoga is not only according to the alphabetical ruler,
but even the exact counts for each category are a given, and may be depicted as
shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Distribution of the (general-language) lemma signs per alphabetical
category in a planned Lusoga dictionary (sum: 4 250 lemma signs)
What is more, the actual lemma signs themselves are waiting in TLex, together
with a brief preliminary meaning for each.
The alphabetical ruler may also be used to do some advance planning as
far as dictionary size is concerned. Suppose a dictionary publisher envisages a
central text for one side of the dictionary of 350 pages, then this ruler may
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straightforwardly be used to predict the page allocation to each alphabetical
category, as shown in Figure 14. Evidently, the presentation shown in Figure 14
is none other than the alphabetical ruler itself, hence Figure 11, now with a
different x-axis.

Figure 14: Distribution of the number of pages per alphabetical category in a
planned Lusoga dictionary (aim: 350 pages for one side)
As a last example of the use of an alphabetical ruler as a prediction instrument,
suppose the dictionary team wishes to work 'through the alphabet' (rather
than, say, by word class), and that two years are available for the compilation
of the central text, then Figure 15 predicts in which week which alphabetical
category should be reached.

Figure 15: Projected progress through the alphabet for a planned Lusoga
dictionary (aim: 2 years, or 104 weeks)
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The underlying data for Figures 13 to 15 is shown in Table 5, but it should be
clear that the alphabetical ruler may be used in any other creative way; for
some of these, see the references in §5.1.
Table 5:

Multidimensional predictions on lemma-sign, page and time levels
for a planned Lusoga dictionary, using an alphabetical ruler for
Lusoga

Section

ABC-ruler

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
R
S
T
U
V
W
Y
Z
SUM

3.46%
8.66%
0.12%
1.95%
5.48%
1.84%
6.99%
0.56%
4.66%
0.12%
12.45%
7.95%
6.05%
6.52%
1.93%
1.98%
0.07%
8.80%
7.01%
0.33%
1.29%
4.75%
4.71%
2.33%
100.00%

6.

Lemma
signs
147
368
5
83
233
78
297
24
198
5
529
338
257
277
82
84
3
374
298
14
55
202
200
99
4 250

Pages
12.1
30.3
0.4
6.8
19.2
6.4
24.5
2.0
16.3
0.4
43.6
27.8
21.2
22.8
6.8
6.9
0.2
30.8
24.5
1.2
4.5
16.6
16.5
8.2
350

Reached
in week
4
13
13
15
20
22
30
30
35
35
48
56
63
69
71
74
74
83
90
90
92
97
102
104

Days

...

18.0
45.1
0.6
10.2
28.6
9.6
36.4
2.9
24.3
0.6
64.8
41.4
31.5
34.0
10.1
10.3
0.4
45.8
36.5
1.7
6.7
24.8
24.5
12.1
521

Discussion

In this article we have illustrated how a lemmatised frequency list may be built
directly within a dictionary-writing system like TLex, using as input plain
orthographic words with occurrence frequencies as generated by corpus-query
software like WordSmith Tools. These specific software programs are not crucial to the procedure, but they have been employed a number of times now and
have proven their worth. Comparable programs will also do; what is important
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to remember from the text is the necessary steps. The procedure is a mostly
manual process, which needs to take the future target user group into account,
and a process whereby all details are logged so that instant use may be made of
two types of rulers: a part-of-speech ruler and an alphabetical ruler. A Lusoga
corpus that was presented in the first of our three linked articles was processed
to demonstrate the actual workings, and comparisons were also made with a
completed Zulu dictionary project.
Honesty compels us to admit that the procedure described is the 'ideal'
one, however. In actual practice, given that corpus data had to be analysed
before it could be explained — and that the part-of-speech tagging and lemmatisation were merely the first steps of the analysis — even a seemingly basic task
such as pinpointing the part(s) of speech of an orthographic word form was not
that trivial. To start any analysis one needs a way to create order first, by
grouping related material. But from the moment one starts to group material,
one has already made a decision on how to analyse that material, as part-ofspeech assignment is dependent on the framework or theory of the analysis.
Conversely, without any advance decisions, one cannot begin to group and so
can never get to any analysis. This chicken-and-egg conundrum was partly
solved by falling back on received knowledge regarding the Bantu languages,
as for instance summarised in handbooks such as that of Nurse and Philippson
(2003) or the earlier ones of Guthrie (1948, 1953), Doke (1954) and Bryan (1959).
Furthermore, as the analysis of the corpus material proceeded, we did go back
to material that had already been completed in the TLex file, retagged some of
the material, and reran the Lua scripts in order to generate an 'update' of the
lemmatised frequency list.
Reformulated, even the mere act of labelling certain word forms as
demonstratives or possessives, and considering these under the wider umbrella
of pronouns, already crosses the line from analysis to explanation. That said,
despite the received knowledge, we have tried to stick as much as possible to
what we could observe in the corpus data, by also looking at the wider context
and thus by avoiding limiting our look at words in isolation. With this we are
now ready for the next step, the actual explanation of the material.
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For more on the difference between conjunctive and disjunctive writing systems in Bantu, see
Prinsloo and de Schryver (2002b).
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Whether or not this is an error actually depends on the lemmatisation strategy chosen. In
Nguni lexicography, there is a 'stem tradition' (Ziervogel 1965, Van Wyk 1995), so if one also
presents both nouns and verbs under the same stems (where relevant), then one could indeed lump their frequencies as well. Conversely, there is an argument to be made to keep the
frequencies of different parts of speech separate, thereby leaving some presentation options
open until actual dictionary compilation. In this regard, Prinsloo (1991), in the very-first
exploratory study of the use of frequency counts for Bantu-language dictionary-making, did
point out: 'It is very important to note that the interpretation of the output of a word frequency study is closely related to the lexicographical approach and the editorial policy from
which the lexicographer embarked' (Prinsloo 1991: 59). The section from which this sentence
is taken, 'Frequency studies in perspective' (Prinsloo 1991: 59-60), actually deals with lemmatisation options/decisions, even though Prinsloo does not use the term nor concept of lemmatisation.
Incidentally, the grammars included as middle matter in these dictionaries are furthermore
the first corpus-based mini-grammars for any Bantu language, as described in de Schryver
and Taljard (2007) for Northern Sotho, and de Schryver (2010b) for Zulu.
This is shown quite literally in Figure 1, where the data is sorted on the field 'Rank', so one
truly moves from most frequent to least frequent. Another option is to use filters to extract
the top-frequent section from the database, to work on in alphabetical order (or in any other,
even random, order).
For more on the advantages, see for instance de Schryver et al. (2004), de Schryver (2008a,
2008b), de Schryver and Wilkes (2008) and de Schryver (2009).
When quick-and-rough frequencies were not provided, a Lua script (cf. further) would take
care of this aspect, by automatically distributing the frequencies equally as a first approach
(subject to correction later).
Junk was not tagged but deleted. Material with a poor spread across the sources was flagged
as such, indicating that it may require a label.
The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient r between the unlemmatised and
lemmatised part-of-speech distributions is 0.85.
The concept of an alphabetical ruler may be traced back to the 'block system of distribution
of dictionary entries by initial letters' prepared for English by Edward L. Thorndike during
the 1950s (Landau 2001: 360-362). Thorndike divided the alphabet into 105 blocks: 6 for A
(A1: a-adk, A2: adl-alh, A3: ali-angk, ...), ... 1 for J (J50: j-jz), ... 3 for W (... , W104: wit-wz) and
1 for XYZ (XYZ105: x-zz). With approximately the same weight assigned to each of those
blocks, this series supposedly reflects the 'distribution of lexical units throughout the alphabet'. See also Jackson (2002: 163-164), Moon (2004: 649-650) and Svensén (2009: 406).
The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient r between the two unlemmatised alphabetical distributions is an excellent 0.97; while it is just 0.56 between the full unlemmatised
distribution and the lemmatised distribution, and 0.49 between the top unlemmatised distribution and the lemmatised distribution.
Observe that the letters c, j, q, r and x are not native to Lusoga, but may appear in borrowed
abbreviations, place names and surnames, and the like.
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Lua script: GenerateSecondSide.lua

-- 2013-09 Lusoga collapse LemmaForm into second 'side' of dictionary database
-- and add up frequencies
-- David Joffe
-- 'CONSTANTS' (script configuration - if e.g. attribute names change, update
-- script here)
CFG =
{
ATTR_POS
= "PartOfSpeech",
-- Part of speech
ATTR_LEMMAFORM
= "LemmaForm",
ATTR_FREQ
= "CalculatedFrequency",
-- Recalculated frequency attribute (that incorporates homonym percentage).
-- For reading the value from the corpus list.
ATTR_FREQUENCY
= "Frequency",
-- Actual "Frequency" attribute (not re-calculated one that incorporates
-- percentage). For setting frequency on created entries.
ATTR_INCOMPLETE
= "Incomplete",
-- Section 0-based index with source list (i.e. corpus forms)
SECTION_SRC
= 0,
-- Section 0-based index for creating collapsed forms (e.g. "-ba")
SECTION_DEST
= 1
}
local DOC=tApp():GetCurrentDoc();
if DOC==nil then return "";end
-- STATS
local nNumForms=0;
local nNumCreated=0;
local nNumExistingModified=0;
local SECTION=DOC:GetDictionary():GetLanguage( CFG.SECTION_SRC );
local SECTIONDEST=DOC:GetDictionary():GetLanguage( CFG.SECTION_DEST );
local i;
local data={}
for i=0,SECTION:GetNumEntries()-1,1 do
local ENTRY=SECTION:GetEntry(i);
local bDoEntry=false;
local incomplete= tQuery(ENTRY,"/@"..CFG.ATTR_INCOMPLETE);
if (incomplete=="") or (incomplete=="0") then
bDoEntry = true;
end
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if (bDoEntry) then
local pos
= tQuery(ENTRY,"/@"..CFG.ATTR_POS);
local lemmaform
= tQuery(ENTRY,"/@"..CFG.ATTR_LEMMAFORM);
local freqs
= tQuery(ENTRY,"/@"..CFG.ATTR_FREQ);
-- Can return nil on empty string, so check for nil next and set
-- to 0 in that case
local freq = tonumber(freqs);
if (freq==nil) then
freq= 0;
end
tLuaLog("FORM:"..lemmaform
.."(" .. ENTRY:GetLemmaSign()..") pos="..pos.." freq="..freq)
----if

Make a unique string that is the combination of LemmaForm and the
partofspeech (e.g. "-ba_$$$_noun") .. this separator string must just
be some string that doesn't occur in the actual data ever, but other
than that it's arbitrary
( data[ lemmaform .. "_$$$_" .. pos ] == nil ) then
--data[ lemmaform .. "_$$$_" .. pos ] =
--{ lemmaform, pos, tonumber(freq) };--ADD NEW
data[ lemmaform .. "_$$$_" .. pos ] = { }
data[ lemmaform .. "_$$$_" .. pos ][1] = lemmaform;
data[ lemmaform .. "_$$$_" .. pos ][2] = pos;
data[ lemmaform .. "_$$$_" .. pos ][3] = freq;
else
-- ADD UP FREQUENCIES (TO EXISTING) (note Lua arrays = 1-based index)
data[ lemmaform .. "_$$$_" .. pos ][3] =
data[ lemmaform .. "_$$$_" .. pos ][3] + tonumber(freq);
end
nNumForms = nNumForms + 1;
end--bDoEntry
end
for key,value in pairs(data) do
local lemmaform = value[1];
local pos = value[2];
local freq = value[3];
tLuaLog("FINAL:"..lemmaform..","..pos..","..freq)
-- See if there is an existing entry of this form and part of speech
local ENTRY = nil;
local CURRENT = SECTIONDEST:FindEntries( lemmaform );
for i=0,CURRENT:size()-1,1 do
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if (tQuery(CURRENT[i],"/@"..CFG.ATTR_POS) == pos) then
ENTRY = CURRENT[i];
end
end
-- If no existing entry, create a new one
if ENTRY==nil then
local NODE = DOC:AllocateElementByID(NODE_ENTRY,true);-- Alloc new entry
ENTRY = tolua.cast(NODE, "tcEntry");
ENTRY:SetLemmaSign( lemmaform );
SECTIONDEST:InsertEntry(ENTRY);
nNumCreated = nNumCreated+1;
else
nNumExistingModified = nNumExistingModified + 1;
end
-- Set frequency, POS etc.
local ATTR_FREQ=ENTRY:GetElement():FindAttributeByName(CFG.ATTR_FREQUENCY);
if (ATTR_FREQ~=nil) then
ENTRY:SetAttributeI( ATTR_FREQ, freq );
end
local ATTR_POS = ENTRY:GetElement():FindAttributeByName(CFG.ATTR_POS);
if (ATTR_POS~=nil) then
ENTRY:SetAttributeDisplayByString( ATTR_POS, pos, false,
"____prevent_unintentional_list_string_splitting___" );
end
end
data=nil;
Evt_LemmasInserted:Trigger(nil, SECTIONDEST);--Update UI etc.
DOC:SetDirty();
local sRetMessage =
"FORMS: ".. nNumForms ..
" CREATED: " .. nNumCreated..
" EXISTING_UPDATED: " .. nNumExistingModified
;
return sRetMessage;
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Addendum 2:
-----

Lua script: AssignRankBasedOnSortBy.lua

2013-10 Assign numerical 'rank' based on sort order
(sort order defined by e.g. FIRST selecting F4 SortBy
'Word::Frequency' in second section just before running this script)
David Joffe

-- 'CONSTANTS' (script configuration - if e.g. attribute names change,
-- update script here)
CFG =
{
ATTR_RANK = "Rank", -- Rank
SECTION = 1 -- Section 0-based index for generating ranks
}
local DOC=tApp():GetCurrentDoc();
if DOC==nil then return "No document"; end
-- STATS
local SECTION=DOC:GetDictionary():GetLanguage( CFG.SECTION );
if (SECTION==nil) then return "Invalid section index"; end
local SECTWND = tFrameWindow():GetLanguageWindow(SECTION);
if (SECTWND==nil) then
return "No section window for section (try go out of expanded view mode)";
end
-- By default F4 SortBy puts highest frequency at bottom, so if so, invert rank
-- values set as we loop across entries (e.g. rank '1' would be the bottom entry
-- in the list if this is set to true)
local bInvertOrdering=true;
-- Iterate through (NB) the SECTION WINDOW entry list - so e.g. SortBy may be in
-- effect
local i;
local Attr=nil;
for i=0,SECTWND:GetNumLemmaListEntries()-1,1 do
local ENTRY=SECTWND:GetLemmaListEntry(i);
if Attr==nil then
Attr = ENTRY:GetElement():FindAttributeByName( CFG.ATTR_RANK );
if Attr==nil then return "Rank attribute not found"; end
end
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if bInvertOrdering then
ENTRY:SetAttributeDisplayByString( Attr,
SECTWND:GetNumLemmaListEntries() - i, false,
"____prevent_unintentional_list_string_splitting___" );
else
ENTRY:SetAttributeDisplayByString( Attr,
i+1, false,
"____prevent_unintentional_list_string_splitting___" );
end
end
-- Update user interface etc.
Evt_LemmasInserted:Trigger(nil, SECTION);
DOC:SetDirty();
return "";
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Addendum 3:

Lua script: AssignFrequencyBandBasedOnRank.lua

--Frequency bands
local RANKS={
{500,"1"},
{1000,"2"},
{1500,"3"},
{5000,""},
{999999999999999999,"LOW"}
};
--check that there is a global document object
--(i.e. make sure we actually have a dictionary open)
if g_pDoc == nil then
--No document is loaded - exit
return "Failed - No document loaded";
end
local
local
local
local
local

LEMARRAY = {};
LEMMAELEM = g_pDoc:GetDictionary():GetDTD():FindElementByName("Word");
LEMMAFREQATTR = LEMMAELEM:FindAttributeByName("Frequency");
LEMMAFREQBANDATTR = LEMMAELEM:FindAttributeByName("FrequencyBand");
LEMMARANKATTR = LEMMAELEM:FindAttributeByName("Rank");

-- Change this 0 to 1 if doing a bilingual 2nd section (right half):
local LANG = g_pDoc:GetDictionary():GetLanguage(0);
local COUNT = 0;
for i=0,LANG:GetNumChildren()-1,1 do
local LEMMA = LANG:GetChild(i);
local FREQ = LEMMA:GetAttributeIIntValue(LEMMAFREQATTR);
table.insert(LEMARRAY,{freq = FREQ,lem = LEMMA});
end
table.sort(LEMARRAY,
function (a, b)
return a["freq"] > b["freq"]
end)
for j,k in pairs(LEMARRAY) do
for v,d in pairs(RANKS) do
if COUNT < d[1] then
--First have to clear the original selection (in case we want an
--empty value for any of the ranges) - SetAttribute*() does not
--set the list value at all if passed a null string
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k["lem"]:SetAttributeListID(LEMMAFREQBANDATTR,0);
k["lem"]:SetAttributeDisplayByString(LEMMAFREQBANDATTR,d[2]);
--k["lem"]:SetAttributeDisplayByString(LEMMARANKATTR,COUNT+1);
break;
end
end
COUNT = COUNT + 1;
end
g_pDoc:SetDirty();
--script terminated without error
return "done";
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Abstract: This article is the third instalment in a trilogy of studies that deal with corpus-driven
Bantu lexicography as applied to Lusoga. Having dealt with corpus-building in Part 1, and macrostructural aspects in Part 2, we now focus on the microstructure of a dictionary and in particular on
the concept of Mapping Meaning onto Use. The starting point is Patrick Hanks's book chapter by
the same title, which we transpose to a study of the high-frequent motion verb -v- in Lusoga. Our
detailed analysis is as much practical as it is methodological.
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Obufunze: Omutengeso gw'eitu ogukozesebwa mu namawanika w'ennimi
dha Bantu. Ekitundu 3: Okukwanagania amakulu n'enkozesa mu Lusoga.

Olupapula luno n'olwokusatu mu nteeko y'okulaga omusomo gw'omutengeso gw'eitu ogukozesebwa
mu namawanika w'ennimi dha Bantu ogulaga omulimu ogw'akolebwa ku Lusoga. Oluvainhuma
lw'okwandhula engeli eitu ly'Olusoga mu Kitundu 1 n'omuteeko gw'omutindiigo ogusinziilwaku
okuzimba olukala lwa namungi w'ebigambowazo mu Kitundu 2, buti eisila liize ku kulaga ngeli
amakulu g'ebigambo ye gakwanaganizibwa n'enkozesa. Omusingi gw'eisomo elilagibwa mu kitundu
kino gw'ateebwawo Patrick Hanks. Ensonga enkulu dhe yataaku eisila dhilondoolebwa okusinziila
ku kigelo kya namungi w'ennhingizo entabaazi (o)ku.v.a. Olupapula luno lugelaagelania engeli
ennhingizo eno bwe yaingizibwa mu Eiwanika ly'Olusoga elitaasinziililwa ku itu lya bigambo n'engeli
gye yandibaile esengekebwa singa eitu n'ebigelo by'emiwendo egilagibwamu byali bikozeseibwa.
Eby'asoboka n'ebitaasoboka bigelaagelanhizibwa n'ebigendelelwa by'omusingi gw'eisomo ly'eitu lya
namawanika mu mpandiika y'amawanika.

Ebigambo ebikulu:

BANTU, LUSOGA, EITU LYA NAMAWAIKA, ENNEKEENEENIA
Y'EBIGELO BY'EMIWENDO EBILAGIBWA MU ITU LY'OLULIMI, OKUKWANAGANIA AMAKULU N'ENKOZESA, AMAKULU AGASOBOKA, KINANTABILA OMUTABAAZI
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Goal of the present study

In this article we wish to investigate how meaning potentials may be drawn
from usages as found in a Bantu-language corpus, through an approach known
as 'mapping meaning onto use' (Hanks 2002), as applied in the ongoing compilation of a new Lusoga dictionary. With this topic we are squarely dealing
with a dictionary's microstructure, although the method may of course be used
(and is used) in the field of Bantu corpus linguistics more generally, as may be
seen from the recent PhDs of Nabirye (2016) for Lusoga, Kawalya (2017) for
Luganda, and Mberamihigo (2014), Nshemezimana (2016) and Misago (2018)
for Kirundi.
The major reference for any corpus-based microstructural issues in Bantu
lexicography is de Schryver and Prinsloo (2000). In the academic literature, the
attention paid to the microstructural level is far more extensive than that paid
to the macrostructural level, even in articles that aim to give a perspective on
both (Prinsloo and de Schryver 2001, de Schryver 2008) or in articles that take
the 'lemmatisation of ...'-formula as a point of departure (de Schryver et al.
2004: 37), which is at heart macrostructural in nature but typically develops
into a discussion of microstructural aspects. This may briefly be illustrated with
dictionary research undertaken for Northern Sotho.
The 'lemmatisation of ...'-formula may be found in the numerous corpusbased lexicographic studies for the various word classes and other word sets of
Northern Sotho, including: reflexives (Prinsloo 1992), verbs (Prinsloo 1994, Prinsloo and Gouws 1996, de Schryver and Prinsloo 2001), adjectives (Gouws and
Prinsloo 1997), nouns (Prinsloo and de Schryver 1999, Bosch and Prinsloo 2002),
days (de Schryver and Lepota 2001), loan words (Nong et al. 2002), copulatives
(Prinsloo 2002), terms (Prinsloo and de Schryver 2002, Taljard and de Schryver
2002), adverbs (Prinsloo 2003), demonstrative copulatives (de Schryver et al. 2004),
concords and pronouns (Prinsloo and Gouws 2006), and kinship terms (Prinsloo 2012, Prinsloo and Bosch 2012, Prinsloo 2014b). The opposite also occurs,
namely when a primarily microstructural aspect impacts the macrostructure,
again with examples for Northern Sotho: left-expanded microstructures
(Gouws and Prinsloo 2005), reversibility (de Schryver 2006), communicative
equivalence (Prinsloo 2006), and paradigms (Prinsloo 2014a). It has furthermore been noted that the distinction between the macrostructural and microstructural levels tends to disappear in a digital dictionary environment, as has
also been illustrated abundantly for Northern Sotho (Prinsloo 2005, Prinsloo et al.
2012, Prinsloo et al. 2014, Prinsloo et al. 2017). Lastly, dictionary reviews, of for
instance the corpus-based Oxford Bilingual School Dictionary: Northern Sotho and
English (de Schryver 2007), likewise tend to focus on microstructural aspects
(Prinsloo 2009, Chabata and Nkomo 2010, Faaß 2010, Klein 2010a, b, Madiba
and Nkomo 2010, Kosch 2013).
While the use of a corpus to create the microstructure of a Bantu-language
dictionary is thus arguably not a novel undertaking in the field, we do add to
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the existing studies: (i) a theoretical framework for the current practice, 1 and
(ii) a detailed analysis of how one actually goes from concordance lines to
dictionary lines. In the process we will also explore two further issues, namely:
(i) the differences between the use of a corpus and a manual effort, and (ii) the
potential enhancement of illustrative material through the exploitation of corpus metadata.
2.

On methods and theoretical models

2.1

Corpus linguistics

The description of any language — whether in dictionaries, grammars or other
reference works — should be based on real usage of that language. While one
could claim that this ought to be the obvious approach, even a cursory look at
much of the output by linguists shows otherwise. As adherents of the work of
Patrick Hanks, we find the following quote most appropriate:
[...] the literature of twentieth-century linguistics is strewn with examples of selffulfilling theoretical prophecies, in which bizarre examples are first invented,
then judged to be acceptable (according to the researcher's intuitions), and then
presented as evidence for conclusions about some aspect of the nature of language or linguistic rules. (Hanks 2013: 307)

In order to be able to describe 'real' language,2 large quantities of actual occurrences of that language are first collected, and then brought together in what is
known as 'an electronic corpus'. Dedicated corpus-query software, such as
WordSmith Tools (Scott 1996–2018), is used to search and help quantify the
hard evidence found in a corpus. At that point, and only at that point, does the
researcher explain that evidence:
There is a huge difference between consulting one's intuitions to explain data and
consulting one's intuitions to invent data. Every scientist engages in introspection
to explain data. No reputable scientist (outside linguistics) invents data in order
to explain it. It used to be thought that linguistics is special — that an exception
could be made in the case of linguistics — but comparing the examples invented
by linguists with the actual usage found in corpora shows that this is not justifiable. (Hanks 2013: 20)

To an increasing number of researchers in the language sciences the power of
natural language data is compelling indeed, and for major languages this has
given rise to the vibrant field of corpus linguistics, for which Sinclair (1966)
may be considered the pioneering study.3 Now half a century on, the field of
corpus linguistics is booming; the International Journal of Corpus Linguistics, for
instance, celebrated its 20th anniversary in 2015.
Crucial for corpus linguistics is to have access to a fair amount of textual
data — at least a million running words, although for major languages corpora
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of several billion words are not uncommon (Kilgarriff 2003–18). For languages
of limited diffusion — be those minor, minority, endangered or simply
neglected languages — the lack of sufficient textual data is typically the bottleneck. Billion-word corpora are obtained by crawling the web (de Schryver 2002),
a type of corpus-building effort for which most aspects are automated.
Transcribing naturally-occurring speech, the default for documentary linguists,
is known to be both time-consuming and costly. However, for more and more
formerly under-resourced languages, written material is becoming available
online (Scannell 2003–18), and for those languages the prospect of applying
techniques from the field of corpus linguistics comes into view.
2.2

Bantu corpus linguistics (BCL)

The prospect of applying techniques from the field of corpus linguistics has
now become a reality for a good number of Bantu languages. For Lusoga in
particular, corpus-building efforts have been described in Part 1 of the present
series of three articles. There it was shown that, in addition to an oral component of over half a million words in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus, about a quarter of
a million words were found on the Internet, the rest of the corpus being mainly
the result of the digitalisation of printed materials.
The field of Bantu corpus linguistics is about two decades old, and is
reckoned to have begun with de Schryver's (1999) corpus take on the phonetics
of Cilubà. Subsequently, and together with colleagues from South Africa, de
Schryver effectively established BCL as a feasible research methodology. While
de Schryver was at the University of Pretoria, corpus-based linguistics was
undertaken for Zulu (de Schryver and Gauton 2002, Gauton et al. 2004) and for
Northern Sotho (Taljard and de Schryver 2002, de Schryver and Taljard 2006).
Related work was also done at the universities of Helsinki and Dar es Salaam
on Swahili (Sewangi 2000, 2001, Toscano and Sewangi 2005). This early work
tended to be corpus-based (i.e. studies for which a corpus is used as one source
of evidence in addition to others), in contrast to more recent studies which tend
to be corpus-driven (i.e. studies in which a corpus itself is considered to be the
sole source of hypotheses about language) — a distinction we owe to TogniniBonelli (2001).
The team at the University of Pretoria has since furthered the field of BCL,
as may be seen in studies on Northern Sotho (Taljard 2006, de Schryver and Taljard 2007, Taljard 2012, Taljard and de Schryver 2016). Meanwhile at BantUGent
(i.e., the UGent Centre for Bantu Studies), an increasing number of research
articles includes aspects of BCL, as seen in studies on Lusoga (de Schryver and
Nabirye 2010, Nabirye and de Schryver 2011, Nabirye 2016), on Cilubà (De Kind
and Bostoen 2012, Dom et al. 2015), on Kirundi (Bostoen et al. 2012, Mberamihigo
2014, Lafkioui et al. 2016, Mberamihigo et al. 2016, Nshemezimana 2016,
Nshemezimana and Bostoen 2016, Devos et al. 2017, Misago 2018), on Swahili
(Devos and de Schryver 2013, 2016), on Kikongo (De Kind et al. 2013, Bostoen
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and de Schryver 2015, De Kind et al. 2015), and on Luganda (Kawalya et al. 2014,
Kawalya 2017, Kawalya et al. 2018). Not all of these studies are truly corpusbased, let alone corpus-driven, as some of them are closer to being 'corpusillustrated' (Tummers et al. 2005) or even tend to use their corpora as fish
ponds:
Some famous and influential linguists have simply denied the relevance of corpus evidence to linguistic theory. Others have in recent years treated corpora as
'fish ponds' in which to angle for fish that will fit independently conceived
hypotheses and theories. Fish that don't fit the theory are thrown back into the
pond. [Note: I owe this metaphor to John Sinclair, in conversation some years
ago.] (Hanks 2013: 7, 431)

On the relationship between corpus-driven and fish-pond linguistics, Hanks
furthermore points out:
Corpus-driven research [...] attempts to approach corpus evidence with an open
mind and to formulate hypotheses and indeed, if necessary, a whole theoretical
position on the basis of the evidence found. If work is merely 'corpus-based',
[Tognini-Bonelli] argues, it risks missing important insights. A truly empirical
linguist (or lexicographer) is 'driven' by the data in the corpus. [... The fish pond]
analogy is no doubt unfair, for even Tognini-Bonelli, Sinclair, Stubbs, Hanks, and
other empirical linguists cannot avoid making some theoretical assumptions as a
starting point and using examples selectively, not merely randomly. However, a
corpus-driven linguist holds her or his theoretical assumptions lightly and is ready
to reconsider them in the light of accumulated evidence. (Hanks 2012: 417)

Therefore, whenever possible, any future studies for Bantu languages should
aim to be driven by corpus data. This, too, is valid for the field of lexicography,
in our case for the compilation of Lusoga dictionaries.
2.3

Distributional corpus analysis (DCA)

For each aspect for which a corpus is used, a corpus analyst first takes stock of
the evidence through an approach that has been termed 'distributional corpus
analysis'. Geeraerts (2009: 422-423) proposes to view DCA of the Sinclair-type
as a neostructuralist approach to lexical semantics, with, as its main characteristic, the 'radical usage-based rather than system-based approach: it considers
the analysis of actual linguistic behaviour to be the ultimate methodological
foundation of linguistics' (Geeraerts 2010: 168). Hanks, however, takes issue
with Geeraerts's view of DCA as primarily a method, not a model, and comments:
This is odd, because examination of the work of corpus analysts such as Sinclair,
Hoey, Wray, Stubbs, Moon, Partington, Semino, McEnery, Hanks, and others
would show that corpus analysis lends support to a model of linguistic behav-
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iour founded on prototypical usage — and Geeraerts himself is a proponent of
the theory of conceptual prototypes. (Hanks 2015: 102-103)

Entering the fray on whether or not corpus linguistics is more than a methodology goes beyond the scope of the present study. It is certain, however, that in
the field of Bantu lexicography, we do use DCA as a method to arrive at various distributions (of homonyms, of meaning potentials, etc.). We nonetheless
also like to believe that corpus linguistics is a/our theoretical model.
2.4

Mapping meaning onto use

The various lexicographic uses of a corpus on the macrostructural level have
been described, and were illustrated for Lusoga, in Part 2 of the present series
of three articles. When querying a corpus in order to compile a dictionary's
microstructure, there are at least five uses of that corpus: (i) to map meaning
potentials, (ii) to verify and support mother-tongue intuitions, (iii) to study
various distributions, (iv) as a source of examples, and (v) to provide overall
counts. Working briefly through this list, from last to first, and with a focus on
our Lusoga case study, we can note the following. As far as corpus counts are
concerned, these are a natural by-product of the steps described in Part 2.
There, it was shown that the output of the lemmatisation effort consists of
'skeleton dictionary articles', each with a lemma, part of speech, frequency,
rank, frequency band and (optionally) a short meaning. The relative frequency
of each candidate lemma sign is, in other words, known at the start of the compilation of each dictionary article.
Each meaning potential that will eventually be singled out is ideally also
illustrated with one or more of the corpus lines that were studied to arrive at
that meaning. It is a good idea to include information on the source (cf. the
Filename in Part 1) in one way or another, with the aim to either show it overtly
in 'the' or in 'one of several' final lexicographic products, or to only keep it on
file for the dictionary-makers while hiding it from the target users, so that the
evidence may always be traced.
As one works through the corpus lines, one is bound to begin sorting and
grading the evidence, whereby one automatically ends up drawing up distributions, which may again either be used implicitly or explicitly in the actual
dictionary/-ies.
Regarding intuition, it has already been pointed out that the corpus analyst needs her or his own intuition to explain data, but in order to wade
through the mass of data beyond the word level, intuition is also an excellent
trait to start exploring the corpus with. It is good to make ample use of it, but
subsequently one should always stick to the principles of corpus-driven analysis in explaining the evidence. What exists is mentioned, what doesn't appear
in the corpus (when expected on intuition) may or may not be pointed out. Of
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course the latter does not mean that something definitely cannot occur and/or
would be ungrammatical, as 'no amount of corpus evidence will provide negative evidence — evidence for what cannot occur' (Hanks 2013: 415). This is not a
problem, as 'being able to make predictions about probable usage is much more
useful than speculating about the boundaries of possibility' (Hanks 2013: 415).4
As regards the meaning, it may come as a surprise to non-lexicographers
but it is well-known to lexicographers: no single mother-tongue speaker knows
'all the words' of her or his language (a feature lexicographers make you believe
they possess; after all, aren't they supposed to say something about every word
of a language?). As a matter of fact, corpus data continuously challenges what
one assumes one knows about words and their meanings. Meanings, in short,
can only sensibly be derived from their uses as seen in a corpus, through a
principle known as Mapping Meaning onto Use (Hanks 2002), which uses the
technique of Corpus Pattern Analysis (Hanks 2004), itself based on the Theory
of Norms and Exploitations (Hanks 2013). Reference is made to these seminal
works for the full theoretical framework. The problem has been stated by
Hanks as follows:
Existing dictionaries may be guilty of sins of omission (e.g. in accounting for
pragmatics and function words), but they are equally guilty of sins of commission. They can make things seem even more complicated than they really are.
In part, this is because the structure of a traditional dictionary entry is dictated
by meanings not by use. Word meaning (if such a thing exists at all) is extremely
vague and unstable. A word can have about as many senses as a lexicographer
cares to perceive. (Hanks 2002: 159)

To which Hanks proposes the following solution:
[...] the lexicographer must first group the corpus evidence for each word
according to the contexts in which it occurs, and then decide to what extent it is
possible to group different contexts together (on the grounds that they express
what is essentially the same meaning), and to what extent it is necessary to make
distinctions. ¶ With the advent of large corpora, it is possible to be much more
precise about the typical contexts in which a word is used, and to associate
different meanings with different contexts. The crucial point here is to choose, as
an organizing principle for the dictionary entry, context (which is objectively
observable and measurable) rather than meaning (which is opaque and depends
on the perceptions of the definer). Lexicographers should think first in terms of
syntax and context (or, more strictly, syntagmatics), rather than directly in terms
of semantics. They can thus approach meaning indirectly, through syntag matic analysis, according to a motivated grouping of the evidence. (Hanks 2002:

159-160)

In short, then, and with reference to our new dictionary project for Lusoga, in
addition to the brief meanings as may already be logged following lemmatisation in the dictionary writing system (i.e., the TLex file (Joffe and de
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Schryver 2002–18)), the main use of a corpus on the microstructural level is to
say more about word meanings in context.
3.

A case study for Lusoga

3.1

Choosing the Lusoga case study

We now wish to illustrate the mapping of meaning onto use for Lusoga lexicography. Compared to working on English and writing about the process in
English, which is already quite hard enough, we have the additional problem
that we need to translate everything out of Lusoga and into English for the
reader to be able to follow. Hanks's (2002) article on the topic, which also bears
the title 'Mapping Meaning onto Use', has been summarised as follows:
Hanks presents his own corpus analyses of lean and tank for lexicographical purposes. Rare are such detailed accounts in which the reader is led by the hand and
allowed to see how the master cuts his way through the corpus vines. The latter,
including their analyses, are displayed in full as addenda, hereby allowing the
reader to appreciate the hesitations — about which Hanks is quite open — even
more. Once the path has been cut, once Hanks unspun the hanks, the reader is
offered the view that syntagmatics in tandem with 'perceived meaning' ought to
be the organising principle of dictionary entries for verbs and adjectives. The
organisation for nouns is similar, but slightly more complicated.

(de Schryver 2005: 423)

In other words, just two words are used to illustrate the process, one verb (lean)
and one noun (tank). For reasons of space, and given that we also need to
translate our material, we will limit our current analysis for Lusoga to just one
verb. For an idea of the issues involved in undertaking a study of the Lusoga
noun using a corpus, see de Schryver and Nabirye (2010), which contains a section on the semantic import of the noun in Lusoga.
The Lusoga verb chosen for the present case study is the motion verb -v-.
The root of this verb consists of just one letter, the letter 'v', which immediately
indicates the additional difficulty of merely finding this verb in a raw corpus,
thus one without any morphological analysis, which the 1.7m Lusoga corpus
was before lemmatisation. We, however, took up the challenge.
3.2

The verb -v- in the monolingual Lusoga dictionary

To begin the discussion in a practical way, we will be employing a shortcut, by
translating the relevant information gleaned from the Eiwanika ly'Olusoga
(Nabirye 2009b), which is a monolingual dictionary of Lusoga, compiled
without access to a corpus. This dictionary has also been digitised (Nabirye and
de Schryver 2013), and is available on disc as well as freely online from
http://menhapublishers.com/dictionary/. In that dictionary, the verb -v- is to
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be found on page 379, as two homonymous forms, and as two lemma signs
with the locative enclitics -ku and -mu respectively. This page is shown in
Addendum 1, while the slightly edited and reformatted online data is shown in
Table 1, on the left.
Table 1:

The dictionary articles for the verbs -v-1, -v-2, -vaaku and -vaamu in
the Eiwanika ly'Olusoga (Nabirye 2009b), together with translations

e-Eiwanika
(o)ku.v.a1 [(o)kúvá] kt.[L] [-viile]
[nviile] bl: [Lg: okuva]
1. Okusimbuka mu kifo ekilala
waayolekela ekindi. gez: Nva
Mayuge.
2. Okusibuka. gez: Nva Iganga.
3. Okulekelela ekintu ky'obaile
okola. gez: Ebyo nabiviileku.
4. Okuseguka mu ngila oba mu
kifo. gez: Leka nkuviile ofune
eidembe.
ssk:
● Okuva ku luguudo:
Okwonooneka / Okuva ku
mulembe
(g)gl:
♦ Awava akwita n'awava
akukobela
♦ Awava ennume waila nnume
♦ Awava mwino tiwaila mwino:
Awava eliino waila ilibu
♦ Awava mwino tiwaila mwino:
Awava eliiso waila itulu
♦ Akaviile mu igi tikatya ikoli
♦ Edhiva okulala n'embilo
♦ Empambo eva ku kiwalo
♦ Ennhonhi eva ewala temala
mutonto
♦ Ensanafu eva ku mugendelo
telwa kufuuka kabasa
♦ Atava ku mulungi afa t'awoza
♦ Ka nduviile ku ntobo oti
n'omuyala atuuse we bafumba
♦ Olusubi olulala we luva ku
ndhu tetoonha
♦ Omukazi omulungi nnimilo ya
ngila buli avaayo agyegwaniza

Translation
[lemma sign, part of speech, morphological
information, cognate in Luganda]
1. to depart. e.g. I come from Mayuge.
2. to come from. e.g. I hail from Iganga.
3. to abandon. e.g. I gave up on those things.
4. to make way. e.g. Let me pave the way for
you so that you get peace.
[combination(s) with the lemma]
● to go off the road: to be completely
damaged and unusable / to be out of fashion
[proverbs]
♦ The person who warns you comes from the
same place as the person who will kill you
♦ Where a male leaves another male will take
over that place
♦ The gap that your friend leaves is not filled
by another friend: A gap takes the place of a
tooth that has left
♦ The gap that your friend leaves is not filled
by another friend: Blindness takes the place
of the eye that has left
♦ The one that has just come from an egg does
not fear an eagle
♦ The steps you take one after the other
develop into running
♦ A wise lesson is learned from the cradle
♦ The bird that comes from far away does not
finish up the edible fruit
♦ The safari ant that leaves the trail does not
take long to turn into a traitor
♦ The one who does not let a beautiful one
alone dies while still giving explanations
♦ Let me start from the very beginning like
the hungry person who has arrived at the
place where food is being cooked
♦ When one blade of grass falls off the house
the house does not leak
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♦ Omukwano guva mu ngabo
♦ Omukwano guva mu ngila
gwatuuka eka
♦ Omusaadha kikele kiva
kyonka mu bwina
♦ Va we ndi takulwania
♦ Va ku ntebe ya lata awulilila
ku ise
♦ W'ova tosoile w'otela okwila
bbgz: Okuviila, Okuviisa.

(o)ku.v.a2 [(o)kúvá] kt.[L] [-viile]
[nviile] bl: [Lg: okuva]
Okutandiikila mu kifo ekilala
okutuuka ku kifo ekindi. gez:
Ennhandha ya Nalubaale eva
Idhindha.
(o)ku.v.a.a.ku [(o)kúvááku]
kt.[T] [-viileku] [nviileku] bl:
[Lg: okuvaako]
1. Okuzima. gez:
Amasaanhalaze gaviileku.
2. Okuleka. gez: Omwenge
nguviileku. / Oyo namuvaaku
naafuna owundi.
bbgz: Okuviilwaku,
Okuviisaaku.
(o)ku.v.a.a.mu [(o)kúváámu]
kt.[T] [-viilemu] [nviilemu] bl:
[Lg: okuvaamu]
1. Obutatuukiliza kye
wasuubiza omuntu. gez:
Tubaile tusuubiila nti agya
kutuyamba aye atuviilemu.
2. Okulyamu olukwe. gez:
Gwetwateesa naye mwene
neeyatuvaamu.
3. Okuwa oba okumaliliza. gez:
Bw'obifumba bivaamu
bulungi.
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♦ A beautiful woman is a garden along the
road: whoever comes by wants it for himself
♦ Friendship comes from the shield (sharing)
♦ Friendship comes from the road and it is
brought home
♦ A man is a frog, which comes out of the
hole by itself
♦ (The one who says that) ‘Go away from
where I am’ should not make you fight
♦ (The one who says that) ‘Go away from
father’s chair’ has heard it from his father
♦ The place that you leave without picking a
quarrel is the one where you always return
[lemma plus verbal extensions]
okuviila [+ APPL ext.], okuviisa [+ CAUS
ext.]
[lemma sign, part of speech, morphological
information, cognate in Luganda]
to start at a given point and move in the
direction of another. e.g. Lake Victoria
starts in Jinja.
[lemma sign, part of speech, morphological
information, cognate in Luganda]
1. to go/turn off. e.g. The electricity has gone
off.
2. to let alone/put aside. e.g. I have put
alcohol drinking aside. / I left that person
alone and got another.
[lemma plus verbal extensions]
okuviilwaku [+ APPL + PASS ext.],
okuviisaaku [+ CAUS ext.]
[lemma sign, part of speech, morphological
information, cognate in Luganda]
1. to not fulfil what is expected of you. e.g.
The one who promised to help us has failed
us.
2. to betray. e.g. The actual person we
planned with is the one who betrayed us.
3. to turn out well. e.g. When you cook them
they come out very well.
4. to make a loss. e.g. I have come out with
nothing.
5. to not be properly fixed. e.g. These shoes
do not fit.
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4. Okubula ky'ofuna oba
ky'ogobolola mu kintu. gez:
Nze nviiliilemu awo.
5. Okusagala. gez: Eno engaito
evaamu.
bbgz: Okuviilamu,
Okuviisamu.

[lemma plus verbal extensions]
okuviilamu [+ APPL ext.], okuviisamu [+
CAUS ext.]

Intuition combined with the fieldwork that led to the dictionary data seen in
Table 1 clearly indicate that the verb(s) -v-, without and with locative enclitics,
is/are indeed quite polysemous.
3.3

The verb -v- in the Lusoga lemmatised frequency list

From the 1.7m Lusoga corpus (cf. Part 1), a lemmatised frequency list was
created (cf. Part 2). Perusing it, we notice that the data for the verbal lemma -vwas not split into two. Deciding whether or not to create two homonyms for -vwas not feasible during lemmatisation, where the focus was literally on lemmatisation and part-of-speech assignment, not on any detailed studies of usage
leading to meaning. When it comes to the verbal forms with locative enclitics,
however, we find not just -vaaku (with an enclitic from cl. 17) and -vaamu (cl. 18)
in the lemmatised frequency list, but also -vaawo (cl. 16) and -vaayo (cl. 23).
From a frequency point of view, then, one can say that the latter two locativised
verbs were 'overlooked' during the manual (i.e., non-corpus) effort to compile
the monolingual Lusoga dictionary. Also overlooked in the Eiwanika ly'Olusoga
is the deverbative noun -vo in cl. 14, which does have a respectable frequency
in the lemmatised frequency list. These six lemmas are listed in Table 2,
together with their lemma frequencies, lemma ranks, lemma frequency bands,
as well as number of formatives.
Table 2:
Lemma
-v-vaawo
-vaaku
-vaamu
-vaayo
-vo

The lemmas -v-, -vaawo, -vaaku, -vaamu, -vaayo and cl. 14 -vo in the
lemmatised frequency list derived from the 1.7m Lusoga corpus
Part of speech
verb
locativised verb (cl. 16)
locativised verb (cl. 17)
locativised verb (cl. 18)
locativised verb (cl. 23)
deverbative noun, in
cl. 14

Freq.
6 611
15
14
242
281
40

Rank
21
3 679
3 852
571
518
2 096

Freq. band



-

# formatives
67
1
1
8
23
2

The formative (or underlying) data that led to the six lemmas listed in Table 2
is presented in Addendum 2. For the verb -v-, for instance, 67 types were
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frequent enough — meaning that their frequency was at least 12 in the 1.7m
Lusoga corpus (cf. Part 2, §3) — and the frequencies of these 67 all contribute to
the total frequency of the lemma -v-, being 6 611, which turns out to be one of
the most frequent lemmas in the language, with rank 21. From Table 2 one may
further conclude that given that -vaaku was entered in the Eiwanika ly'Olusoga,
-vaawo with a similar frequency and cl. 14 -vo should indeed have been entered
as well, and especially the top-frequent -vaayo, the 518th-most-frequent lemma
overall in Lusoga.5
3.4

The verb -v- in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus

3.4.1 Mapping steps and sampling procedure
We are now in a position to study the Lusoga corpus evidence for -v-. The steps
of the procedure to map meaning onto use have been enumerated as follows by
Hanks, with reference to his case study of English lean:
Working with a 500-line sample, we sort all the occurrences into different categories, first on broad syntactic grounds (separating adjectives from the verbs), then
into more delicate semantic and syntactic frames (e.g. separating 'lean meat' from
'lean businesses') and finally making more subtle distinctions on semantic
grounds (e.g. separating different meanings of 'lean on someone', according to
the perceived purpose of the person doing the leaning, i.e. reliance or choice). [...]
It should be emphasized that the level of detail used in categorization of corpus
lines is a matter of choice and judgement: even more delicate subcategorization is
possible, or different patterns may be lumped together in a single category.

(Hanks 2002: 165-166, our underlining)

Without any further information, sampling the raw Lusoga corpus in search of
-v- is obviously hard. However, once one realises that one has the underlying
forms which led to each lemma at hand, the process is actually perfectly doable.
According to the data presented in Addendum 2, the most frequent formatives
for the lemma -v- are okuva (freq. 2 668), ava (freq. 389), ova (freq. 325), kuva
(freq. 267), yava (freq. 188), nva (freq. 162), etc. In other words, one may simply
instruct WordSmith Tools to search for any or all of such frequent types at the
same time (by simply placing slashes between the various forms), with or without a randomiser (for instance, to limit the output to a sample of 100 lines), to
then study the concordance lines. As an alternative, adding a verbal extension,
such as an applicative, or the perfect, and searching for -viil- rather, is also an
option.
3.4.2 The verbs -v-1, -v-2, the connective kye-SM-va, and the adverb kuva
After a careful study of several hundreds of concordance lines for -v-, we
concluded that the various uses are indeed best presented in two separate,
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homonymous, dictionary entries. Given that we are describing the evidence in
English, there may be a tendency to let the English categories influence the
Lusoga evidence. We have avoided that, just as it is good practice in bilingual
lexicography not to allow the target language to 'pull' or 'distort' the source
language analysis (Atkins 1996: 8).
The various verbal uses as seen in the corpus lead to the meaning potentials listed below, ordered from more to lesser frequent, and grouped around
usages that have to do with movement, vs. usages that have to do with projection and direction. Adding an addendum with the many concordance lines will
not be beneficial to the reader; instead, we add a glossed example for each use.
(For the abbreviations in the glosses, see the explanations at the end.)
okuva1 [move senses]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

to leave, to depart, to go away
to hail (from)
to abandon
to make way, to move away
to result, to come out
to spend (time)

1. to leave, to depart, to go away
Kuba ye bwe yava e Makeerere nga amaze okufuna diguli, yafulumamu bufulume
yaagya ku mawanga.
kuba
ye
bwe
a-a-v-a
e
makeerere
nga
because him when SM1-PST-leave-FV LOC23
9.Makerere CON
a-mal-ile
oku-fun-a
diguli
a-a-fulum-a-mu
SM1-finish-PERF 15-get-FV
9.degree
SM1-PST-exit-FV-ENCL18
bu-fulum-e
a-a-gi-a
ku
ma-wanga
14-exit-DEV
SM1-PROG-go-FV
LOC17
6-tribe
'Because for him when he left Makerere after getting his degree, he just left and
went abroad.'
[File ID: PFExtaud | O • Interviews • Language • 2012]
2. to hail (from)
Oviiliile wa mu bufunze?
o-v-il-ile
wa
mu
bu-funz-e
SM2SG-hail-APPL-PERF INTER LOC18
14-brief-DEV
'Where did you hail from, in brief?'
[File ID: Ebintub | O • Songs - Traditional • Life • 2010s]
3. to abandon
Omuntu bwe yeetukuza n'ava mu bibi byonabyona, afuuka ekibya ekikozesebwa
emilimo egya ghaigulu.
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o-mu-ntu
bwe a-e-etukul-a
ni
a-v-a
mu
AUG-1-person if
SM1-RFL-clean-FV CON SM1-abandon-FV LOC18
bi-bi
bi-ona-bi-ona
a-fuuk-a
e-ki-bya
AP8-bad PP8-INC-PP8-INC
SM1-transform-FV
AUG-7-plate
eki-koz-is-ibw-a
e-mi-lim-o
e-gi-a
ghaigulu
SREL7-use-CAUS-PASS-FV AUG-4-work-DEV AUG-CP4-of above
'If a person becomes holy and s/he abandons all forms of sinful states, s/he
becomes a vessel that can be used to do jobs of a high rank.' 6
[File ID: Endagaan | W • Biblical documents • Religion • 1998]
4. to make way, to move away
Nva ni mu maiso tutasambaganilagho [...]
n-v-a
ni
mu
ma-iso
SM1SG-move_away-FV
even LOC18 6-eye
tu-ta-samb-agan-il-a-gho
SM1PL-NEGB-kick-REC-APPL-FV-ENCL16
'Move away even from my presence; let us not kick each other from here [...]'
[File ID: AkatAkas | W • Literature • Fables • 1999]
5. to result, to come out
Ebiviile mu kubuuzibwa [...]
ebi-v-ile
mu
ku-buuz-ibw-a
SREL8-result-PERF LOC18 15-question-PASS-FV
'What came out of the examination [...]'
[File ID: Missa4 | W • Biblical documents • Religion • 2012]
6. to spend (time)
Aye nga Abadiope baviile ekiseela nga nga beesabila ela nga bemba nti oba twena
tuliba awo twafuna ku masaanhalaze.
aye_nga a-ba-diope
ba-v-ile
e-ki-seela
nga
nga
but
AUG-2-diope SM2-spend-PERF AUG-7-period ADV ADV
ba-e-sab-il-a
ela
nga
ba-emb-a
nti
oba
SM2-RFL-request-APPL-FV CON ADV SM2-sing-FV that
MOD
tu-ena
tu-li-b-a
a-wa-o
tu-a-fun-a
SM1PL-INC SM1PL-FUT2-be-FV AUG-PP16-DEMB SM1PL-PROG-get-FV
ku
ma-saanhalaze
LOC17
6-electricity
'But the Badiope have spent a long time nagging so that we might also be there
(one day) and we (finally) get a bit of electricity.'
[File ID: Mwino | O • Radio talk shows • Politics • 2010]
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okuva2 [projection and direction senses]
1.
2.

to start (and continue onwards)
to be the source (of), to emanate (from)

1. to start (and continue onwards)
Ate kiviila ilala ku Bbaibbuli wano Yesu bwe yagyanga nga alonda abayigilizwa
yaabaagaananga na ki? Ni profession dhaibwe.
ate
ki-v-il-a
ilala
ku
bbaibbuli wa-no
yesu
CON SM7-start-APPL-FV INTENS LOC17 9.Bible
PP16-DEMA 1.Jesus
bwe a-a-gi-ang-a
nga a-lond-a
a-ba-yigilizwa
ADV SM1-PST-go-HAB-FV ADV SM1-pick-FV AUG-2-disciple
a-a-ba-agaan-ang-a
na
ki
ni
profession
SM1-PST-OM2-find-HAB-FV
CON INTER CON
10.profession
dhi-a-ibwe
CP10-of-POSS2PL
'And it really starts from the Bible here when Jesus used to go and pick
disciples, he usually found they were with what? With their own professions.'
[File ID: Luthour | O • Radio talk shows • Religion • 2010]
2. to be the source (of), to emanate (from)
NBS ni radio ekutuusaaku amawulile agaba gaakagwawo ate okuviila ilala ku bantu
abatuufu beene.
NBS
ni
radio
e-ku-tuus-a-ku
a-ma-wulile
9.NBS COP 9.radio SREL9-OM2SG-bring-FV-ENCL17 AUG-6-news
aga-b-a
ga-aka-gw-a-wo
ate
oku-v-il-a
SREL6-be-FV SM6-APERF-fall-FV-ENCL16 CON 15-emanate-APPL-FV
ilala
ku
ba-ntu
aba-tuuf-u
ba-ene
INTENS LOC17 2-person SREL2-right-DEV PP2-RFL
'NBS is the radio that brings you fresh news and on top of that emanating from
the real right people.'
[File ID: Mazima | O • Radio talk shows • Politics • 2010]
Combinations
Three combinations appear frequently in the concordance lines, the first
derived from -v-1, sense 1.
-v- + LOC + maiso = to die
Nga kitalo muna omukaile okutuva ku maiso!
nga kitalo mu-na o-mu-kaile
oku-tu-v-a
ku
ma-iso
as sad
1-AFP AUG-1-old_person 15-OM1PL-leave-FV LOC17 6-eye
'As it is sad my counterpart for the old person to die!'
[File ID: Byaif12 | W • E-mails • Networking • 2012]
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The next two frequent combinations are derived from -v-2, sense 1, and have to
do with measuring, either space or time.
-v- + -tuuk- = from ... up to [measuring space]
[...] n'abali kwonoona kuva itale ghano ghati okutuukila ghano.
ni
aba-li
ku-yonoon-a ku-v-a
itale
gha-no
COP SREL2-be 15-spoil-FV
15-start-FV above
PP16-DEMA
ghati oku-tuuk-il-a
gha-no
here
15-reach-APPL-FV
PP16-DEMA
'[...] they are the ones who are spoiling from above here like this up to here.'
[File ID: Okukyal | O • Celebrations • Politics • 2011]
-v- + paka = from ... up to, from ... until [measuring time]
Nkola kuva saawa ina paka musanvu ogw'obwile.
n-kol-a
ku-v-a
saawa ina paka musanvu o-gu-a
SM1SG-work-FV 15-start-FV 9.time ten up_to 3.one
AUG-CP3-of
obu-ile
14-night
'I work from 10:00 until 1:00 o’clock in the night.'
[File ID: BuwaabGr | O • Celebrations • Inspirational • 2010]
Other word classes
Addendum 2 indicates that, among the formatives of the verb -v-, one also
finds the forms kyava, kyebaava, kyenva, kyetuva and kyeyava. These words actually belong to a different word class, as these are connectives which are built
according to a fixed formula, combining the object relative of class 7, followed
by a subject marker, and then -v-1, sense 5.
kye-SM-va (connective) = that is why
Buti kyenva tyayenze kufuna batoototo kuba boona baidha kuba bakyotala [...]
buti kye-n-v-a
ti-a-yend-ile
ku-fun-a
now OREL7-SM1SG-result-FV NEGA-PST-want-PERF 15-get-FV
ba-toototo kuba
ba-ona ba-idh-a
ku-b-a
ba-kyotala
AP2-young because PP2-INC SM2-come-FV 15-be-FV 2-half-caste
'Now that is (the reason) why I did not want to get young ones because even
they will be half-castes [...]'
[File ID: PFExtaud | O • Interviews • Language • 2012]
From -v-2, sense 1, the adverb kuva is derived.
kuva (adverb) = since
Nnhweileku aye kuva nkyo nkaali kulyaku.
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n-nhw-ile-ku
aye ku-v-a
n-kyo
n-kaali
SM1SG-drink-PERF-ENCL17 but 15-start-FV 9-morning SM1SG-not
ku-li-a-ku
15-eat-FV-ENCL17
'I have drunk a bit but since morning I have not eaten at all.'
[File ID: AgakbOmu | W • Literature - Novels • Life • 2012]
3.4.3 The locativised verb -vaawo
When the class 16 locative enclitic -wo is suffixed to the base verb -v-1, a new
use that was not seen for the base verb is found (1. below), together with the
main use as also seen for the base verb (2. below). 7
okuvaawo < okuva1
1.
2.

to stop existing, to die (out)
to leave, to depart, to go away

1. to stop existing, to die (out)
Oyenda toyenda eliyo ebiidha okuvaawo.
o-yend-a
ti-o-yend-a
e-li-yo
ebi-idh-a
SM2SG-want-FV NEGA-SM2SG-want-FV SM23-be-ENCL23 SREL8-come-FV
oku-v-a-wo
15-die_out-FV-ENCL16
(Whether) you want or do not want, there are things which will die out.
[File ID: Musoke | O • Radio talk shows • Marriage • 2010]
2. to leave, to depart, to go away
Bakaile baife abalungi mutavaawo tuli kwila.
ba-kaile ba-a-ife
aba-lungi
mu-ta-v-a-wo
2-parent CP2-of-PERS1PL SREL2-good SM2PL-NEGB-go_away-FV-ENCL16
tu-li
ku-il-a
SM1PL-be 15-come_back-FV
'Our good elders, do not go away, we are coming back.'
[File ID: Luthour | O • Radio talk shows • Religion • 2010]
3.4.4 The locativised verb -vaaku
When the class 17 locative enclitic -ku is suffixed to the base verb -v-1, numerous new uses that were not seen for the base verb are found (all but one below),
together with one main use as also seen for the base verb (2. below).
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okuvaaku < okuva1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

to go off, to turn off
to abandon
to trigger, to cause
to let aside, to give up
to lose
to stop
to not disturb, to leave alone
to finish
to come a (little) bit

1. to go off, to turn off
Eeh! Amasaanhalaze gaviileku [...]
eeh
a-ma-saanhalaze
ga-v-ile-ku
INTERJ
AUG-6-electricity
SM6-go_off-PERF-ENCL17
'Eeh! The electricity has gone off [...]'
[File ID: PFExtaud | O • Interviews • Language • 2012]
2. to abandon
Oba ti na kindi okutuviilaku ilala [...]
oba ti-na-ki-ndi
oku-tu-v-il-a-ku
or
NEGA-MODF-PP7-EXC 15-OM1PL-abandon-APPL-FV-ENCL17
ilala
INTENS
'Or perhaps even to abandon us completely [...]'
[File ID: StarEC3 | O • Radio talk shows • Health • 2010]
3. to trigger, to cause
Ekiliiviilaku baana okutuluguunhizibwa nnankani, buvunaanhizibwa bwaife.
eki-li--v-il-a-ku
ba-ana
SREL7-PROG-15-cause-APPL-FV-ENCL17 2-child
oku-tuluguunh-is-ibw-a
nnankani bu-vunaanhizibwa bu-a-ife
15-abuse-CAUS-PASS-FV UNS
14-responsibility
CP14-of-PRON1PL
'What is causing the children to be abused, (is) something (that is) our responsibility.'
[File ID: Pl101216 | O • Radio talk shows • Health • 2010]
4. to let aside, to give up
Mwana wange, kulwaki tobivaaku?
mu-ana
a-a-nge
ku-lu-a-ki
1-child
CP1-of-POSS1SG PP17-CP11-of-INTER
ti-o-bi-v-a-ku
NEGA-SM2SG-OM8-give_up-FV-ENCL17
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'My child why don't you give them up?'
[File ID: AbabitAb | W • Literature • Fables • 1999]
5. to lose
Tusaasilaku abantu abaaviilwaku abantu baibwe modulo oti n'eyo.
tu-saasil-a-ku
a-ba-ntu
SM1PL-sympathise-FV-ENCL17
AUG-2-person
a-ba-a-v-il-w-a-ku
a-ba-ntu
ba-a-ibwe
AUG-SM2-PST-lose-APPL-PASS-FV-ENCL17 AUG-2-person CP2-of-POSS2PL
modulo
oti
ni
e-e-o
9.model
like COP AUG-23-DEMB
'We sympathise a bit with the persons who have lost their people in a manner
like that one.'
[File ID: StarEC2 | O • Radio talk shows • Health • 2010]
6. to stop
ARVs waadhivaaku?
ARVs o-a-dhi-v-a-ku
10.ARV SM2SG-PST-OM10-stop-FV-ENCL17
'Did you stop (taking) the ARVs?'8
[File ID: StarEC4 | O • Radio talk shows • Health • 2010]
7. to not disturb, to leave alone
Nvaaku iwe akavubuka ye ggu lwaki onneesimbamu engeli eyo?
n-v-a-ku
iwe
a-ka-vubuka ye
ggu
OM1SG-leave_alone-FV-ENCL17 PERS2SG AUG-12-youth INTERJ INTERJ
lwaki
o-n-e-simb-a-mu
e-n-geli
e-yi-o
INTER SM2SG-OM1SG-RFL-stand-FV-ENCL18 AUG-9-way AUG-PP9-DEMB
'Leave me alone you young boy; but really why do you stand against me in
that way?'
[File ID: Abantub | O • Songs - Traditional • Rehabilitation • 2000s]
8. to finish
Bamaama bwe banaaba baviileku twidha kuba n'ebigambo okuva eli babbaabba.
ba-maama bwe
ba-naa-b-a
ba-v-ile-ku
2-mother
MOD SM2-FUT1-be-FV
SM2-finish-PERF-ENCL17
tu-idh-a
ku-b-a
ni
e-bi-gambo
oku-v-a
SM1PL-come-FV 15-be-FV CON AUG-8-word 15-emanate-FV
e-li
ba-bbaabba
SM23-be 2-father
'After the mothers have finished (giving their speeches), we shall be with the
words emanating from the fathers.'
[File ID: BuwaabGr | O • Celebrations • Inspirational • 2010]
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9. to come a (little) bit
Nga bwe twabategeeziiza okuva eila nti munange tugya kuba n'abakungu okuvaaku
mu Judicial Service Commission.
nga bwe tu-a-ba-tegeez-is-a
oku-v-a
eila
nti
like as
SM1PL-PST-OM2PL-inform-CAUS-FV 15-start-FV already that
mu-na-nge
tu-gi-a
ku-b-a
ni
a-ba-kungu
1-AFP-POSS1SG SM1PL-go-FV 15-be-FV CON AUG-2-specialist
oku-v-a-ku
mu
judicial_service_commission
15-come_a_bit-FV-ENCL17
LOC18 9.Judicial_Service_Commission
'As we already informed you, my friends, we shall be with specialists who
come a little bit from the Judicial Service Commission.'
[File ID: Judicial | O • Radio talk shows • Sensitization • 2010]
Combinations
Together with the noun omusolo 'tax', sense 4 acquires a specific use, as shown
below.
-vaaku omusolo = to remit tax
Amakolelelo agavaaku omusolo.
a-ma-kol-ilil-o
aga-v-a-ku
o-mu-solo
AUG-6-do-RPT-DEV SREL6-let_aside-FV-ENCL17 AUG-3-tax
'Factories that remit tax.'
[File ID: AVATVAT | O • Songs - Traditional • Sensitization • 2000s]
3.4.5 The locativised verb -vaamu
When the class 18 locative enclitic -mu is suffixed to the base verb -v-1, numerous new uses that were not seen for the base verb are found (3. to 5. below),
together with variations of the two main uses as also seen for the base verb
(1. and 2. below).
okuvaamu < okuva1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

to abandon though it is expected
to come out, to flow out, to exit
to grow well, to turn out well
to yield, to generate
to not gain

1. to abandon though it is expected
Yaasangulawo bile ebibaile bili kwogelwa nti akalulu akaviilemu [...]
a-a-sangul-a-wo
bi-le
ebi-b-a-ile
bi-li
SM1-PST-rub-FV-ENCL16 PP8-DEMC SREL8-be-FV-PERF SM8-PROG
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ku-ogel-w-a
nti
a-ka-lulu
15-speak-PASS-FV CON AUG-12-vote
a-ka-v-ile-mu
SM1-OM12-abandon_though_it _is expected-PERF-ENCL18
'He cancelled all the things that have been said and as to the election he
abandoned it though it was expected of him.'
[File ID: AEGY3 | O • Radio talk shows • Health • 2010]
2. to come out, to flow out, to exit
Owundi ku baisilukale yaamufumita eifumo mu lubavu ela mangu ago mwavaamu
omusaayi n'amaadhi.
o-wu-ndi-ku
ba-isilukale a-a-mu-fumit-a
e-i-fumo
AUG-PP1-EXC-ENCL17 2-soldier
SM1-PST-OM1-pierce-FV AUG-5-spear
mu
lu-bavu ela
mangu a-ga-o
mu-a-v-a-mu
LOC18 11-rib
CON quickly AUG-PP6-DEMB SM18-PST-come-FV-ENCL18
o-mu-saayi
ni
a-ma-adhi
AUG-3-blood CON AUG-6-water
'One of the soldiers pierced him with a spear in the rib and quickly (thereafter)
blood and water flew out.'
[File ID: Missa1 | W • Biblical documents • Religion • 2012]
3. to grow well, to turn out well
Bw'ozaala n'abaawo ekivaamu agasa bwa iwanga.
bwe o-zaal-a
ni
a-b-a-wo
if
SM2SG-give_birth-FV CON SM1-be-FV-ENCL16
eki-v-a-mu
a-gas-a
bwa
i-wanga
SREL7-turn_out_well-FV-ENCL18 SM1-benefit-FV
just
5-country
'If you give birth and s/he turns out well, s/he just benefits the nation.'
[File ID: Bwozaal | O • Songs - Traditional • Inspirational • 2000s]
4. to yield, to generate
Ekiighulo kya Kyabazinga kyatundibwa aghalala ni Kodh'eyo kyavaamu emitwalo
kumpi ikumi nga empiiya dhino dha kugheeleza Busoga mu bitundu ebili n'eby'etaago.
e-ki-ighul-o
ki-a
kyabazinga ki-a-tund-ibw-a
aghalala
AUG-7-food-DEV CP7-of 1a.King
SM7-PST-sell-PASS-FV together
ni
kodh'eyo
ki-a-v-a-mu
e-mi-twalo
kumpi
CON 9.Kodh'eyo SM7-PST-yield-FV-ENCL18 AUG-4-ten_thousand near
ikumi nga e-n-piiya
dhi-no
dhi-a
ku-gheel-is-a
ten
CON AUG-10-money PP10-DEMA CP10-of 15-serve-CAUS-FV
bu-soga mu
bi-tundu ebi-li
ni
e-bi-etaag-o
14-soga LOC18 8-part
SREL8-be CON AUG-8-need-DEV
'(Tickets to attend) the 'dinner' (in honour) of the King were sold together with
Kodh'eyo9 and this yielded roughly one hundred thousand Shillings which
serves Busoga in the parts which have needs.'
[File ID: Kodh’eyo | W • Journalism • Networking • 1997–1998]
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5. to not gain
Muzeeyi iwe oidha kuviilamu awo.
mu-zeeyi iwe
o-idh-a
ku-v-il-a-mu
1-old
PRON2SG SM2SG-will-FV
15-not_gain-APPL-FV-ENCL18
a-wa-o
AUG-PP16-DEMB
'Mzee you, you will not gain anything at all.'
[File ID: PFExtaud | O • Interviews • Language • 2012]
Combinations
Together with the noun enda 'stomach', sense 2 acquires a specific use, as
shown below.
-vaamu enda = to miscarry
[...] mukazi wo lw’avaamu enda. Onaagya waalima?
mu-kazi a-o
lwe
a-v-a-mu
en-da
1-wife
PP1-DEMB OREL11 SM1-come_out-FV-ENCL18 10-stomach
o-naa-gi-a
o-a-lim-a
SM2SG-FUT1-go-FV
SM2SG-PROG-dig-FV
'[...] (the day) when your wife miscarries. Will you go and dig?'
[File ID: Esaalmk1 | O • Radio talk shows • Religion • 2010]
Other word classes
One particular frequent construction has lexicalised and is used as a connective —
namely the subject relative of cl. 7, with the past tense marker, and sense 2 of
-vaamu — as shown below.
ekyavaamu (connective) = what came out of it, what resulted from it
Ekyavaamu, Wampala yaakoogha okutambula nga bwayagala; Wakayima, yaasalawo
okugya okwekweka mu ndhu.
eki-a-v-a-mu
wa-mpala a-a-koogh-a
oku-tambul-a
SREL7-PST-come_out-FV-ENCL18 16-lion
SM1-PST-tire-FV 15-walk-FV
nga bwe a-a-gal-a
wa-kayima a-a-sal-a-wo
ADV ADV SM1-PROG-search-FV 16-monkey SM1-PST-decide-FV-ENCL16
oku-gi-a
oku-e-kwek-a
mu
n-dhu
15-go-FV
15-RFL-hide-FV LOC18
9-house
'What resulted from it, (is that) Mr. Lion got tired of walking as he searched;
Mr. Monkey decided to go and hide himself in the house.'
[File ID: MwidTufm | W • Literature • Fables • 1999]
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3.4.6 The locativised verb -vaayo
When the class 23 locative enclitic -yo is suffixed to the base verb -v-1, either a
variation of sense 5 of the base verb is seen, or a new one.
okuvaayo < okuva1
1.
2.

to come out
to give way

1. to come out
Abawala muviileyo? Mwanguyeeku mwanguyeeku.
a-ba-wala mu-v-ile-yo
AUG-2-girl SM2PL-come_out-PERF-ENCL23
mu-angu-y-e-ku
mu-angu-y-e-ku
SM2PL-hurry_up-CAUS-SUBJ-ENCL17 SM2PL-hurry_up-CAUS-SUBJ-ENCL17
'Girls have you come out? Hurry up, hurry up.'
[File ID: IntHadij | O • Celebrations • Marriage • 2008]
2. to give way
Eee! Oooh! Vaayo baidhaakuniina.
eee
oooh
v-a-yo
ba-idh-a
INTERJ INTERJ give_way-FV-ENCL23 SM2-will-FV
'Eee! Oooh! Give way, they will step on you.'
[File ID: PFExtaud | O • Interviews • Language • 2012]

-ku-niin-a
15-OM2SG-step-FV

3.4.7 The cl. 14 deverbative noun -vo
While all previous derivations (§§3.4.3–3.4.6) were derived from -v-1, one frequent derivation, the cl. 14 deverbative noun -vo, is derived from -v-2, sense 1,
as shown below.
obuvo = the beginning < okuva2
Inhonhola obuvo n'obwiko bwe ensonga yaali kwogelaku.
inhonhol-a o-bu-v-o
ni o-bu-ik-o
bu-a
explain-FV AUG-14-start-DEV and AUG-14-end-DEV CP14-of
e-n-songa
ye
a-li
ku-yogel-a-ku
AUG-9-issue OREL9 SM1-be 15-speak-FV-ENCL17
'Explain the beginning and the end of the issue that s/he is talking about.'
[File ID: Omugole | W • Literature - Plays • Marriage • 2007]
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3.4.8 Summary of the corpus evidence for the Lusoga verb -vThe corpus evidence as analysed and illustrated in §3.4.2 through §3.4.7 can
now be synthesised as presented in Table 3. The three steps of Hanks's procedure may be recognised, but for a Bantu language the approach is not as linear
as suggested in §3.4.1 for English. Part of Step 1, the division 'on broad syntactic grounds', is the outcome of the lemmatisation, which resulted in the distinction between verbal, locativised verbal and nominal uses (column 1 in Table 3).
The other half, with connectives and an adverbial use, was only revealed
during analysis (column 4 in Table 3). When it comes to Step 2, the division
'into more delicate semantic and syntactic frames' is what we termed combinations (column 3 in Table 3). In our case study, these may be combinations of
verb + noun, verb + verb, verb + preposition, and verb + locative + noun.
Those that include a preposition also turn into prepositional uses. Due to the
structure of Bantu languages, some of these lemmas and combinations include
codes for entire paradigms (here LOC = any locative, SM = any subject marker).
Lastly, Step 3, 'making more subtle distinctions on semantic grounds', goes to
the heart of the splitting vs. lumping decisions that every lexicographer must
contend with (column 2 in Table 3).
Table 3:

Synthesis of the verb -v- in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus, with columns 1
and 4 for Step 1, column 3 for Step 2, and column 2 for Step 3 of the
procedure to map meaning onto use. (Manual effort between [ ].)

Lemma signs
derived from the
lemmatised
frequency list

Meaning potentials

Combinations, +
meaning potentials
following '='

okuva1 [move senses]

1. to leave, to depart,
to go away [1]
2. to hail (from) [2]
3. to abandon [3]
4. to make way, to
move away [4]
5. to result, to come
out

-v- + LOC + maiso = to
die

Lemma signs for
other word classes, +
meaning potentials
following '='

kye-SM-va
(connective) = that is
why

6. to spend (time)
okuva2 [projection
and direction
senses]

1. to start (and
continue onwards)
[1]

-v- + -tuuk- = from ...
up to [measuring
space]
-v- + paka = from ... up
to, from ... until
[measuring time]

kuva (adverb) = since
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2. to be the source
(of), to emanate
(from)
okuvaawo < okuva1

1. to stop existing, to
die (out)
2. to leave, to depart,
to go away

okuvaaku < okuva1

1. to go off, to turn
off [1]
2. to abandon
3. to trigger, to cause
4. to let aside, to give
up [2]
5. to lose
6. to stop
7. to not disturb, to
leave alone
8. to finish
9. to come a (little) bit

okuvaamu < okuva1

1. to abandon though
it is expected [1]
2. to come out, to
flow out, to exit [5]

-vaaku omusolo = to
remit tax

-vaamu enda = to
miscarry

ekyavaamu
(connective) = what
came out of it, what
resulted from it

3. to grow well, to
turn out well [3]
4. to yield, to
generate
5. to not gain [4]
okuvaayo < okuva1
obuvo < okuva2

3.5

1. to come out
2. to give way
the beginning

Comparison of the manual effort vs. the corpus evidence for the Lusoga
verb -v-

Any comparison between a manual effort and a corpus-driven one is always
unfair, as the corpus tends to 'win'. In doing so, one often forgets about the
heroic efforts that went into the manual effort in the first place (Nabirye 2008,
2009a, Nabirye and de Schryver 2010, 2011, 2013). The following, therefore, is
only for illustrative purposes.
While the lemmatisation had already revealed that two of the four locativised verbs had accidentally been overlooked, including a very frequent one,
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as well as a deverbative noun (probably because it was assumed to belong to
the grammar rather than the lexicon), all of the trickier derived word classes as
well as the truly frequent combinations were also absent from the manual
effort. (The one combination offered in the monolingual dictionary, viz. okuva
ku luguudo, was not found in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus.) With regard to the various meaning potentials: while one notices a few overlaps, one especially
notices a good number of additions and more fine-grained descriptions as a
result of the corpus analysis. The order of the meaning potentials that do overlap is not always the same either (cf. [ ] in Table 3).
What the manual effort does include, and what the corpus does not reveal
in the same way, is the long list of 19 proverbs seen in Table 2. This is only
partly the result of the fact that proverbs are known to be far less canonical in
their use than dictionary-makers try to make you believe (Moon 1998). The
proverb Akaviile mu igi tikatya ikoli 'The one that has just come from an egg does
not fear an eagle' from the monolingual dictionary is for instance found in the
corpus as Akazaalibwa tikatya ikoli 'The one which has just been born does not
fear an eagle', hence without what one would assume to be a core term, 'egg'.
Or, more Bantuish in nature, the monolingual-dictionary proverb Omusaadha
kikele kiva kyonka mu bwina 'A man is a frog, which comes out of the hole by
itself' is found in the corpus as Omusaadha ikere: liva lyonka mu bwina 'A man is a
frog, which comes out of the hole by itself', which appears to be the same in
translation, but in Lusoga the canonical form uses the noun in gender 7/8,
while it is found in gender 5/6 in the corpus. Given this variation, proverbs
have to be spotted mostly manually in a corpus. As to the reverse, a dedicated
search does reveal proverbs not included into the otherwise pretty exhaustive
manual list, such as Awava omugulu waila mwigo 'The stick takes the place of the
leg that has left', Awava omwosi wava omulilo 'Fire comes from where smoke
comes from', etc. Even so, their frequency of use is simply too low to merit
inclusion when reasonable corpus frequencies and a nice spread across sources
are used as an inclusion criterion.
3.6

Constructing corpus-driven microstructures for the Lusoga verb -v-

The data synthesised in Table 3 is the starting point for constructing the various
dictionary articles that revolve around the verb -v- in Lusoga. In a desk or
school dictionary, one may select from that data by taking, say, only the top n
(frequent) lemmata and for these the top n (frequent) meaning potentials. At
the other extreme, in a comprehensive dictionary, one will also want to exemplify all possible senses. To do so, reusing the examples that were studied
during the analysis is an option, so the sentences and phrases from §§3.4.2–3.4.7
are prime candidates.10 In doing so, however, it is good to recall that 'giving
equal prominence to all senses, when they are not equally common, is a distortion' (Hanks 2002: 157). So, the most frequent meaning potentials could be illustrated with multiple examples, while the lesser-frequent ones could do with
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just one or even no examples. Likewise with the combinations: whether or not
to include some or all of them will depend on the target. For an unabridged
paper dictionary, however, or for a digital dictionary in which the information
is layered and where it may be 'peeled off' (Geeraerts 2000: 78-79), one can as
well prepare and optionally present as much as possible. Adding the sources of
the various examples also becomes a worthwhile addition at that point, as is
the tradition in dictionaries based on historical principles. While such information on each source could be synthesised in the dictionary itself, a link to the
full information, as seen in Addendum 1 of Part 1, could furthermore easily be
added. In a digital dictionary actual hyperlinks to the corpus material itself
could even be envisaged, thereby handing dictionary users the 'raw data' on
which the lexicographers based their decisions, and/or allowing such users to
explore the (corpus) data further (cf. de Schryver 2003: 167, 169, i.e. 'Dream # 31').
In short, a maximally populated dictionary writing system is best viewed as a
single database from which any number of dictionaries may be generated, a concept that has been termed 'one database, many dictionaries' (de Schryver and
Joffe 2005).
4.

Discussion

In this article we have made a strong case for the analysis of corpora to discover word meanings. After two decades of querying corpora for Bantu lexicography in general, and about one decade of corpus-building for Lusoga in
particular, we are pretty much convinced that a careful study of the natural
production of language that was produced by a multitude of speakers and
writers indeed offers the best perspective on how language is truly used, from
which meanings may be mapped (as explained and illustrated in the present
article), and with which detailed studies of language may be undertaken. Some
colleagues remain sceptical however, as voiced by Michael Marlo two years
ago:
A criticism that can be levelled at corpus-based approaches is that because they
lump together data by individual speakers, it is extremely difficult if not impossible in a corpus-based approach to make sense of variation across individuals
which is the result of the speakers having different internal grammars. The present approach seems to reject the idea that grammar is in the heads of individual
speakers. It focuses on 'e-language' vs. 'i-language'. That is fine, but the approach
has some limitations — such as the ability to state with precision what is a 'language'. (Marlo 2016, personal communication)

By using a corpus in the way we do, one ends up compromising, and indeed
focusing on many e-languages (with e for 'external/externalised'), rather than
on a single or a limited number of i-languages (with i for 'internal/internalised'). That said, even though the corpus analyst likes lots and lots of data and
ditto examples, it is also true that: '"Overwhelming evidence", be it noted, may
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consist of no more than a handful of textually well-formed and convincing
modern uses' (Hanks 2002: 174). Michael Marlo goes on to suggest:
Moreover, most linguists consider negative evidence to be essential for understanding the rules of language — not just what is common vs. uncommon but
determining what is possible vs. impossible. There is considerable discussion of
this within the generativist community under the notion of 'poverty of the
stimulus' — the idea that speakers of a language know much about the language,
even if they have never heard the expressions in question before. (Marlo 2016,

personal communication)

In our strand of corpus linguistics, the focus is on the norms, not the exploitations, and the focus is consequently also not on what does not occur or on what
occurs infrequently. Of course, this is a choice, but for a language like Lusoga
which needs 'first descriptions', focusing on the speech community and their
general needs first, and attempting to bring back their own words to them, in
this case in the form of corpus-driven dictionary-making, seems like a worthwhile venture.
With this, we have come to the end of our three-part study of corpusdriven Bantu lexicography as applied to Lusoga. To conclude, it is now fitting
to point out that our effort is not the first trilogy of articles on the application of
corpora in modern dictionary-making. As a matter of fact, Michael Rundell and
Penny Stock initiated this trend a quarter of a century ago, with a three-part
report on what was then called 'The corpus revolution' (as applied to English
lexicography). Compared to our effort, the sequence of their articles is organised differently, however. In their first part, Rundell and Stock (1992a) looked
at the relative merits of large-scale text corpora compared to traditional citation
banks. In the light of Hanks's theoretical framework of mapping meaning onto
use, their most important observation in favour of the use of computerised
corpora over manual reading and marking is that:
It is astonishingly difficult for even the most experienced person to collect material for ordinary everyday usages since human beings tend to notice the unusual.
[...] When using corpus evidence, therefore, the lexicographer works with whatever comes up in the corpus rather than with individually or specially selected
examples. (Rundell and Stock 1992a: 13, 10)

The other advantages they list in favour of a corpus remain valid to this day,
and have also all been illustrated for Lusoga lexicography: (i) 'it can provide
evidence for the comparative frequency of word occurrence and behaviour',
(ii) 'It can be of immense help in enabling the lexicographer to give examples to
show the word in its most typically or frequently used contexts', (iii) 'It allows
the lexicographer to structure an entry in such a way as to reflect how a word is
normally used', and (iv) 'It can enable the dictionary maker to give an accurate
account of grammatical behaviour at the level of individual senses' (Rundell
and Stock 1992a: 14).
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In their second part, Rundell and Stock (1992b) looked at the ways in
which corpus evidence informs the actual writing of dictionary articles. With
de Schryver and Joffe's practical concept of one database, many dictionaries in
mind, the following observations on what to put in a certain dictionary ring
true:
In fact the task of omitting or not including known meanings which are nonetheless inappropriate to a particular dictionary is a very hard one. It is so much
easier to play safe and let such meanings in [...] Again the evidence of many millions of examples of usage can be of enormous assistance in strengthening the
lexicographer's nerve in such cases [...] (Rundell and Stock 1992b: 25)

On a more generic level, their closing statement has proven to be as valid for
Bantu as it is for English:
It is perhaps fairly rare to find all one's preconceptions about a word being
overturned on consulting a corpus, but it is equally rare to come away from
analysing a given word or use without having learned a great deal that is new,
illuminating, and sometimes unnerving. (Rundell and Stock 1992b: 28-29)

In their third part, Rundell and Stock (1992c) mainly deal with corpus building,
and try to predict some of the automated tools and procedures that will be
developed. These are, using the terms that have come to be adopted since Rundell and Stock's predictions from the early 1990s: (i) lemmatisers, (ii) sampling
techniques, (iii) POS-taggers, (iv) parsers, and (v) word-sense disambiguators.
Over the past 25 years these have indeed all been created for the world's major
languages. More in particular, in Part 2 of our series we have indicated how the
lemmatisation and POS-tagging for lexicographic purposes may be achieved
for the Bantu languages. Unlike for English, these macrostructural aspects are
hugely complex for the Bantu languages, which led Prinsloo and de Schryver
to develop instruments known as part-of-speech rulers and alphabetical (or
multidimensional lexicographic) rulers in order to measure, evaluate, predict
and manage Bantu-language dictionary projects. We therefore trust that thanks
to corpora, and just as is the case for English, we are now indeed 'emancipated
from the role of harmless drudge and empowered to make new insights into
every area of language' (Rundell and Stock 1992c: 51).

Abbreviations
#
ADV
AFP
APERF
APPL

noun class number
adverb
affiliation prefix
after-perfect
applicative

APx
AUG
CAUS
cl.
CON

adjectival prefix (of cl. x)
augment
causative
class
connective
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COP
copulative
CPx
connective prefix (of cl. x)
DEMA,B,C demonstrative (of position
A, B, C)
DEV
deverbative
ENCLx locative enclitic (x = cl. 16,
17, 18, 23)
EXC
exclusive pronoun
ext.
extension
FUT1
future tense -naaFUT2
future tense -liFV
final vowel
HAB
habitual
INC
inclusive pronoun
INTENS intensifier
INTER interrogative
INTERJ interjection
loc.
locativised
LOCx
locative (x = cl. 16, 17, 18, 23)
MOD
modality
MODF modifier
NEGA,B negative (of type A, B)

OMx
ORELx
PASS
PERF
PERSx
PL
POSSx
PPx
PROG
PRONx
ps.
PST
REC
RFL
RPT
SG
SMx
SRELx
SUBJ
UNS
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object marker (of cl. or ps. x)
object relative (of cl. x)
passive
perfect
personal pronoun (of ps. x)
plural
possessive (of ps. x)
pronominal pronoun (of
cl. x)
progressive
pronoun (of ps. x)
person
past tense
reciprocal
reflexive
repetitive
singular
subject marker (of cl. or ps. x)
subject relative (of cl. x)
subjunctive
unspecified noun
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Endnotes
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Parts of this theoretical discussion are based on sections from Nabirye (2016).
The reference to 'real' language is taken from the first-ever corpus-based dictionary, the
Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary (Sinclair 1987a), which was advertised as such.
In corpus-linguistic circles, Sinclair may be best known as the founder of the COBUILD (i.e.,
the Collins Birmingham University International Language Database) project in lexical computing (Sinclair 1987b), and the chief editor of the Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary (Sinclair 1987a). The managing editor of the latter dictionary was Patrick Hanks.
Conversely, typologists may be interested in simply knowing what a language is capable of,
and want answers to questions like: 'What is the longest possible verb form in this or that
Bantu language?'
Also present in the TLex database, but not frequent enough to have been lemmatised, are
-vw-, a spoken variant of -v-, and -evaamu 'dare; be brave', the reflexive form of -vaamu.
2 Timothy 2:21
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7.
8.
9.
10.
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The locativised verb -vaawo also has a variant, namely -vaagho, but its frequency is too low to
have made it into the lemmatised frequency list.
ARVs = antiretrovirals (i.e., drugs to treat HIV)
Kodh'eyo was a short-lived newspaper (1997–1998) written in Lusoga.
For the value of corpus examples over 'invented' (but more didactic) ones see Fox (1987).
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Top orthographic corpus types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus underlying the verbal lemmas -v-, -vaawo (cl. 16),
-vaaku (cl. 17), -vaamu (cl. 18) and -vaayo (cl. 23) as well
as the nominal -vo in cl. 14

Types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus considered for the lemma -v-, verb:
abaava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 2 1 came from; 2 diverted / freq.70 rank 2606 # texts 22;
abava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 2 come from / freq.81 rank 2289 # texts 32;
abaviile [-va] verb, transitive cl. 2 1 have come from; 2 have left / freq.13 rank 10420 # texts 6;
agava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 6 come from / freq.43 rank 3953 # texts 21;
aghava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 16 1 comes from; 2 leaves / freq.22 rank 6788 # texts 13;
ava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 1 from / freq.389 rank 509 # texts 107;
ave [-va] verb, intransitive cl. 1 1 comes from; 2 leaves / freq.37 rank 4478 # texts 17;
aviile [-va] verb, transitive cl. 1 1 came from; 2 diverted; 3 left / freq.35 rank 4655 # texts 25;
aviire [-va] verb, transitive cl. 1 1 has come from; 2 has left / freq.13 rank 10467 # texts 8;
awava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 16 1 comes from; 2 departs / freq.13 rank 10468 # texts 5;
baava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 2 1 came from; 2 diverted / freq.118 rank 1598 # texts 40;
bava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 2 from / freq.120 rank 1572 # texts 47;
baviile [-va] verb, transitive cl. 2 1 have come from; 2 have left / freq.13 rank 10514 # texts 10;
baviire [-va] / freq.17 rank 8404 # texts 10 {Notes: see baviile};
biva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 8 1 from; 2 come from / freq.63 rank 2851 # texts 35;
biviire [-va] verb, transitive cl. 8 1 came from; 2 diverted / freq.104 rank 1787 # texts 7;
buva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 14 come from / freq.53 rank 3296 # texts 35;
byava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 8 came from / freq.14 rank 9926 # texts 8;
dhaava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 10 came from / freq.15 rank 9399 # texts 10;
dhiva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 9 come from / freq.26 rank 5968 # texts 19;
ebiva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 8 come from / freq.106 rank 1753 # texts 35;
ebyava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 2 1 came from; 2 resulted from / freq.30 rank 5300 # texts 18;
edhiva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 10 come from / freq.29 rank 5457 # texts 18;
ekiva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 7 comes from / freq.38 rank 4408 # texts 16;
ekyava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 7 1 came from; 2 left / freq.18 rank 8060 # texts 7;
eva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 9 from / freq.118 rank 1602 # texts 44;
eyava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 1 came from / freq.46 rank 3748 # texts 21;
gava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 6 come from / freq.33 rank 4920 # texts 25;
guva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 3 comes from / freq.27 rank 5809 # texts 16;
gwava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 3 1 came from; 2 left / freq.13 rank 10656 # texts 11;
kava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 12 1 comes from; 2 departs / freq.13 rank 10693 # texts 9;
kikuviire [-va] verb, transitive cl. 7 + 15 1 has escaped; 2 has come from / freq.17 rank 8539 #
texts 1;
kiva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 7 from / freq.94 rank 1984 # texts 39;
kuva [-va] verb, transitive 1 leave; 2 let alone / freq.267 rank 749 # texts 96;
kwava [-va] verb, transitive 1 came from; 2 resulted from / freq.20 rank 7437 # texts 4;
kyava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 7 1 came from; 2 diverted / freq.51 rank 3434 # texts 24 {Notes: see
also kye & ava > ky'ava};
kyebaava [-va] / freq.19 rank 7772 # texts 5 {Notes: see kye & baava};
kyenva [-va] / freq.36 rank 4597 # texts 17 {Notes: see kye & nva};
kyetuva [-va] / freq.13 rank 10766 # texts 10 {Notes: see kye & tuva};
kyeyava [-va] verb, transitive 7 + 1 that is why / freq.143 rank 1329 # texts 16 {Notes: see kye &
yava};
liva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 11 comes from / freq.32 rank 5052 # texts 15;
luva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 11 1 comes from; 2 results from / freq.20 rank 7443 # texts 12;
lyava [-va] verb, transitive came from / freq.17 rank 8589 # texts 6;
muva [-va] verb, transitive 2pl. come from / freq.30 rank 5351 # texts 15;
naava [-va] verb, transitive 1sg. 1 left; 2 diverted; 3 parted with / freq.20 rank 7476 # texts 13;
nava [-va] verb, transitive 1sg. 1 came from; 2 left / freq.69 rank 2654 # texts 27;
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nva [-va] verb, transitive 1sg. from / freq.162 rank 1190 # texts 71;
nviile [-va] verb, transitive 1sg. 1 have left; 2 have come from / freq.18 rank 8200 # texts 16;
nviire [-va] / freq.17 rank 8657 # texts 8 {Notes: see nviile};
obuva [-va] verb, transitive come from / freq.32 rank 5086 # texts 17;
oguva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 3 comes from / freq.26 rank 6067 # texts 11;
okuva [-va] verb, transitive 1 since; 2 from; 3 from ... to; 4 to leave or be from / freq.2668 rank 58 #
texts 207;
okuviila [-va] verb, transitive 1 leave; 2 come from / freq.27 rank 5887 # texts 18;
okuviira [-va] verb, transitive 1 come from; 2 move away from / freq.58 rank 3075 # texts 18;
oluva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 11 1 from which; 2 comes from / freq.40 rank 4260 # texts 28;
olwava [-va] verb, auxiliary cl. 11 came from / freq.30 rank 5382 # texts 12;
omutuviira [-va] cl. 1 + 1pl. leave / freq.93 rank 2015 # texts 5;
omuva [-va] verb, transitive cl. 3 1 from which; 2 comes from / freq.42 rank 4090 # texts 28;
ova [-va] verb, transitive 2sg. 1 return; 2 reason / freq.325 rank 619 # texts 103;
tava [-va] verb, transitive 2sg. does not come from / freq.19 rank 7919 # texts 16;
tova [-va] verb, transitive 1 leave not; 2 divert not / freq.15 rank 9729 # texts 13;
tunaava [-va] verb, transitive 1pl. + 1sg. 1 will leave; 2 will come from / freq.14 rank 10340 # texts
9;
tuviile [-va] verb, transitive 1pl. 1 came from; 2 left / freq.44 rank 3941 # texts 21;
twava [-va] verb, transitive 1pl. 1 came from; 2 diverted; 3 left / freq.38 rank 4465 # texts 23;
va [-va] verb, transitive 1 leave; 2 let alone / freq.81 rank 2312 # texts 42;
yaava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 1, cl. 9 1 come from; 2 diverted / freq.96 rank 1955 # texts 45;
yava [-va] verb, transitive cl. 1 from / freq.188 rank 1041 # texts 55

Types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus considered for the lemma -vaawo, loc. verb:
okuvaawo [-va-wo] verb, intransitive 1 leave; 2 become extinct / freq.15 rank 9671 # texts 10

Types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus considered for the lemma -vaaku, loc. verb:
kuvaaku [-va-ku] verb, transitive 1 cause; 2 trigger / freq.14 rank 10102 # texts 14

Types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus considered for the lemma -vaamu, loc. verb:
avaamu [-va-mu] verb, transitive cl. 1. 1 departs; 2 results into; 3 releases / freq.18 rank 7990 #
texts 15
bituviiremu [-va-mu] verb, intransitive cl. 8 + 1pl. 1 result into; 2 have come from / freq.13 rank
10527 # texts 5
ebivaamu [-va-mu] verb, transitive cl. 8 1 come out; 2 become visible / freq.12 rank 11353 # texts
12
ekivaamu [-va-mu] verb, transitive cl. 7 comes out finally / freq.37 rank 4494 # texts 24
ekyavaamu [-va-mu] verb, transitive cl. 7 1 came out; 2 resulted into / freq.78 rank 2386 # texts 21
kuvaamu [-va-mu] 1 get out; 2 come forward; 3 betray; 4 end up / freq.24 rank 6442 # texts 17
mwavaamu [-va-mu] verb, transitive cl .18 1 resulted into; 2 came out / freq.14 rank 10180 # texts
9
okuvaamu [-va-mu] verb, transitive 1 leave; 2 get out; 3 end up / freq.46 rank 3775 # texts 30

Types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus considered for the lemma -vaayo, loc. verb:
avaayo [-va-yo] verb, intransitive cl. 1. 1 comes out; 2 surfaces / freq.35 rank 4654 # texts 25
aveeyo [-va-yo] verb, intransitive cl. 1. 1 move away; 2 become visible / freq.14 rank 9851 # texts 13
baveeyo [-va-yo] verb, intransitive cl. 2 1 become visible; 2 come out; 3 move away / freq.13 rank
10513 # texts 12
kuvaayo [-va-yo] verb, intransitive 1 come out; 2 become visible; 3 move away / freq.38 rank
4424 # texts 27
muveeyo [-va-yo] verb, intransitive 2pl. 1 clear the way; 2 become visible; 3 come out / freq.38 rank
4440 # texts 11
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navaayo [-va-yo] verb, intransitive 1sg. 1 returned; 2 came back; 3 left / freq.13 rank 10874 # texts 8
okuvaayo [-va-yo] verb, intransitive 1 come out; 2 become visible / freq.45 rank 3858 # texts 30
twavaayo [-va-yo] verb, transitive 1pl. 1 left; 2 came out / freq.15 rank 9746 # texts 9
vaayo [-va-yo] verb, intransitive 2sg. 1 move away; 2 come out; 3 become visible / freq.17 rank
8765 # texts 15
waavaayo [-va-yo] verb, intransitive cl. 1 1 come out; 2 become visible; 3 move away / freq.13 rank
11077 # texts 10
yaavaayo [-va-yo] verb, transitive cl. 1 came out / freq.22 rank 7029 # texts 15
yavaayo [-va-yo] verb, transitive cl. 1 1 left; 2 came out; 3 became visible / freq.18 rank 8311 # texts
13

Types in the 1.7m Lusoga corpus considered for the lemma -vo in cl. 14, dev.
noun:
buvo [-vo] noun -/14 place of origin / freq.21 rank 7085 # texts 14
obuvo [-vo] noun -/14 origin / freq.19 rank 7858 # texts 9

